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Charles D. Estes: n-Dimensional Display Interface - A Replacement For The Venerable Framebuffer
(Under the direction of Ketan Mayer-Patel)
The n-Dimensional Display Interface is the result of an exploration for a new abstraction for display
interfaces. Modern and future display use cases are pushing the boundaries of what is possible with even the
highest-speed data links connecting computing devices and displays. The n-Dimensional Display Interface
was designed to meet a set of guiding principles. The result is an abstraction just above the framebuffer that
provides a great deal of backward compatibility and scalability to deliver transmission savings for the most
challenging use cases such as 8k displays, display walls, remote connected displays, and low-bandwidth
mobile displays. The first two phases of research demonstrated the concept of backward compatibility and
then extended the architecture for blending while leveraging video semantics to support full screen video.
The third phase finalized the architecture and tackled larger, more complicated use of nDDI: very large
display walls.
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made it this far without his undying support and encouragement. I am truly blessed to call him an advisor,
colleague, and friend.
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constant and appreciated level of discussion and criticism that helped to both ground and refine our research.
Not to mention, he wrote the ground-breaking paper which was the inspiration for our break-through DCT
Tiler. And special mention to Anselmo Lastra for his support as an early committee member. He provided
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using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .254
A.722 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .254
A.723 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .254
A.724 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .254
A.725 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .254
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A.726 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .254
A.727 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .255
A.728 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .255
A.729 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .255
A.730 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .255
A.731 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .255
A.732 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .255
A.733 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .256
A.734 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .256
A.735 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .256
A.736 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .256
A.737 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .256
A.738 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .256
A.739 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .257
A.740 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .257
A.741 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .258
A.742 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .258
A.743 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .258
A.744 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .258
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A.745 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .258
A.746 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .258
A.747 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .259
A.748 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .259
A.749 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .259
A.750 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .259
A.751 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .259
A.752 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .259
A.753 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .260
A.754 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .260
A.755 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .260
A.756 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .260
A.757 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .260
A.758 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .260
A.759 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .261
A.760 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .261
A.761 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .262
A.762 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .262
A.763 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .262
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A.764 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .262
A.765 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .262
A.766 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .262
A.767 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .263
A.768 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .263
A.769 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .263
A.770 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .263
A.771 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .263
A.772 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .263
A.773 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .264
A.774 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .264
A.775 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .264
A.776 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .264
A.777 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .264
A.778 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .264
A.779 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .265
A.780 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .265
A.781 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .266
A.782 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .266
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A.784 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .266
A.785 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .266
A.786 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .266
A.787 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .267
A.788 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .267
A.789 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .267
A.790 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .267
A.791 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .267
A.792 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .267
A.793 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
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A.794 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .268
A.795 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .268
A.796 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .268
A.797 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .268
A.798 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .268
A.799 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .269
A.800 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .269
A.801 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium Compres-
sion clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .270
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sion clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .270
A.803 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium Compres-
sion clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .270
A.804 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium Compres-
sion clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .270
A.805 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium Compres-
sion clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .270
A.806 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium Compres-
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A.809 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium Compres-
sion clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .271
A.810 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium Compres-
sion clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .271
A.811 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium Compres-
sion clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .271
A.812 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium Compres-
sion clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .271
A.813 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium Compres-
sion clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .272
A.814 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium Compres-
sion clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .272
A.815 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium Compres-
sion clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .272
A.816 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium Compres-
sion clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .272
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The venerable framebuffer has been the dominant display abstraction since the advent of the raster
display; surviving through a long evolution of display technology and connectivity. Despite its success, it
faces new challenges from current and future use cases. This work embodies an investigation into the
success of the framebuffer as well as an analysis of these challenges. The result of this dissertation is a new
display interface; built from first principles and validated as a viable display abstraction and replacement of
the framebuffer.
1.1 Problem Statement
The framebuffer abstraction is a two-dimensional array of pixel values with each dimension matching
the width and height of the connected display in terms of pixels. The host system drives the contents of the
display by performing graphics computations which result in a single video frame which is written into the
framebuffer. The display adapter hardware then reads out the framebuffer completely and transmits the pixel
data over the display link to the connected display once per frame at the refresh rate (e.g. 60Hz).
Traditional display use cases such as PC displays and home entertainment systems have worked well
around the framebuffer abstraction. However newer display use cases are dramatically pushing the limits of
data transmission, requiring higher channel capacity to meet their needs.1 The growing trend of televisions
with UltraHD spatial resolutions bring steep requirements. HDMI 1.4 (HDMI Founders, 2009), while aging,
allows for 4096x2160 (4K) at 30 Hz with 48 bits/pixel requiring an uncompressed channel capacity of 12.15
Gbps. HDMI 2.0b (HDMI Founders, 2016) increases the refresh rate of 4K to 60 Hz and has a maximum
bandwidth of 18 Gbps. Emerging 8K use cases at higher 120 Hz refresh rates increase that by nearly an
order of magnitude. HDMI 2.1 (HDMI Founders, 2017) increases the maximum bandwidth to 48 Gbps using
a new Ultra High Speed cable specification allowing for 10K resolutions at 120 Hz. Refresh rates likely will
1Watson and Luebke posit that a display wall can be built with 50 of IBM’s T221 200 dpi displays will have a 455 megapixel resolution
and a refresh rate of 48 Hz requiring over 20 gigapixels per second of bandwidth.(Watson and Luebke, 2005)
1
not stop at 120 Hz either, as many common LCD display panels can already refresh at 240 Hz. HDMI 1.4a
(HDMI Founders, 2010) additionally handles 3D video at current HD standards while doubling the video
output due to the need of producing two stereoscopic images for every frame.
Digital display standards are still keeping pace with these more traditional use cases, but the signaling
requirements for the cables and connectors is getting increasingly restrictive. Furthermore, they are all
intended for scenarios where the rendering device is connected to the display within the same room.
Both remote displays such as VNC (Richardson et al., 1998) and small wireless devices do not have the
luxury of such high channel capacities and of a guaranteed quality of service. WirelessHD (WirelessHD,
2010) is addressing UltraHD video at 240 Hz with 48 bits/pixel, but only over special wireless video area
networks (WVAN). The Wi-Fi Alliance released a display specification over Wi-Fi along with its Miracast
device specification that allows the streaming of high definition content of Wi-Fi networks. (Wi-Fi Alliance,
2012)(Wi-Fi Alliance, 2014)
In cases where the display output is rendered on the same device, a custom bus can often address
these issues. This can be less than ideal, as it enforces a lock-step development of the rendering and the
display technologies often resulting in a custom solution without broad applicability. Mobile devices are an
obvious example, but the same scenario arises when the problem is scaled to massive display walls. One
common solution for massive display walls is to under-drive the display with a video signal far smaller than
the spatial resolution. The jumbotron display in the Dallas Cowboys stadium is an example where a 1080p
video signal is used to drive a display with a spatial resolution with five times more pixels (Mitsubishi Electric
US, 2008). The Walgreens billboard in Times Square is of a similar scale, but it drives the displays at a much
higher resolution. This custom interface requires a 48-drive RAID disc streaming data at 3.2 GB/s to drive
the 10,000 x 4,000 display (Gizmodo, 2008).
Interfacing with displays via a framebuffer abstraction is straining to scale up for modern use
cases. Rendering to a full screen framebuffer, scanning it out, and transmitting it over a data link
at high refresh rates is too wasteful when the spatial resolution of the display is large or when the
link has low capacity and variable quality of service.
1.2 Framebuffer as a Narrow Waist
For the earliest computer display systems, the display interface was carefully designed based both on
the display and the attached host system. Such systems required a discrete display generator to drive the
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electronics of the display and a display processor to translate input from the host system for the display
generator. Early work to optimize these display processors made trade-offs between memory, channel
capacity, and physical connections to the display. These custom solutions offered little re-use as they never
settled on a stable interface. Instead each new design iterated on the previous until hardware advancements
triggered a shift to a simpler interface; completing another trip around the wheel of reincarnation.(Myer and
Sutherland, 1968)
With the emergence of cathode ray tube (CRT) displays, a new more obvious display interface abstraction
took shape.(Myers, 2003) While the previous vector-scan displays required sets of endpoints for the lines that
were to be drawn, CRT displays operate by moving an electron beam across the rear of the display surface
which excites the phosphorescent coating. The beam scans across to form the image line by line; repeated
for every frame. Analog video formats can easily be converted to waveform signals that represent these scan
lines. However, the graphical needs of digital computers required fonts and shapes to be generated. This
was accomplished by further discretizing the scan lines into pixel elements. For every frame, the pixel data
is transferred from the host system to the display. Standards emerged that specified the number of pixels
per scanline, the number of scanlines per frame, the refresh rate, and the order in which the scanlines were
updated.
All throughout the development of the new signaling standards, the field of computer graphics was seeing
a similar pace of advancement. Initially fonts were rendered as pixels, followed by geometric shapes, images,
and eventually 3D graphics. The computer graphics generation worked independently of the signaling
technology by rendering to a memory area that had a designated width, height, and pixel color format. This
framebuffer is then sampled by display adapter hardware at the proper refresh rate and the rows of pixels
are converted to an analog signal for each scanline and sent over the wire.
The framebuffer served as a “narrow waist" for the display pipeline as computer graphics on the host
system rapidly advanced independently of the signaling standards on the display side (figure 1.1).(Estes
and Mayer-Patel, 2011) By all accounts, the framebuffer has been a great success. Modern displays have
digital transmission standards that send compressed data, but nearly all of them still scan the contents of a
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Figure 1.1 The framebuffer has served as a narrow waist for the display pipeline.
1.3 Thesis Statement
While the framebuffer has been a successful narrow waist, a new abstraction is needed to service
the display use cases of the future. While there are certainly very sophisticated candidates for such an
abstraction, a simple approach will serve to ensure the abstraction’s success as a new narrow waist.
A new display abstraction with slightly higher semantics than the framebuffer will yield a substantial
bandwidth savings while providing significant flexibility to serve as a suitable narrow waist for a
wide spectrum of display use cases.
1.4 Organization
The remaining chapters are organized as follows: Chapter 2 outlines the thought exercise of choosing
a new abstraction and illustrates the guiding principles for the n-Dimensional Display Interface (nDDI).
Chapter 3 recounts the history of the framebuffer from the earliest displays on through to its role in today’s
modern display use cases. Chapter 4 details the initial design of nDDI. Chapter 5 describes the PixelBridge
experiments and their use of the initial nDDI design to deliver a benefit while providing for backward
compatible use cases. Chapter 6 motivates the need to provide blending as part of the nDDI design and
describes three possible solutions. Chapter 7 delves into the full motion video use case and provides a novel
solution using pixel blending to approximate a key portion of the traditional video codec pipeline. Chapter 8
furthers the video use case by modeling a deeper pipeline based on prediction and residual data. Chapter
9 performs a feasibility analysis of the nDDI design with blending extensions; delving deep into internal
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memory bandwidth requirements and the applicability of a standard caching scheme. Chapter 10 explores
the use of nDDI in an advanced use case: multi-client, connected display walls. Chapter 11 summarizes
possible future work and applications of nDDI. Chapter 12 concludes the dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2: A NEW ABSTRACTION
The task of choosing a new display abstraction to replace the framebuffer is deceptively difficult. The
obvious direction is to pick an abstraction that is logically “higher” in the pipeline, which is to say an abstraction
that is currently in the realm of computer graphics software. We realized early on that choosing a new
abstraction entails balancing the trade-off between implementation complexity of the display hardware,
flexibility of the interface, and required channel capacity as illustrated in figure 2.1. Higher abstractions
require increasingly more complicated hardware implementations for both display and display driver. The
higher complexity often imposes a rigidity which restricts the flexibility of the abstraction. The benefit of a
higher abstraction is the reduced channel capacity requirements through their use of higher order graphical
language. In our examples, a display that supported a GUI toolkit would require very little channel capacity
to drive a GUI display, yet it would not be flexible enough to handle video or 3D graphics unless a special
framebuffer-like canvas was implemented.
This thought exercise of weighing the trade-off between different abstractions inspired by computer
graphics research resembles trips around the wheel of reincarnation. If one of these abstractions provided
suitable flexibility, then it can be argued that it would have been adopted long ago. Instead, the abstractions
are used in the form of software rendering frameworks by developers based on their project needs. The
rendering framework then renders down to a framebuffer. We decided to change tack, and to build a new
abstraction from first principles. The goal was to define the abstraction just above the framebuffer and to
Framebuffer
Window Display Protocol: X Windows System
Video Codec: Theora, H.264, WebM
2D/3D: OpenGL
Graphics Markup: SVG
Web Markup: HTML, CSS






Figure 2.1 Illustrations of the trade-offs when evaluating new potential abstractions to replace the
framebuffer.
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evaluate its performance in terms of flexibility and channel capacity savings; all while ensuring that the
hardware implementation remains feasible.
2.1 Guiding Principles
We developed a set of guiding principles as a means to ensure that our new abstraction provides






The framebuffer has proved to be highly flexible, and any new abstraction would inherit all of that
flexibility if it were designed to be framebuffer compatible. Furthermore this guiding principle ensures that the
abstraction will be backward compatible with decades of graphics hardware and software.
One key characteristic of the framebuffer abstraction is that it’s entirely data-driven. Changing a pixel on
the display involves sending over pixel value data for that location. Several more complicated abstraction
candidates require programming models and state machines. Creating a data-driven abstraction will ensure
that there is a reasonable cap on design complexity.
At first glance, an abstraction which is framebuffer compatible may not appear to provide any channel
capacity savings over a traditional framebuffer abstraction. A savings can be realized through an abstraction
that delivers a progressive benefit for applications that wish to leverage it.
The framebuffer abstraction has struggled to keep pace with modern display use cases. Any abstraction
that hopes to scale to meet these demands must be highly parallel in terms of its design and implementation,
enabling implementations to leverage advancements in parallel computing.
Lastly, in an attempt to further restrict design complexity and increase flexibility, any new abstraction
should be asynchronous, allowing the hardware and software driving the display to be decoupled from the
framerate of the display.
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2.2 Solution
The remainder of this dissertation details our attempt to design a new abstraction just above the
framebuffer in terms of complexity. The solution is called the n-Dimensional Display Interface (nDDI). The
key innovation is that the framebuffer has been expanded from a 2-dimensional array of pixels matching
the spatial format of the display to a larger n-dimensional pixel store that can be addressed using n-tuples.
This frame volume resides on the display itself instead of on the display adapter. The display interface
is data-driven in that the primary mode of interfacing to the display is to simply move pixel data over the
“cable” whenever there are updates to be made. With the frame volume on the display, the interface is now
asynchronous as the display adapter no longer needs to send entire frames at a prescribed refresh rate. The
real power of nDDI lies in the way that pixel values are mapped from the frame volume to individual locations
of the display. This is performed by programming transformations into the coefficient plane.1 The coefficient
plane is a plane of coefficient matrices with a spatial format matching the physical display panel. These
mappings use simple matrix multiplication to multiply the input vector by each matrix in order to retrieve a
pixel from the frame volume and update the associated location on the display panel. These mappings are
highly parallel and can be implemented with simple digital logic. The input vector length, coefficient plane
contents, and frame volume dimensionality are all configurable in order to provide a progressive benefit.
This allows particular use cases to leverage more complicated configurations dramatically reducing channel
capacity requirements. Alternatively, an nDDI display can also be configured like a simple framebuffer
allowing for backward compatibility with traditional interfaces.
1The initial nDDI design used a single plane, but a subsequent iteration allowed for multiple coefficient planes to accommodate blending.
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CHAPTER 3: PRIOR WORK
Early work in display interfaces lead to the innovation of the framebuffer as an abstraction for interacting
with the display. It has remained the dominant abstraction even as research into computer graphics and
display technology has resulted in numerous domain specific abstractions on either side of that narrow waist.
3.1 Early Displays
Some of the earliest displays, such as the TX-0 system’s oscilloscope or the PDP-1 system’s DEC Type
30 raster display, were vector-based systems.(Myer and Sutherland, 1968) These display systems accepted
coordinates and would draw points or lines. It was precisely systems like these that first motivated the need
for a narrow waist. Myer and Sutherland describe their efforts to build display systems with more advanced
features and the resulting “wheel of reincarnation” that followed.
The cycle involves slowly moving capability to the display, for instance adding a dedicated data channel
and support for a few additional commands rather than basic pen up, down, and move commands. One new
command might be a jump command, allowing the display to iteratively refresh its contents without tying up
the host system. The jump command can be combined with a return address in order to implement support
for subroutines. The DEC 340-347 had this level of sophistication in what was still considered a data channel.
However, the data channel was starting to resemble a display processor. The DEC 338 added a pushdown
stack allowing nesting of subroutine calls. At this stage, the display processor was somewhat programmable,
complete with a program counter. The display processor’s registers were used to drive the display, and most
of the time the processor was running to drive the display even when it was not refreshing. This is precisely
the same predicament from earlier where a processor is tied up to drive the display. Eventually another
data channel was added between the display processor and the display, thus completing a cycle. Eventual
advancements in the host system made the display processor wasteful and its processing was moved back
to the host while the data channel was slowly morphed again into a display processor.
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These computer systems in the 1950’s and 1960’s were expensive installations and were highly pro-
prietary. These trips around the wheel of reincarnation were likely frustrating to engineers and operators.
Despite that, it wasn’t until the personal computer revolution that display systems moved away from bespoke
solutions and graphics standards started to emerge.
3.2 Traditional Display Interfaces
When personal computers were first introduced, the raster CRT display was the dominant display
technology. The earliest systems were simple character-generator display systems. The interface was either
ASCII or another text encoding standard.(Myers, 2003) The data for characters was stored in read-only
memory (ROM). As the characters were received, the bitmap encoding for that character would be read from
ROM and displayed at the cursor. Computer graphics with any primitives beyond ASCII characters, however,
would require RAM to store the graphics primitives as they are sent to the display. This RAM, known as the
framebuffer was the key innovation enabling computer graphics.(Noll, 1971)
Specifically, the framebuffer was located on the display adapter. One of the earliest PC display adapters
from IBM was the Computer Graphics Adapter (CGA). The display adapter resided in the computer as a
peripheral and was tightly coupled to the display via an analog video cable that carried red, green, blue,
intensity, vsync and hsync signals. The framebuffer represented the contents of the display, and the display
adapter continually updated the display from the image in the framebuffer with the use of a RAMDAC
integrated circuit (IC). The pixel was now more than a location on the display itself, it was a data point for
a computer graphics image. For CGA, that image was 320 x 200 with just two bits per pixel allowing the
image to be built from only four pre-configured colors. The Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA) and Video
Graphics Array (VGA, SVGA, XGA, and SXGA) allowed for 16 and then 16,777,216 colors respectively with
resolutions up to 1280x1024, all still transmitted over an analog interface.
Modern displays have resolutions much higher than 1280x1024. Analog signaling for such high resolu-
tions was no longer practical. Furthermore new classes of displays such as liquid crystal displays (LCD)
started to supplant CRTs. The new standards were not actually widely adopted in time, and some early LCD
displays were driven with an analog VGA signal that would then need to be converted to a digital signal in
order to update pixels on the panel. The first widely adopted standard was Digital Visual Interface (DVI)
(Digital Display Working Group, 1999), and it included both analog and digital compatibility over the same
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Figure 3.1 The DVI connector was built around the Molex MicrocrossTM design, allowing both
analog and digital support.
cable. The cable would support either analog only (DVI-A), digital only (DVI-D), or both (DVI-I) using a
physical design based on the MicrocrossTM design originally from Molex (figure 3.1). This meant that a DVI-A
cable could not be plugged into a DVI-D connector, because only one part of the cross was unblocked on the
DVI-D connector. Logically, a DVI-I connector had both parts of the cross unblocked, allowing any cable to
be connected. The analog signals were carried over the C1 - C5 pins and the other 24 pins were digital.
DVI-D was eventually phased out by a pair of different standards. Firstly, the HDMI Forum released
the HDMI 1.0 specification in 2003.(HDMI Founders, 2003) The HDMI specification was aimed at digital
multimedia devices. It included a much smaller connector, audio, and backward compatibility with DVI-D.
The HDMI Forum continued to iterate the specification by adding more audio formats(HDMI Founders,
2004), more video support(HDMI Founders, 2005), more bandwidth(HDMI Founders, 2006)(HDMI Founders,
2009), and 3D video support(HDMI Founders, 2010). While the HDMI Forum was iterating HDMI, the Video
Electronics Standards Association (VESA) group drafted a computer-centric specification intended to replace
DVI. The Display Port 1.1 specification in 2007(Video Electronics Standards Association, 2007) is not directly
compatible with DVI or HDMI, though it can be easily transcoded via an external adapter.
Despite the move to truly digital display technologies with digital transmission standards, the framebuffer
has survived at the core of every major display interface specification. The framebuffer on the display
adapter is scanned and transmitted repeatedly for every frame; despite the fact that digital display panels
have an inherent memory, as LCDs hold their pixel value until changed. One display interface attempted
to take advantage of the non-volatile nature of digital displays. The Digital Packet Video Link (DPVL)
specification from the VESA group(Video Electronics Standards Association, 2004) allowed the display
adapter to selectively update subregions of the display. When the standard was released in 2004, it was
primarily intended for low-bandwidth connections with a variable quality of service. However, increases in
display resolution for modern displays also motivate the benefit of updating subregions while the display
maintains its contents without being refreshed. Despite this wide benefit, DPVL never saw widespread
adoption.
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3.3 Accelerating 3D Graphics
The framebuffer was a necessary innovation for the move away from ROM-based character displays to
fully graphical interfaces. It provided a abstraction for the image on the display, opening the door for the field
of computer graphics. Host computers were now able to perform calculations and to serialize the data to
the framebuffer on the display adapter. The calculations for computer graphics were not trivial, especially
when generating images for animations. In particular, the amount of computation required to generate 3D
graphic animations was extraordinary. The framebuffer abstraction provided suitable design stability and
laid groundwork for countless innovations in 3D graphics, each bringing with them additional calculation
requirements.
3.3.1 Rasterization
The earliest work in 3D graphics involved the “hidden-line problem”.(Roberts, 1963)(Appel, 1967) Line
drawing produced wire-frame images which quickly became convoluted by lines that should have been
hidden by the geometry. With occluded lines removed, visible polygons were now rendered as empty faces
without color. Furthermore, with hidden surfaces removed, the calculations for rendering were now faster.
The next big problem was shading, but these approaches were far too computationally intense for general
purpose computers.(Appel, 1968)(Bouknight and Kelley, 1970)
The quest for “real-time” 3D computer graphics coalesced these techniques into the modern “rasterization”
pipeline (figure 3.2). With this traditional approach the application sends the model data to the pipeline using
the model coordinate system. The model geometry is transformed to the common world coordinate system.
Much of the early research involved shading during the lighting stage. The most primitive flat shading applied
a uniform color to each non-occluded surface (triangle). Gouroud Shading allowed curved surfaces to
be approximated by providing normals at each vertex.(Gouraud, 1971) Later, each pixel on that surface
is approximated by calculating the pixel color at each vertex using the normal at the vertex and the light
sources, and then interpolating the pixel on the surface. Later innovations in shading provided more accurate
results by interpolating the vertex normals(Phong, 1975) and more accurate modeling surface properties for
highlights and reflections(Blinn, 1977). Rasterization is still an approximation and these early techniques
suffered from aliasing where triangles with different properties intersected or overlapped. Crow introduced an















Figure 3.2 A traditional 3D graphics rasterization pipeline.
Despite the improvements in the accuracy of shading, the calculations were still prohibitive. Hardware
acceleration was the next logical step to enable “real-time”, shaded 3D graphics. Fuchs described an
algorithm for distributed surface visibility across multiple processing elements that did not require object co-
herence.(Fuchs, 1977) The algorithm built upon the earlier work with z-buffers.(Straßer, 1974)(Catmull, 1974).
This work would eventually lead to Pixel-Planes(Fuchs et al., 1982)(Fuchs et al., 1985), “PixelFlow”(Molnar
et al., 1992) and modern GPUs. Graphics acceleration has experienced such explosive growth that GPUs
have now come back full circle in terms of programmability. Early work in vertex and pixel shaders led to
programmable pipelines and eventually instructions sets that make GPUs nearly as functional as general
purpose CPUs and have given rise to the field of general purpose GPU computing (GPGPU).
3.3.2 Ray Tracing
The key efficiency for rasterization is that expensive floating point light calculations are done per vertex.
Ray Tracing is a far more accurate approach at the expense of computational efficiency.(Whitted, 1980)
The expensive light calculations are performed at least once per pixel as a ray is projected from the eye
point through a pixelated virtual viewing frame and into the scene. If it intersects an object, then the color at
that point is calculated using object properties and light sources. Radiosity improved upon ray tracing by
calculating the color of the object based on illumination of reflected light from other objects in addition to the
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light source.(Goral et al., 1984) (Cohen and Greenberg, 1985) Ray tracing and radiosity dominate the movie
industry and other applications where real-time rendering is not a requirement.
Despite their use in pre-rendered applications, renderers using ray tracing and radiosity benefited greatly
through optimizations like shade trees, Pixel Stream Editor, and other shading languages(Hanrahan and
Lawson, 1990). Even with these optimizations, ray tracing and radiosity rendering is still typically deployed to
highly parallel compute environments. However, commercially available GPUs are now offering hardware
acceleration for limited real-time ray tracing.(Nvidia, 2018)
3.4 Hybrid Displays
Innovations in graphics processing and techniques have made inroads into display interfaces. One such
example, is the practice in computer graphics of only rendering areas of the frame that have been updated
as a means of conserving computation. The same approach can be used to reduced the data sent to the
display if only a portion of the framebuffer is updated. DPVL was the first major industry display interface that
allowed only subsets of the display to be updated asynchronously.(Video Electronics Standards Association,
2004)(Video Electronics Standards Association, 2006) This is one of our guiding principles and is critical for
reducing the data transmission cost for use cases with highly coherent display content. Despite this novel
capability DPVL never gained much traction and the framebuffer lived on virtually unchanged.
Techniques in video compression allow full motion video to be encoded with a much smaller data size
than the original bitmap frames. The newest DisplayPort specification achieves higher output resolutions
using lossy display compression based on video codecs.(ArsTechnica, 2016) Much like, DPVL, use of this
feature is not widespread. In our exploration of possible new abstractions, we determined that a video codec
was too high of an abstraction in terms of complexity, incurring a heavy penalty on the display hardware
while only delivering good benefits on full motion video.
Perhaps the most innovative work in this area is the Embedded Function Composition work from Microsoft
Research.(Whitted et al., 2009) This work is quite similar to nDDI in spirit as it moves some processing to
the display in the form of highly programmable functions that run in parallel during display refresh. This is
fundamentally similar to the coefficient plane mapping, but the abstraction is a great deal higher that nDDI.
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3.5 Display Walls
As the capabilities of graphics accelerators increased, the output resolution of 3D graphics and video
content has grown. Rendering that content to large format displays requires coordination and synchronization
of multiple computing resources and channel links. Chromium approached these problems by defining
streams of video content from graphics API commands.(Humphreys et al., 2002) These streams can be
processed and rendered by commodity GPUs and output to a display wall. This approach helps to increase
bandwidth to the display, but it also addresses the critical bandwidth issue on the bus between the host
CPU and CPU of each server. This reduction in data transmission was achieved with Chromium’s unique
approach of analyzing the scene at the OpenGL level. The host CPU groups OpenGL primitive by region of
the display wall and sends them to the corresponding node CPU. These OpenGL primitives are represented
with far less data than would be used if the host CPU simply rendered the region and sent that portion of the
framebuffer to the node.
Chromium defined a standard approach and API which was then used by systems like Garuda which
also employed commodity computers to build the display wall.(Nirnimesh et al., 2007) It further reduced
the bandwidth requirement by representing the entire scene as a scene graph. This enables the host CPU
to only update the portions of the scene graph that was changed whereas Chromium would send over all
OpenGL primitives even if their position and impact on the scene wasn’t changed.
The original concepts and API behind Chromium have had success in other similar systems as well. The
HVRMA project built a autostereoscopic display system with Chromium using GPUs and projectors.(Luo
et al., 2010) These massive displays deliver 3D content to viewers on display walls without the use of special
glasses. This takes massive computing power to render the various parallax views. This example as well as
the other uses cases for Chromium have illustrated its strength as well as a considerable weakness in that it
is designed for use by just one application driving the entire display wall.
Collaborative display walls often display a heterogenous mix of content produced by multiple sources.
TeraVision and SAGE furthered the streaming protocol concept established by Chromium and extended
the idea to operate over a network, allowing clusters to be connected remotely to the display.(Singh et al.,
2004)(Jeong et al., 2006) This new flexibility enabled truly interactive display walls with various sources
producing a large output image which is either shown on a large display wall or reduced and streamed to
multiple viewers.(Renambot et al., 2009)
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CHAPTER 4: NDDI DESIGN
The intuition behind the nDDI design follows from observations that modern display systems duplicate
the framebuffer within the circuitry of the display itself. With digital display technologies, we no longer need
to refresh a CRT; data is latched into the LCD pixels themselves. Duplicating the framebuffer on the display
leads to an immediate gain in that unchanged pixels do not need to be retransmitted.
Other architectures have made similar attempts to duplicate the framebuffer on the display, but none
have tackled the problem with as much flexibility as nDDI. Digital Packet Video Link (DPVL) is a notable
example. A sample architecture diagram is shown in figure 4.1. The immediate advantage of requiring
a framebuffer on the DPVL display is the display no longer needs to be driven at a particular refresh
rate in order to maintain its image.(Schleupen et al., 2005) Furthermore, the DPVL specification provided
commands to individual rectangular regions of the display.(Video Electronics Standards Association, 2004)
DPVL additionally specified support for multiple monitors arranged into a larger region, where each monitor
represented a rectangular region within a larger virtual display. The displays were configured into a tree
configuration, where the packets intended for downstream displays were passed along through output
DVI ports. All of the control commands for DPVL travel over USB connections, allowing for some very
sophisticated display structures. DPVL was a very forward-thinking display specification for 2004, but despite
its strengths the use case at the time simply didn’t warrant such a complicated system. DPVL never saw
widespread adoption, and simple digital specifications like DVI and DisplayPort continued to dominate.
The nDDI design goes beyond DPVL in two key ways. Firstly, the framebuffer is expanded beyond a
simple two-dimensional array of pixels matching the display resolution. It is now a large pixel store that can be
reconfigured with an n-Dimensional addressing scheme instead of having a simple (x,y) tuple corresponding
to the display panel pixel. Secondly, the pixel store is moved from the display adapter to the display itself
rather than just duplicating it. The graphics drivers will likely maintain portions of the pixel store on the display
adapter in the form of images and textures, but the pixel store used to drive the display during a refresh is











Figure 4.1 DPVL architecture diagram.
4.1 Architecture
The initial nDDI architecture is shown in figure 4.2. The key components, frame volume, coefficient plane,
and input vector, are all simple data structures. The digital logic for composing the image to the display is in
the nDDI engine. The data for the nDDI components is transmitted over the nDDI link. Applications update
the display by using the nDDI link to send data data to the three memory regions (gray arrows). Pixel data
is sent to the frame volume, mapping data to the coefficient plane, and signed integers to the input vector.
Once new data arrives in these regions, the nDDI engine reads the data (black arrows) to compose the
output image for the display panel. This can be done immediately, or through an explicit latch event.
There is no specific, prescribed regime for the application to follow when updating the display. A simple
application might repeatedly send new pixels to the frame volume for every frame while using fixed values
in the input vector and the coefficient plane. A kiosk application might send over a series of images to the
frame volume once, and then just rotate through them with a change to the input vector in order to switch
images. A particularly complicated regime might involve initializing the input vector and sending over a set of
building block images to the frame volume. The final scene could them be composited and animated with















Figure 4.2 nDDI Architecture diagram.
4.1.1 Frame Volume
The frame volume is a large pixel store located on the display. An nDDI display adapter sends pixel
values over the nDDI Link to be stored in the frame volume. The frame volume is much larger than a
framebuffer. As a result, its addressing scheme can be configured beyond the simple two-dimensional layout
of a framebuffer. The application driving the display can configure the frame volume to any dimensionality by
providing a set of maximums for each dimension (e.g. 20× 20× 8). Pixel values in the frame volume are
therefore addressed by an n-tuple where n matches the configured dimensionality of the frame volume.
Framebuffers like the display panels themselves are two-dimensional, and so the mapping of a pixel
value from a position (x, y) in the framebuffer to position (x, y) on the display is trivial. The configureable
dimensionality of the frame volume requires a explicit mapping of pixel values from the frame volume to the
display panel. This mapping is performed by the nDDI engine using mapping information configured by the
application and stored in the coefficient plane.
4.1.2 Coefficient Plane
The coefficient plane is a plane of coefficient matrices with dimensions matching the display panel. The
coefficient matrix at location (x, y) in the coefficient plane is used to hold mapping information for the pixel
on the display panel at position (x, y). That mapping information is in the form of signed integer coefficients
in a matrix. The number of rows in the matrices matches the configured dimensionality of the frame volume,
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and thus will change whenever an application reconfigures the frame volume. The number of columns in the
matrices matches the length of the input vector, which is also configured by the application.
Each mapping of a pixel from the frame volume to the display panel is done by taking the coefficient
matrix for the corresponding display pixel location and multiplying it by the input vector in order to produce an
n-tuple which addresses a single pixel value in the frame volume.
4.1.3 Input Vector
The input vector is primarily used to drive wholesale changes to the display. It is a one-dimensional
vector of integers and is used for every pixel mapping operation for each pixel on the display panel. Its count
of elements is configureable with a minimum of two. The first two elements are not explicitly set by the
application, but rather are implicitly set during each pixel mapping operation to that pixel’s x and y location
on the display panel.
If the element count is configured beyond two, then the application is responsible for setting those values.
This is the means by which the application can affect the display globally with just a single update to the
input vector. As an example, the application can implement a double buffered display, where the input vector
is used to switch between regions of the frame volume acting as buffers. This also provides an ability for
synchronous behavior if the application needs to maintain a steady refresh rate (e.g. 24fps video).
4.1.4 nDDI Engine
The nDDI engine contains digital logic that performs mappings for each pixel on the display panel in
parallel. Each mapping is a matrix multiplication of the pixel’s coefficient matrix by the input vector. This
requires the application to first configure the element count of the input vector and the dimensionality of
the frame volume. Once configured, the application updates the display by a combination of updates to
the coefficients and by sending pixel values to the frame volume. Additionally, if the input vector has more
elements than the requisite x and y, then the application will also update those additional elements to affect
the display output. Figure 4.3 is an example showing how the input vector and coefficient matrix for a
particular display pixel are used to create an n-tuple which addresses a pixel value from the frame volume.
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Figure 4.3 Example matrix multiplication for pixel mapping.
Pixel mapping operations are deterministic, consisting of highly parallel matrix multiplications. The
equations below provide formal definitions. px,y is the value from pixel space P (equation 4.1) being mapped
at location x, y on the display panel with dimensions w×h (equation 4.2). The frame volume (V) is configured
with n fixed dimensions (an nth-order tensor), with each element v in pixel space (equation 4.3). The input
vector (i) is an integer vector of length m (equation 4.4). Each coefficient matrix (M) is an m× n matrix of
coefficients (c) (equation 4.6). Coefficients are integers (equation 4.5). The coefficient plane (C) is a two
dimensional array from coefficient matrix space (equation 4.7).
P = {(r, g, b)|0 ≤ r, g, b < 28} (4.1)
px,y ∈ P, 0 ≤ x < w, 0 ≤ y < h (4.2)
V = Vi1i2...in , v ∈ P (4.3)
i ∈ Zm (4.4)
c ∈ Z (4.5)
M =














Mh1 · · · Mhw
 ,C(x, y) = Mxy (4.7)
The Lookup operation takes an n-tuple as an address and retrieves the pixel px,y from that location of
the frame volume (equation 4.8). The Map operation accepts a 2-tuple (x, y) and uses the coefficient matrix
at that location in the coefficient plane to multiply by the input vector (equation 4.9) returning an n-tuple
address (a1, ..., an) into the frame volume. The first two values of the input vector will be set to x and y and
remaining values are set by the application.
px,y = Lookup(V, (a1, ..., an))) (4.8)
(a1, ..., an) = Map(x, y) = C(x, y)i (4.9)
The complete calculation for the pixel px,y uses the Map operation to produce the address tuple used in
the Lookup (equation 4.10).
px,y = Lookup(V,Map(x, y)) (4.10)
4.1.5 nDDI Link
The nDDI link represents the transport mechanism for moving data from the display adapter to the
nDDI display. The interface is inherently digital, but no other engineering constraints are placed on the
nDDI link at the architectural level. The nDDI link can range from a high-bandwidth fiber link to a unreliable,
low-bandwidth wireless link. The latter might be employed in a kiosk which is remotely updated periodically.
Several images can be downloaded a priori and then cycled through with a small data value written to the
input vector.
In additional to variable bandwidth and quality of service, we anticipate that the nDDI link will be used
in various network topologies with multiple clients and nDDI displays. Therefore the link is stateless and
asynchronous, allowing clients to disconnect and reconnect seamlessly. Such an implementation of the nDDI
link is realized in the display wall experiment in chapter 10.
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4.2 Use Case Illustrations
The power of nDDI lies with its flexibility. Any general display interface is required to support a wide
variety of applications, data links, and display panels. nDDI aims to provide the same flexibility as a simple
framebuffer while also allowing the application to configure the display to realize benefits under different,
domain-specific constraints. Applications in wireless domains with unreliable data links need the ability to
buffer data to hide latency issues. Massive display wall applications likely have the data source near the
display panels, but bandwidth is a major concern. Remote connected displays can have both latency and
bandwidth issues.
4.2.1 Wireless Web Tablet
A simple wireless web tablet (figure 4.4) with little more than an HTML engine, HTTP stack, and a display
might suffer from bandwidth and latency issues causing the display to render slowly as the web site data is
downloaded. A modern web browser running in a full compute environment can overcome this by rendering
into offscreen buffers.
Our simple web tablet can overcome these issues by organizing its nDDI display to handle multiple tabs
of large, vertically-scrolling content. The frame volume would be three-dimensional with a width matching the
tab width, a height matching the maximum scrolling height, and a depth matching the maximum number of
tabs. Such a simple device could even render in the cloud and have the data sent to the display slowly as a
page is built. Switching tabs is accomplished by setting the third element of input vector (1 in the diagram).
Scrolling involves using an efficient coefficient fill command that updates the y translation coordinate (s in the
diagram).
4.2.2 Windowed Display
A similar configuration can also be used for a windowed display (figure 4.5). Window managers typically
maintain at least one memory buffer holding the contents of each window. These buffers are then composited
by the window manager to produce a framebuffer to be sent to the display.
If such a system used an nDDI display, then the resources of the display can be used for both the


















































Figure 4.5 nDDI organized for a windows.
maximum window size and the z dimension would be set to the maximum number of windows that can be
stored in memory. The contents of separate windows can be rendered into the individual planes of the frame
volume. In this case, the third element of the input vector is held constant with a 1 while a single coefficient
at (3, 3) in each coefficient matrix is used to select the plane from the frame volume. The coefficient matrices
additionally have tx and ty translation coordinates at (3, 1) and (3, 2) enabling affine transformations. This
allows multiple windows to be composited and moved about the display panel by issuing efficient coefficient
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Figure 4.6 nDDI for simple video playback.
4.2.3 Scaling Video Player
A scaling video player application (figure 4.6) showcases a simple configuration of nDDI that leverages
the frame volume as a means of buffering display data. For software video decoders, quickly decoded frames
can be buffered into system RAM to be moved one-by-one to the framebuffer at the required frame rate. Any
frames that take longer to decode won’t affect the rendering rate unless the buffer is exhausted.
A hardware video decoder connected to an nDDI display can use the display’s resources as that buffer.
The frame volume is configured in three dimensions with planes representing frames of video. The input
vector is configured with two additional elements. The first element chooses which plane to use from the
frame volume. It is updated by the application at a rate that matches the desired video frame rate. The
fourth element holds a constant value of 1 used to enable the 4× 3 coefficient matrices to be configured as
affine transforms with a tx and ty translation coefficients. In the example shown, the coefficient matrices are
grouped into 2× 2 squares of pixels that replicate a single input pixel to achieve a 4× scaling similar to the
DPVL scaling video stream feature.(Video Electronics Standards Association, 2004) A primary difference,
being that this use case achieves its scaling through pixel replication, allowing only integer scaling factors.
A more traditional scaling would use interpolation for smoothing and to handle fractional scaling factors,
however this requires a blending functionality for nDDI.
The following shows the specific calculation for the pixel at (1, 1) of the display using the values from












Figure 4.7 nDDI used to composite elements of a GUI.
Map(1, 1) =

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0 1 0 −1














p1,1 = Lookup(V, (0, 0, 2)) (4.12)
4.2.4 GUI Toolkit
A final example illustrates an advanced use case of a GUI toolkit (figure 4.7). The frame volume is
configured into four dimensions allowing for pre-rendered GUI elements to be organized into different planes.
Sample elements might include: image backgrounds, gradients, patterns, shapes, text boxes, sliders, buttons,
highlight bars, fonts, animations, and sprites. Dialog boxes are composited in a similar way to the windowed
display use case with the use of efficient coefficient fill commands. The frames of sprites and animations can
be rendered into the fourth dimension of the frame volume and their frames can be animated by updating an
element in the input vector for every frame. The input vector globally affects mapping for every pixel, and so
any elements which are not sprites will have to duplicate themselves for all frames of the animation with an
efficient frame volume fill command.
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4.3 Guiding Principles
The nDDI architecture adheres closely to the guiding principles while providing an abstraction that is
logically just above the framebuffer. By raising the abstraction just slightly, nDDI provides simple framebuffer
compatibility for applications designed for a traditional display interface. In such a case, the frame volume
is configured with two dimensions and the input vector has only the two default elements. The coefficient
matrices each consist of a 2× 2 identity matrix. Updates to the display are triggered by sending the entire
framebuffer on every frame as a write to the frame volume.
nDDI is completely data driven. Update logic is fixed in the nDDI engine. Updates to the display are
driven by the data stored in three main components, the input vector, the coefficient plane, and the frame
volume. The architecture completely avoids the complexity of programmability and state machines.
An application can configure an nDDI display as a simple framebuffer yielding no benefit above a
traditional display interface. However, it can also choose to configure the nDDI display in a more complicated
way to realize a progressive benefit pertinent to the application’s domain. The scaling video player is an
example that achieves a 4× scaling with a much smaller input signal and no special video scaling hardware
on the display.
The nDDI engine is a key enabler for scalability of the nDDI architecture. While its representation in the
architecture diagram is a single central component, it is much more likely to be built as simple digital logic
localized to the physical display panel’s pixels. Such an implementation is enabled by the highly parallel
nature of nDDI made possible because calculations for each pixel are independent of one another.
Some of the use case examples involve animations and video playback driven at a frame rate using the
input vector. However, the nDDI architecture does not place any requirements on timing of data sent over the
nDDI link. This fully asynchronous behavior breaks the requirement of needlessly updating displays at a
refresh rate.
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CHAPTER 5: PIXELBRIDGE EXPERIMENTS
Our initial experiments for nDDI sought to show a significant transmission cost savings when presented
a wide variety of display applications without adapting applications to use nDDI mechanisms directly in any
way.(Estes and Mayer-Patel, 2011)(Estes and Mayer-Patel, 2012) We accomplished this with an agent called
“PixelBridge” that would organize a simulated nDDI display in various ways and then update the display
after analyzing the application’s framebuffer output for every frame. Two primary guiding principles of our
new abstraction are progressive benefit and framebuffer compatibility. PixelBridge provides that framebuffer
compatibility while showing a benefit without leveraging any application-level semantics.
5.1 nDDI Implementation
We initially implemented nDDI as a simulated display where rendered output was an OpenGL texture.
The highly parallel design of nDDI lent itself to optimizations with OpenMP on a multi-processor system as
well as a GPU implementation that leveraged OpenCL for mapping and rendering of the output to the texture.
The simulation modelled the data-driven and asynchronous aspects of nDDI by immediately updating
regions of the texture whenever any of the nDDI data was updated. For the experiments, this excessive
rendering was suppressed to speed up the simulation, but the skipped rendering was accounted for in the
results.
5.1.1 Cost Model
We built a Cost Model into the nDDI simulation in order to precisely calculate various operations while
applications were driving the display. It catalogues the following:
• nDDI commands transmitted over the nDDI link
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• Bytes transmitted over the nDDI link
• Input vector read/write count
• Input vector bytes read/written
• Coefficient plane read/write count
• Coefficient plane bytes read/written
• Frame volume read/write count
• Frame volume bytes read/written
• Count of pixels mapped
Additionally, the Cost Model is capable of logging every individual access to an nDDI memory component
for memory access pattern analysis. A detailed description of the CostModel API is included in appendix B.
5.1.2 nDDI Commands
Applications interact with the simulated nDDI display via nDDI commands, which are implemented as a
C++ API for the PixelBridge experiments. A detailed description of this API is included in appendix C. In a
Unix-based operating system, a full implementation of nDDI might involve a user-space API that interacts with
an nDDI video display driver in kernel-space in order to send data from an nDDI hardware display adapter
over a physical nDDI link to an nDDI display. However, the nDDI link is not yet fully specified, and so the API
can easily be implemented as a high-level, web-based API over HTTP where the display is connected to a
remote web server. Indeed this is the approach in chapter 10.
Configure Configures an nDDI display by specifying the dimensionality (xmax, ymax, zmax, . . . ) of the frame
volume and the size of the input vector. The coefficient plane is configured based on this information
as well as the fixed dimensions of the attached display panel.
QueryDisplay Queries the nDDI display for critical parameters (i.e. panel dimensions, memory capacity).
PutPixel Copies a pixel to the specified location in the frame volume.
CopyPixels Copies an array of pixels to a specified region of the frame volume. Uses the dimensions of the
specified region as strides within the array.
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CopyPixelStrip Copies a one-dimensional array of pixels along a particular dimension in the frame volume.
CopyPixelTiles Copies a series of two dimensional pixel tiles to the frame volume. Destination locations
are specified by destination coordinates and then a single width and height, since each tile is the same
size.
FillPixel Fills a region of the frame volume with a specified pixel.
UpdateInputVector Used to update the input vector for configurations of the nDDI display that extend
beyond default x and y values.
PutCoefficientMatrix Used to copy a coefficient matrix into the specified location of the coefficient plane.
The input matrix can be masked in order to preserve some of the values in the destination.
FillCoefficientMatrix Used to fill the specified coefficient matrix into a range of locations in the coefficient
plane. The input matrix can be masked.
FillCoefficient Fills a specified coefficient value to a designated coefficient matrix location over a range of
coefficient matrices.
FillCoefficientTiles Fills a series of coefficients to a set of tiles. There is one coefficient per tile. Each
tile is specified by a destination coordinate in the coefficient plane. Each tile has the same size. The
coefficient is filled over the entire tile at the same designated location in each coefficient matrix.
UpdatePanel An optional synchronization mechanism to signal when the nDDI engine should update the
display panel. This command is used strictly as an optimization for the simulated nDDI display.
A key feature of the API are higher-order data copy and fill commands, such as FillCoefficientMatrix,
FillCoefficientTiles, CopyPixelStrip, and CopyPixelTiles. Placing individual pixels and coef-
ficient matrices is inefficient as it incurs an addressing overhead. These commands which copy and fill strips,
tiles, and ranges of data reduce overhead greatly. The PixelBridge experiments utilize these higher-order
commands to update display data in novel ways filling large tiles of data and updating the coefficient plane
with commands to fill coefficients or entire coefficient matrices.
5.2 Experiment Setup
The PixelBridge experiment was designed to provide basic framebuffer compatibility for legacy appli-
cations by “bridging” pixels from the application’s framebuffer to an nDDI display. The PixelBridge legacy
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application can organize the nDDI display in progressively more complicated ways to achieve higher trans-
mission cost savings without affecting applications in any way. Each experiment run was a combination
of the various applications and then different nDDI configurations. Each run was evaluated using the cost
model against a standard 60Hz refresh display.
5.2.1 Legacy Applications
The legacy application’s framebuffers were recorded as video. They were broken into a group of recorded
desktop sessions and a group of full-screen video.
5.2.1.1 Recorded Desktop Sessions
Listed below, the desktop sessions represent an assortment of common computer applications. The
entire computer desktop was recorded at 24 fps. For each session, there are three resolutions: 960x600,
1440x900, and 1920x1200.
These particular use cases all have mild motion, which is easily captured smoothly in 24 fps. If future
experiments record high-frame rate video game content or even hyper-smooth scrolling, the frame rates for
the recordings would need to climb to 60 Hz or higher. As we illustrated in the results (section 5.3), this
would reduce the automatic savings that we see by updating the display at 24 Hz instead of 60 Hz, however
there are still substantial gains to be made through smart updates of the display.
• desktop - Switching windowed applications on the desktop
• digg - Web browsing on Digg.com
• document - Editing a document in OpenOffice
• email - Reading and writing emails
• flickr - Viewing photos on Flickr.com
• maps - Navigating a map on Google Maps
• npr - Web browsing on NPR.com
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• presentation - Viewing a full-screen PDF presentation
• slideshow - Viewing a photo slideshow on Google Picasa Web
• xcode - Application development using Xcode
• youtube - Watching videos on YouTube.com
5.2.1.2 Full-Screen Videos
The full-screen videos represent common, full-motion video played back on a full screen. They were all
encoded at a standard 23.9 fps. The “bourne” clips were DVD quality resolution (720x362) and the “Captain
America” and “Limitless” clips were 1280x544 (720p) and 1920x816 (1080p).
• bourne-dialog - DVD clip of character dialog from Bourne Identity
• bourne-moderate - DVD clip of moderate activity from Bourne Identity
• bourne-action - DVD clip of heavy action from Bourne Identity
• captain-720 - Official Captain America 720p Trailer
• captain-1080 - Official Captain America 1080p Trailer
• limitless-720 - Clip from Limitless at 720p
• limitless-1080 - Clip from Limitless at 1080p
5.2.2 PixelBridge Application Design
The PixelBridge application (figure 5.1) is driven with the videos for the legacy applications. Each frame
of the decoded video is analyzed by a tiler. The tiler is responsible for arranging the nDDI display and then

















Figure 5.1 PixelBridge experiment design.
5.2.3 PixelBridge Tilers
Each tiler analyzes each frame and updates the nDDI display in a novel way. The following are the tilers
used for the PixelBridge experiments:
• Framebuffer - Configured as a 2D framebuffer
• Flat Tiled - Configured as a 2D, tiled framebuffer
• Cached Tiled - Configured as a cache of tiles with perfect tile matching
• Lossy Cached Tiled - Configured as a cache of tiles with close but not perfect tile matching
5.2.3.1 Framebuffer Mode
Framebuffer Mode configures the nDDI display as a simple framebuffer as shown in figure 5.2. The
frame volume is configured in two dimensions matching the dimensions of the display panel. The input
vector is configured with a default length of two. The coefficient plane is then initialized with each coefficient
matrix holding a 2× 2 identity matrix using a single FillCoefficientMatrix command. The pixel values
of each frame are transmitted as a single display-sized CopyPixels command. This mode provides the
important framebuffer compatibility, while also providing a transmission cost savings over a standard 60 Hz
signal if the framerate associated with the application can be lower with little to no loss of utility. For the
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Figure 5.3 Flat tiled mode nDDI configuration.
5.2.3.2 Flat Tiled Mode
Flat Tiled Mode configures the nDDI display identically to Framebuffer Mode. The difference between the
two involves the analysis and updating scheme. The Flat Tiler divides each frame into tiles illustrated in figure
5.3. When analyzing a new frame, only pixels from tiles which have changed against the previous frame
are sent to the frame volume. Flat Tiled Mode realizes identical gains over a 60 Hz signal as Framebuffer
Mode since it is only updating at the framerate. Additional gains come from reduced number of pixel updates
on the frame volume when there is low motion. Updating individual tiles does incur a slight penalty over
a full frame volume update due to the overhead of providing addressing information whenever a range of
pixels in the frame volume is updated. This is accomplished with a single CopyPixelTiles command per
frame, however this command accepts a start coordinate for each tile to be copied, thus contributing to the
addressing overhead.
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5.2.3.3 Cached Tiled Mode
While Cached Tiled Mode does break up each frame into tiles, it configures the nDDI display much
differently from the previous two modes. The goal of this mode is to leverage the very large frame volume as a
cache of previously transmitted tiles. Figure 5.4 illustrates the configuration. The frame volume is configured
with three dimensions. The x and y dimensions match the tile size. The z dimension is set to the size of
the cache in terms of the number of tiles. The input vector has a size of three with the final element fixed
with a value of one. The 3× 3 coefficient matrices are configured as 2× 2 identity matrices with a z value at
(3, 3) and then tx and ty translations coefficients. This is accomplished with a FillCoefficientMatrix
command for each tile. Each coefficient matrix within a logical tile on the coefficient plane is updated with
the same z value which picks the appropriate tile from the frame volume tile cache. The tx and ty values
are fixed for each logical tile of the coefficient plane, and they are used to translate the tile from the display
location being computed to one with an origin at (0, 0) in the frame volume. The Cached Tiler analyzes each
frame of video and determines if tiled areas of the frame are already in the cache. If they are, then those z
coefficients within the tile’s coefficient matrices are all updated over the entire tile’s area. If no matching tile
exists, then pixels for the tile are sent to the frame volume and then the coefficients are updated. All of the
tiles for each frame are updated in bulk. Firstly, the pixels for the tiles are sent using a CopyPixelTiles
command similarly to the Flat Tiled mode. Then the coefficient matrices for the tiles are updated using a
FillCoefficientTiles command. Despite their efficiency, these commands do impose an addressing
overhead as the origin of each tile are encoded in the command. The cache is updated using a least recently
used update scheme.
5.2.3.4 Lossy Cached Tiled Mode
For the previously described Cached Tiled Mode, the matching algorithm for cache hits looks for an
exact match on all 8 bits of each color R, G, and B channel for each pixel. Each PixelBridge mode described
above has been completely lossless. For this new Lossy Cached Tiled Mode, we extended the previous
Cached Tiled Mode by introducing a lossy matching algorithm which only looks at the i most significant bits
of each color channel for each pixel when determining matches. In the results, the simple “Cached Tiled”
label indicates lossless unless specified. If specified, “Cached Tiled (i)” indicates lossless if i = 8 and lossy
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Figure 5.4 Cached tiled mode nDDI configuration.
5.2.4 Ideal Mode
While not a traditional mode, Ideal Mode serves as a theoretical best case in which only the changed
pixels are sent to the display without any requirements to provide addressing information for those pixels.
This cost for each update is therefore simply a count of the updated pixels multiplied by the bits used per
pixel.
5.3 Results
The results for the PixelBridge experiments are expressed as a ratio of bytes sent over the nDDI link
as compared to the same 24 bits per pixel source video sent to a traditional display at a 60 Hz refresh rate.
The computing sessions were recorded as full screen recordings at 1920× 1200 and 24 fps. They were then
resized to two smaller sizes: 1440× 900 and 960× 600. The results for the three sizes are shown in figures
5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 with ratios on the y-axis using a logarithmic scale. All three modes were compared against
a the Ideal Mode calculation. The tiled modes used a tile size based on the input video resolution. The tile
size was calculated to yield approximately 40 square tiles along the longest dimension.
Framebuffer Mode produced the expected ratio of 40% ( 24fps60Hz ) across all recordings. Flat Tiled Mode
produced much stronger results averaging near 8%. This dramatic jump can be attributed to the large areas
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Figure 5.5 Results for small recordings.
Figure 5.6 Results for medium recordings.
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Figure 5.7 Results for large recordings.
of the display which were not updated due to low motion. In particular, the document and email did well
when the user was not scrolling the screen and was just reading and typing. The best results were seen in
presentation as the presenter stayed on each slide for quite some time while they lectured. Cached Tiled
Mode proved marginally better and performed exceptionally well on recorded sessions with large swathes of
solid “white space”, such as presentation which nearly matched the Ideal Mode. The data shows conclusively
that our Pixel Bridge modes performed progressively better on the recorded desktop content with low motion.
The full screen video results in figure 5.8 are not nearly as compelling as the recorded desktop results.
Note the scale for the y-index is no longer logarithmic. As before, Framebuffer Mode performed at 40% of a
60 Hz refresh rate. However, the tiled modes struggled to outperform Framebuffer Mode and were often
worse. This is entirely due to the high motion for full screen video, even for clips with little to no action or
panning. In an attempt to accommodate the high motion of the full screen videos, we introduced Cached
Tiled (4) Mode as a lossy mode instead of the previous lossless modes. It produced notable artifacts but
showed a reasonable PSNR ranging from 36.71 to 48.73. This produced marginally better results in terms of
transmission savings; even outperforming Ideal Mode for two of the Bourne DVD clips. Despite this success,
the visual artifacts were subjectively distracting to human viewers making this mode somewhat unfeasible.
In addition to regular playback of the full screen video, we introduced a playback mode that simulated a
rewind feature (figure 5.9). It played 600 frames forward, then 200 backward, and then another 400 forward.
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Figure 5.8 Results for video.
In theory, Cached Tiled Modes should benefit from having more tiles in the cache, but the results were
only slightly better. Perhaps increasing the cache beyond the already generous 10,000 tiles would have
helped further. Optimizing the cache replacement policy may have helped as well, but the message was
clear: the PixelBridge experiment with these set of modes is not sufficient for full motion video. We
were inspired to search for a new mode that would improve over Framebuffer Mode without relying on any
application-level semantics.
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Figure 5.9 Results for video with reverse playback also.
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CHAPTER 6: BLENDING
After our initial research, we focused on tackling two big issues: blending and full motion video. While
our early experiments did not utilize any application level semantics, several of our key use case applications
required some level of composition to express their semantics. The GUI toolkit, for example, pre-rendered
many of its graphical elements into the frame volume. The elements were not rectilinear, and would therefore
need to support some level of blending to efficiently composite them into the scene.
Our nDDI APIs supported several efficient fill operations, but they all leveraged addressing schemes for
squares, cubes, and n-dimensional regions specified with an origin and end point. It is certainly possible
to support polygonal regions, but it is far more efficient to explicitly support blending. We explored three
different approaches to blending for the nDDI architecture.
• Temporal Blending
• Frame Volume Blending
• Coefficient Plane Blending
6.1 Temporal Blending
Temporal Blending utilizes a careful manipulation of the input vector to achieve a dithering of two or more
images into one. The nDDI display is configured as shown in figure 6.1. The application must initialize the
coefficient plane and then render multiple images into planes of the frame volume in such a way that writing
a particular value into the input vector at the p location will select different planes of pixels. In order to to
achieve an optical blending of two images at a 24 fps refresh rate, the application must drive the p value of
input vector; toggling equally between two values that select the images at 48 Hz.
In the example in 6.1, a rectangular w × h region holding a red star is dimmed by blending a same-sized














Figure 6.1 nDDI configuration for temporal blending.
command to areas of the frame volume with identical x and y coordinates but different z coordinates.
The coefficient matrices for the affected area are initialized with a FillCoefficientMatrix command.
The blending is accomplished by toggling the p value in the input vector using an UpdateInputVector
command at a rate of 48 Hz. The cost of each of these commands can be calculated based on a rudimentary
encoding of the command arguments as show below.
Command Argument Costs
• pcost = 3 bytes per pixel
• fvccost = 4 bytes per frame volume coordinate
• ccost = 4 bytes per coefficient
• cpccost = 2 bytes per coefficient plane coordinate
• ivecost = 4 bytes per input vector element
The frame volume, coefficient plane, and input vectors costs (bytes) are shown in equations 6.1, 6.2, 6.3,
and 6.4 in terms of the w × h = n number of pixels and t seconds duration.
CopyPixels(pixels, fv_start, fv_end) = n · pcost + 3 · fvccost + 3 · fvccost = 3n+ 24 (6.1)
FillCoefficientMatrix(cm, cp_start, cp_end) = 3 · 3 · ccost + 2 · cpccost + 2 · cpccost = 44 (6.2)
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UpdateInputVector(iv) = 1 · ivecost = 4 (6.3)
Total = 2× CopyPixels + FillCoefficientMatrix + ts× 48Hz × UpdateInputVector
= 2(3n+ 24) + (44) + 48t(4)
= 6n+ 196t+ 92
(6.4)
This approach to blending requires no modifications to the nDDI architecture, but it suffers three serious
drawbacks. Firstly, it requires applications to drive the input vector precisely at 48 Hz which violates the
guiding principle which states that nDDI should strive to be asynchronous. Secondly, it imposes restrictions
on the display panel technology. For instance, a blending of 90% and 10% at 24 fps would require a display
panel that can refresh its pixels at 240Hz leading to a calculation above with a factor of 960 for time. Lastly,
the overhead of sending multiple copies of pixels when blending at differing percentages for a single scene is
far too wasteful. Consider compositing a single letter onto a background. Traditionally, this might involve a
font glyph built from pixels with an alpha channel in order to avoid aliasing. A simple scheme might achieve
reasonable results using only four different alpha values in the glyph’s pixels for 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25%
opacity. For any system with alpha blending, the data penalty is paid in the form of an alpha channel for
every pixel at a cost of an addition 33% in terms of bytes transferred. For our system using temporal blending
without an alpha channel the glyph must be sent as four separate rectilinear images at a penalty of 300%.
Any pixel at 100% opacity would be represented in each image with the same pixel value for the foreground
font color. Any pixel at 75% opacity would have the same font color values in three of the images while the
fourth would have a pixel with the background color. 50% opacity follows with a dithering of two of the font
color and two of background color. Lastly 25% uses one of the font color and three of the background color.
0% opacity pixels outside of the font shape are built using the same background color in all four images.
6.2 Frame Volume Blending
Frame Volume Blending is a much more traditional approach to blending. It involves the addition of an












Figure 6.2 nDDI configuration for framebuffer blending.
D). With such support, a scene can be built by using the blended copy command to composite output images
within the frame volume (see figure 6.2). This is done by mapping a region of the frame volume to the display
panel with coefficient matrices while leaving a remaining portion as “scratch” space. Source images are sent
the scratch space. In this case, there is a gray square with pixel values of (127, 127, 127, 255) and there is a
red star with pixel values of (255, 0, 0, 127) and a white background of (255, 255, 255, 255). The gray region is
copied first and then the square region around the red star is copied to the same destination, resulting in a
light red star with solid white background.
With our example, the red and gray squares are again copied to different areas of the two-dimensional
frame volume using CopyPixels commands. The coefficient planes are initialized using a single
FillCoefficientMatrix command. The input vector only has the default x and y values, and so it does
not need to be updated at all. The blending occurs as a result of a new command, CopyFrameVolume, with
the following description.
CopyFrameVolume Performs a blended copy from one region of the frame volume to another, using the
each pixel’s alpha channel.
Each pixels’s cost in now increased to accommodate the alpha channel. The remaining costs are remain
unchanged.
Command Argument Costs
• pcost = 4 bytes per pixel
• fvccost = 4 bytes per frame volume coordinate
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• ccost = 4 bytes per coefficient
• cpccost = 2 bytes per coefficient plane coordinate
• ivecost = 4 bytes per input vector element
The calculations for the cost (bytes) of an w× h = n pixels displayed for t seconds is shown in equations
6.5, 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8.
CopyPixels(pixels, fv_start, fv_end) = n · pcost + 2 · fvccost + 2 · fvccost = 4n+ 16 (6.5)
CopyFrameVolume(fv_start, fv_end, fv_dest) = 2 · fvccost + 2 · fvccost + 2 · fvccost = 24 (6.6)
FillCoefficientMatrix(cm, cp_start, cp_end) = 2 · 2 · ccost + 2 · cpccost + 2 · cpccost = 24 (6.7)
Total = 2× CopyPixels + 2× CopyFrameVolume + FillCoefficientMatrix
= 2(4n+ 16) + 2(24) + (24)
= 8n+ 72
(6.8)
This blending scheme results is far fewer bytes transferred over the nDDI link, but it violates the guiding
principles in that it requires a series of compositing steps that cannot be executed in parallel. Furthermore, it
is less data-driven and much more similar to a state machine with a staged composition and then latching to
the display panel. Despite the drawbacks, Frame Volume Blending shows greater promise than Temporal
Blending.
6.3 Coefficient Plane Blending
Coefficient Plane Blending involves a more substantial change to the nDDI architecture (figure 6.3),
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Figure 6.3 Revised nDDI Architecture diagram.
(equation 6.9). Our initial implementation utilized 64 planes. Each coefficient plane still holds a coefficient
matrix for each pixel on the display panel, and those coefficient matrices are still configured based on the
dimensionality of the frame volume and the size of the input vector. The coefficient matrices now have an
accompanying scaler (equation 6.10). The scaler is a 3-tuple (equation 6.11) which holds weights for each
color channel (r, g, b). These weights are similar in purpose to alpha channels, with the notable difference that
they are not colocated with the pixel values and that they have three components instead of one. The pixel
rendering process now involves using the coefficient matrices for the given location from all 64 coefficient
planes to lookup 64 distinct pixel values from the frame volume. The color channels from each of those
retrieved pixel values is multiplied by each of the 64 scalers at that location from the coefficient planes. The
weighted pixel values are then summed and divided by the configurable maximum scaler, sγ (equation 6.12),
to get a blended pixel value.
Ck =





Mh1 · · · Mhw
 , 0 ≤ k < 64,Ck(x, y) = Mxy (6.9)
Sk =





sh1 · · · shw
 , 0 ≤ k < 64,Sk(x, y) = sxy (6.10)
s = {(r, g, b)|−215 < r, g, b < 215} (6.11)
sγ = {(2γ , 2γ , 2γ)|0 ≤ γ < 15} (6.12)
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Unlike alpha blending, nDDI scalers are both signed and multi-channel allowing for both positive and
negative blending with different values for each color channel. Furthermore, retrieved pixel values can be
treated as unsigned 8-bit values or as signed 7-bit values allowing subtractive masks. The Map operation as
defined before is modified slightly to take an additional plane argument (equation 6.13). The resulting pixel
value px,y,k from the frame volume is also expressed in terms of k (equation 6.14). The Blend operation
returns a blended pixel value px,y by summing the mapped pixel value color channels px,y,k multiplied (dot
product) by the scalers and then shifts by γ (equation 6.15).
(a1, ..., an) = Map(x, y, k) = Ck(x, y)i (6.13)
px,y,k = Lookup(V,Map(x, y, k)) (6.14)
px,y = Blend(x, y) =
63∑
k=0
px,y,k · Sk(x, y)
2γ
(6.15)
On the surface, coefficient plane Blending may seem overly complicated, but it leverages the highly
parallel and data-driven nature of nDDI to achieve a blending without the stepped compositing seen in Frame
Volume Blending. In terms of transmission cost, it is only marginally more expensive than frame volume
blending since the “alpha" values are sent separately using efficient fill operations to individual coefficient
planes which will incur an addressing overhead. However, if these scalers are used as masks, then they can
be sent once and only updated when changed.
The nDDI commands were expanded to accommodate updates to the coefficient planes. Firstly, com-
mands which operated on the coefficient plane were expanded so that any locations for coefficient matrices
were now specified as a 3-tuple, (x, y, k). Then a command was added to set the maximum scaler. The
following five commands were added for interacting with scalers.
FillScaler Fills a scaler over a region of coefficient planes.
FillScalerTiles Fills a set of scalers over a series of two dimensional tiles of coefficient planes. Each tile is
the same size and is specified with a destination location.
FillScalerTileStack Fills a set of scalers over a stack of two dimensional tiles of coefficient planes. The first
tile is specified by a location, and each subsequent tile is at the location (x, y, k + 1).
SetFullScaler Sets the maximum scaler.
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SetPixelByteSignMode Sets the sign mode for blending. When blending, channel values for pixels retrieved
from the frame volume can be treated as unsigned 8-bit values or as signed 7-bit values before scaling.
The default is unsigned.
Using the same example as the previous blending modes, we show the calculations of the cost of
coefficient plane blending. The rectangular regions holding the red start and gray square are first filled
to areas of the frame volume using CopyPixels commands. The frame volume is configured in three
dimensions, and the regions to be blended share the same x and y coordinates. This allows for more efficient
updating of the coefficient planes. The maximum scaler is set with a call to SetFullScaler. The coefficient
planes are first initialized with a single FillCoefficientMatrix command using 3 × 3 identity matrix,
affine transform values (tx and ty), and a value p picking the plane from the frame volume in the matrix at
the third row and third column. The coefficient plane coordinates now include a third element, k, used to
designate which of the coefficient planes to fill. Therefore, our single FillCoefficientMatrix command
can fill two rectangular regions in two adjoining coefficient planes, both mapping to p′ in the frame volume
(e.g. the red square). To adjust the second region in the coefficient plane to map to the gray square, a
FillCoefficient command us use to fill a new p over just that second region. The last step to initialize
the coefficient planes is to update the scalers for both of the regions. The most efficient way to accomplish
this is to use a single FillScalerTileStack since these two regions (tiles) are “stacked” on one another.
This accepts the two scalers to write for each of the two stacked tiles, as well as a start coefficient plane
coordinate and a stack size (2). lastly, the input vector has a fixed value of 1 in the z location, which is
initialized with a single UpdateInputVector command.
The pixel cost is returned to 3 bytes to reflect the absence of an alpha channel. There are two new costs
listed to reflect the use of new commands.
Command Argument Costs
• pcost = 3 bytes per pixel
• fvccost = 4 bytes per frame volume coordinate
• ccost = 4 bytes per coefficient
• cpccost = 2 bytes per coefficient plane coordinate
• cmccost = 1 bytes per coefficient matrix coordinate
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• scost = 6 bytes per scaler
• ivecost = 4 bytes per input vector element
The cost (bytes) calculations for our example are again shown in terms of n pixels display for t seconds
in equations 6.16, 6.17, 6.18, 6.19, 6.20, 6.21, and 6.22.
CopyPixels(pixels, fv_start, fv_end) = n · pcost + 3 · fvccost + 3 · fvccost = 3n+ 24 (6.16)
FillCoefficientMatrix(cm, cp_start, cp_end) = 3 · 3 · ccost + 3 · cpccost + 3 · cpccost = 48 (6.17)
FillCoefficient(c, row, col, cp_start, cp_end) = ccost+ cmccost+ cmccost+3 · cpccost+3 · cpccost = 12 (6.18)
FillScalerTileStack(s, cp_start, cp_end) = 2 · scost + 3 · cpccost + 3 · cpccost = 24 (6.19)
UpdateInputVector(iv) = 1 · ivecost = 4 (6.20)
SetFullScaler(s) = 1 · scost = 6 (6.21)
Total = 2× CopyPixels + FillCoefficientMatrix + FillCoefficient+
FillScalerStack + UpdateInputVector + SetFullScaler




6.3.1 Extending with Alpha Channel
Despite the advantages of Coefficient Plane Blending, there are use cases where an alpha channel
can be beneficial (e.g. non-rectilinear regions with morphing shapes). It’s trivial to extend coefficient plane
blending to additionally support an alpha channel, without the need for staged compositing as seen with
Frame Volume Blending.
The nDDI implementation can be configured with alpha channel support currently, but it incurs a 33%
penalty for transmitting pixels since the pixel values are now 32-bit instead of 24-bit. A future implementation
might update the nDDI API with frame volume commands to indicate if the provided pixels are 24-bit or
32-bit. If a 24-bit pixel is sent to a frame volume that is configured with an alpha channel, then only the R, G,
and B channels of the pixel in that location will be updated and the existing alpha channel value will remain
unchanged.
When alpha channel support is enabled, the alpha channel for a each mapped pixel value is extracted
as another three element vector ax,y,k similar to the scaler Sk (equation 6.23) Then the Blend calculation
additionally multiplies (dot product) the three color channels of the mapped pixel value by the alpha vector
(equation 6.24).
ax,y,k = (px,y,k[0],px,y,k[1],px,y,k[2]) (6.23)
px,y = Blend(x, y) =
63∑
k=0
px,y,k · ax,y,k · Sk(x, y)
2γ + amax
(6.24)
Just as with the earlier PixelBridge experiments, these new commands provide a means to update large
sets of scalers without incurring a heavy addressing cost. They allow filling of regions, sets of tiles, and now
stacks of tiles. The new stack concept allows entire tiles to be updated while adjusting the way that each
layer is blended. This is the key innovation utilized by the new PixelBridge tiler for full screen video.
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CHAPTER 7: VIDEO
While the pixel bridge experiments certainly demonstrated a significant transmission savings over a
traditional display interface, the results for full motion video were far less compelling. Our next set of
experiments sought to improve upon those results by leveraging traditional image compression techniques
with an nDDI display using the extensions for blending.(Estes and Mayer-Patel, 2015)
7.1 Traditional Image Compression
The discrete cosign transform and its inverse are critical steps in JPEG image compression as well as
H.264 video encoding and decoding.(Richardson, 2004)(Richardson, 2010) Figure 7.1 shows a simplified
example of video encoding and decoding pipeline. Each video frame is divided into macroblocks, often
8× 8. In the case of video encoding, each macroblock is first converted to the frequency domain. This form
represents the amount of light energy present for a particular vertical and horizontal frequency for each of
the color channels. The motivation is to organize the data so that energy present at higher frequencies can
be excluded without affecting the human viewer’s perception. This form of compression takes into account
the human vision system. The human eye contains a finite number of receptors, thus providing an upper limit
on the frequencies that can be perceived.(Myers, 2003)
Compression of the data in the frequency domain is performed through quantization. Each component is
divided by a designated value for the component. This drives most of the higher frequency components to
zero (lower-right). The purpose of the entropy encoder is to then re-order the components using a zig-zag
ordering scheme (see figure 7.2)) so that the zero components are at the end, and can therefore be dropped
out of the data for the frame. The detailed steps for encoding and decoding a JPEG macroblock are shown
in sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 below.(Wikipedia, 2019)
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DCTMacroblock Quantization Entropy Encoding
IDCTMacroblock De-Quantization Entropy Decoding
Figure 7.1 Sample video encoder/decoder pipeline.
AC5 AC6 AC14
AC2 AC4 AC7 AC13 AC16 AC26 AC29 AC42
AC15 AC27 AC28
AC3 AC8 AC12 AC17 AC25 AC30 AC41 AC43
AC9 AC11 AC18 AC24 AC31 AC40 AC44 AC53
AC10 AC19 AC23 AC32 AC39 AC45 AC52 AC54
AC20 AC22 AC33 AC38 AC46 AC51 AC55 AC60
AC21 AC34 AC37 AC47 AC50 AC56 AC59 AC61






Figure 7.2 Zig-zag ordering scheme.
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Figure 7.3 Original grayscale macroblock example.
7.1.1 Encoding Steps
The following encoding steps are illustrated with an example grayscale macroblock (figure 7.3). The
original macroblock values are shown in Original macroblock.
1. Shift each channel of the macroblock’s pixels by −128 (g Shifted macroblock).
2. Perform a 2D DCT transformation (equations 7.1, 7.2) of the macroblock for each color channel (G
DCT transformed macroblock).
3. Use a quantization matrix (Q Quantization block) with q = 4 (Nelson, 1992) to quantize each color
channel’s DC and AC coefficients (B Quantized macroblock).
4. Package each color channel’s quantized coefficients in zig-zag order (Entropy encoded macroblock).
5. Encode as buffer without trailing zeroes (Buffer without trailing zeroes).
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
5 36 67 98 129 160 191 222
21 46 71 96 121 146 171 196
37 56 75 94 113 132 151 170
54 67 80 93 106 119 132 145
70 77 84 91 99 106 113 120
86 87 88 90 91 92 94 95
103 98 93 89 84 79 75 70





−123 −92 −61 −30 1 32 63 94
−107 −82 −57 −32 −7 18 43 68
−91 −72 −53 −34 −15 4 23 42
−74 −61 −48 −35 −22 −9 4 17
−58 −51 −44 −37 −29 −22 −15 −8
−42 −41 −40 −38 −37 −36 −34 −33
−25 −30 −35 −39 −44 −49 −53 −58
































−245.25 −185.24 0.14 −19.06 0.25 −5.51 −0.33 −1.17
81.26 −245.93 −0.13 −25.88 −0.25 −8.02 0.32 −2.25
1.85 −0.84 −0.00 −0.29 −0.00 0.20 −0.00 0.17
9.20 −26.33 0.11 −2.60 0.21 −0.75 −0.27 −0.42
1.25 −0.07 −0.14 0.20 −0.25 −0.29 0.33 0.35
2.97 −7.19 0.08 −1.00 0.14 −0.02 −0.18 −0.36
−0.77 −0.35 0.00 −0.12 0.00 0.08 −0.00 0.07





5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33
9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37
13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41
17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45
21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49
25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53
29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57





−49 −21 0 −1 0 0 0 0
9 −19 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0







-1 0 0 1
0 -1 0 -1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0






−49,−21, 9, 0,−19, 0,−1, 0, 0, 1, 0,−1, 0,−1
]
Buffer without trailing zeroes
7.1.2 Decoding Steps
The following decoding steps are illustrated by continuing the encoding example from section 7.1.1 above
with the Entropy encoded macroblock at the end.
1. Read the coefficients into a block from the zig-zag ordering filling in zeroes for the remaining coefficients
(B Quantized macroblock).
2. Dequantize each color channel’s coefficients (F Dequantized macroblock).
3. Perform a 2D IDCT transformation (equations 7.3, 7.2) of the macroblock for each color channel and
round to the nearest integer (f IDCT transformed macroblock).




−245 −189 0 −17 0 0 0 0
81 −247 0 −21 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 −21 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0























−117 −94 −61 −29 1 33 66 89
−108 −87 −59 −32 −7 20 49 69
−92 −76 −55 −35 −17 3 25 41
−75 −64 −49 −36 −23 −10 5 16
−57 −52 −43 −35 −28 −20 −12 −6
−40 −39 −38 −36 −35 −33 −32 −31
−24 −28 −34 −39 −44 −50 −56 −60




11 34 67 99 129 161 194 217
20 41 69 96 121 148 177 197
36 52 73 93 111 131 153 169
53 64 79 92 105 118 133 144
71 76 85 93 100 108 116 122
88 89 90 92 93 95 96 97
104 100 94 89 84 78 72 68




Figure 7.4 Sample rendering of basis functions.
7.2 Approximating DCT
Adding support for blending was critical for several of our use cases which require compositing. Blending
also proved to be the key for our full screen video use cases. Our approach is inspired by research
into implementing an inverse discrete cosign transform as a blending of basis functions weighted by their
corresponding DC and AC coefficients.(McMillan, L. (Sun Microsystems Inc., Research Triangle Park, NC,
USA) and Westover, 1992) Figure 7.4 shows 64 basis function renderings for an 8× 8 macroblock. A basis
function has positive and negative components, so these renderings are shifted so that fully positive energy is
represented as white, fully negative energy as black, and gray is neutral. The top left rendering is represents
the DC coefficient which corresponds to the lowest frequency component. The remaining basis functions
represent the AC coefficients with frequency increasing in the x and y directions. Figure 7.5 illustrates the
rendering of four macroblocks as blended and weighted basis functions for the DC (a), the first AC (b), the
next AC (c), and then all coefficients (d).
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Figure 7.5 Example blending of weighted basis functions for four 8× 8 blocks.
7.3 DCT Tiled Mode
For our new, video-specific tiler, we modified the traditional image encoding pipeline as a simple intra-
frame encoder with an additional step, which reduced the video decoding pipeline to a simple blending of
basis function renderings weighted by the DC and AC coefficients. The resulting pipeline is shown in figure
7.6.
7.3.1 Encoding
The new DCT Tiler performs a forward DCT on each color channel of the pixels in the macroblock
resulting in a set of DC and AC coefficients for each color channel. We then quantize them just as in a
traditional image encoder. We generate a quantization matrix with an adjustable q factor.(Nelson, 1992) The
quantization drives many of the higher frequency AC coefficients to zero. The DCT Tiler then takes the novel
step of performing the de-quantization step which is typically done on the decoder. The zero AC coefficients
remain zero, but the other coefficients are then moved back to the integer range from the DCT phase. Those












Figure 7.6 nDDI video encoder/decoder pipeline.
color channel are sent to the nDDI display as the scalers, which are already a 3-channel integer tuple. The
scalers are weights which are then multiplied by the corresponding pre-rendered basis functions. The precise
steps taken to generate the scalers for a macroblock are in 7.3.1.1.
7.3.1.1 Encoding Steps
The following encoding steps are illustrated with a new example grayscale macroblock (figure 7.7). The
original macroblock values are shown in Original macroblock.
1. Shift each channel of the macroblock’s pixels by −128 (g Shifted macroblock).
2. Perform a 2D DCT transformation (equations 7.1, 7.2) of the macroblock for each color channel (G
DCT transformed macroblock).
3. Use a quantization matrix (Q Quantization block) with q = 4 (Nelson, 1992) to quantize each color
channel’s DC and AC coefficients (B Quantized macroblock).
4. Dequantize each color channel’s coefficients (F Dequantized macroblock).
5. Package each color channel’s dequantized coefficients as scaler components in zig-zag order (Entropy
encoded dequantized macroblock).
6. Encode as buffer without trailing zeroes (Buffer without trailing zeroes).
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Figure 7.7 Original grayscale macroblock DCT tiler example.

94 89 85 80 76 72 67 63
97 95 93 91 89 87 85 83
101 101 102 102 103 104 104 105
104 107 110 113 117 120 123 126
108 113 119 125 131 136 142 148
112 120 128 136 145 153 161 169
115 125 136 147 158 169 180 191





−34 −39 −43 −48 −52 −56 −61 −65
−31 −33 −35 −37 −39 −41 −43 −45
−27 −27 −26 −26 −25 −24 −24 −23
−24 −21 −18 −15 −11 −8 −5 −2
−20 −15 −9 −3 3 8 14 20
−16 −8 0 8 17 25 33 41
−13 −3 8 19 30 41 52 63






−51.75 −81.05 0.42 −7.67 0.50 −2.53 0.37 −0.22
−227.66 105.81 −0.08 10.99 −0.39 2.93 0.65 0.84
0.80 −0.11 0.25 −0.24 −0.10 0.31 0.00 −0.29
−22.79 10.79 −0.05 1.26 0.08 0.18 0.16 0.25
0.50 −0.32 −0.10 −0.11 0.25 0.08 −0.23 0.06
−7.00 2.47 0.27 0.68 −0.22 −0.08 0.47 0.08
1.29 0.39 −0.00 0.22 −0.23 −0.21 0.25 0.05





5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33
9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37
13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41
17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45
21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49
25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53
29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57





−10 −9 0 0 0 0 0 0
−25 8 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0






−50 −81 0 0 0 0 0 0
−225 104 0 21 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−17 21 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0






0 0 0 -17
0 21 0 21 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




Entropy encoded dequantized macroblock
[
−50,−81,−225, 0, 104, 0, 0, 0, 0,−17, 0, 21, 0, 21
]
Buffer without trailing zeroes
7.3.2 nDDI Configuration
Figure 7.8 shows how the nDDI display is configured. The frame volume is configured as an 8×8×64 pixel
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Figure 7.8 DCT Tiler nDDI configuration.
but the last and highest frequency AC coefficients. The final 8× 8 plane is set to a medium (128, 128, 128)
gray plane.
The input vector is three elements long with the third element fixed to a value of one. The 3×3 coefficient
matrices are based on identity matrices with a tx and ty for translation and a pre-configured z value. The
coefficient planes are divided into 8× 8 tiles or macroblocks. The translation components are used similarly
to Cached Tiled mode to map basis functions from their origin at (0, 0, z) to the display location for that
macroblock. The pre-configured z value in each coefficient matrix picks out a particular plane of the frame
volume. Critically, the 64 coefficient planes match precisely to the 63 pre-rendered basis functions and
medium gray plane in the frame volume. Those basis functions are rendered in zig-zag ordering such that
the DC basis function is the first plane of the frame volume and the second highest-frequency AC basis
function is the next to last plane.
When initializing the frame volume, basis functions are rendered by crafting a set of DC and AC
coefficients where only the single coefficient matching the basis function being rendered is set to the
maximum value with remaining coefficients set to zero. This maximum value of 256 is used to configure the
full scaler for the nDDI display. The simple block is then processed by an inverse DCT, producing a single
color channel macroblock. This 1-channel macroblock has signed values, which are clamped to [−127, 127].
This is critical, because basis functions for a DC/AC coefficient control that coefficient’s contribution to the
image, which is a sinusoidal contribution between [−1, 1] for the frequency of that particular coefficient. It’s
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because of this, that the nDDI display is configured to use signed pixel mode when blending. The rendered
basis function is built by duplicating the single channel basis function for all three color channels.
The pixel values of basis functions are not used explicitly, but rather when they are mapped using a
coefficient matrix then they are multiplied by the scaler. This achieves the weighting of the particular basis
function for all three color channels. These products are then summed over all coefficient planes. This
blending of weighted basis functions uses signed 7-bit values and produces a macroblock “medium gray”
centered at (0, 0, 0). The final plane of pixels in the frame volume is set to medium gray along with scalers for
the final coefficient plane set to full (256, 256, 256). This provides a shift back to traditional pixel values that
correspondingly cancels the original shift of -128 of the original pixel values during encoding.
7.3.3 nDDI Commands
The initial nDDI setup consists of setting the dimensions for the frame volume and input vector. Addition-
ally the nDDI commands SetFullScaler and SetPixelByteSignMode are used to set the full scaler
value to 256 and to enable signed pixel mode. The frame volume is initialized with the pre-rendered basis
functions and medium gray plane using a CopyPixels command.
The coefficient planes are configured into 8× 8 macroblock stacks with a height of 64. Each coefficient
matrix in the macroblock stack is set to the same identity matrix with a tx, ty, and z element. The translation
coordinates are set to translate to the origin (0, 0) of the frame volume while z = 1 initially. The fill is
performed using FillCoefficientMatrix to entire 8 × 8 × 64 region. Then the each z coefficient for
each coefficient plane is updated with calls to FillCoefficient using z = 0..63.
The scalers for the final plane are set to (256, 256, 256) with a FillScaler command while the others
are initialized to (0, 0, 0) with another FillScaler command.
The example below illustrates the coefficients and scalers filled to each of the 64 8× 8 macroblock tiles.
This example builds on the simple 32× 24 pixel display configuration shown in the figure 7.8, which shows
the macroblock tile stack with each tile holding the same coefficients and scalers. Specifically, tx = −16,















(0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0) (256, 256, 256)
64
Example: Initial per-tile coefficients and scalers
Each macroblock of a video frame is rendered as a blending of weighted basis functions, and this is ac-
complished by filling a scaler to each tile in the stack of 64. The DC and AC coefficients for the red, green, and
blue channels are packed into 63 scalers and filled throughout the stack using the FillScalerTileStack
command. Since these stacks are organized to match the basis functions and their zig-zag ordering, this
allows scalers to be filled over 8× 8 stacks within the coefficient planes with stack height matching only the
number of non-zero DC/AC coefficients. This is the primary source of compression for DCT Tiler Mode. The
follow-up example shows the contents of the same macroblock tile stack after updating the scalers with the
grayscale values in encoded example (Buffer without trailing zeroes). The first fourteen tiles were updated,





















(−50,−50,−50) (−81,−81,−81) (21, 21, 21) (256, 256, 256)
Example: Updated per-tile scalers
The cost to update the entire macroblock (64 pixels) using n = 14 scalers is shown in equation 7.4 using
cost estimates from chapter 6.
FillScalerTileStack(scalers, cp_start, size) = n · scost + 3 · cpccost + 2 · cpccost
= 14 · 6 + 5 · 2 = 94
(7.4)
The result is a savings of over 50%, 94 bytes versus 216 bytes required to send n = 64 24-bit pixels to
the frame volume in Flat Tiled Mode using a CopyPixels (see 7.5.
CopyPixels(pixels, fv_start, fv_end) = n · pcost + 3 · fvccost + 3 · fvccost
= 3n+ 24 = 3 · 64 + 24 = 216
(7.5)
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Figure 7.9 Revised video results with new DCT tiler.








Table 7.1 DCT Tiled Mode Statistics using a quality factor of 1 (best) and 4 (modest).
7.4 Results
The results for the full screen video using DCT Tiler Mode (figure 7.9) show a dramatic improvement over
previous modes. It even outperforms Ideal Mode, although DCT Tiler Mode is lossy whereas Ideal Mode is
lossless. Despite DCT Tiler Mode being lossy, the PSNR was superb. The results for DCT Tiler Mode using
the best quality (q = 1) and a balanced quality (q = 4) are shown in table 7.1.
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CHAPTER 8: ADVANCED VIDEO
While our efforts to leverage the application level semantics for video playback yielded strong transmission
savings, we barely scratched the surface in terms of advanced video compression techniques. In addition to
frequency space transformations like DCT, modern codecs use:
• Color space conversion
• Variable macroblock size
• Motion compensation
• Entropy encoding (e.g. Huffman coding)
• Prediction-residual coding
Conversion to colorspaces such as YCbCr can save a tremendous amount of bit space. Typical encodings
can use just 8 bits versus the 24 bits of an RGB pixel. Currently, nDDI only supports RGB and RGBA
pixels. Additional colorspace encodings is trivial, and will yield anywhere from a 25% - 33% reduction in
the transmission cost of pixel data. For our experiments we compare our bytes transmitted against a 60 Hz
complete framebuffer update using an RGB colorspace. If we adopted, other colorspaces, our PixelBridge
tilers would still have a similar ratio of bytes transmitted to the 60 Hz signal. The DCT tiler, is the exception,
as it primarily transmits scalers. In fact, its ratio would be lower, showing a less substantial gain versus a 60
Hz signal unless we additionally dedicated fewer bits to the chrominance components of the scalers. Data
compression is similar in that gains would be seen nearly equally between a 60 Hz signal and the various
tilers. We deferred data compression of the nDDI link to an engineering exercise.
While we did experiment with different macroblock sizes, we did not use variable macroblock sizes
within the same stream. The overhead of sending new coefficient matrices and pre-rendered basis function
would far outweigh any gains. Similarly, motion compensation would be incredibly expensive unless new
video-domain-specific nDDI features were added.
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Modeling a prediction-residual codec is far more feasible while being decidedly non-trivial. With a
prediction-residual codec, a full frame of data is only sent periodically, and frames in between simply hold
“differences” between the last frame rendered and the next frame. Motion compensation is typically involved
to calculate the residual, but we attempted to model it without.
8.1 Prediction-Residual Decoder
The DCT Tiler uses a DCT transform to effectively implement the prediction phase of a prediction-residual
codec. While the results were dramatically better than our previous tilers, we felt that we might be able to
mimic a prediction-residual decoder by sending over a coarse set of super macroblocks and then refining
that prediction with smaller macroblocks.
The new Multiscale DCT (MDCT) Tiler configures the nDDI display similar to the DCT Tiler, primarily
departing on macroblock size. The 64 planes of the frame volume and their associated coefficient planes are
split into separate sets with differently sized macroblocks. Those sizes must be a scale of the normal 8× 8
macroblock. For example, a configuration might reserve the first three planes for a 4× scaled macroblock of
32× 32. The MDCT tiler would then utilize those three planes for the DC and first two AC coefficients. These
three planes of super macroblocks create an approximation of the image. The MDCT Tiler then subtracts
that approximation from the original frame to yield a residual image. The remaining 60 planes are then used
to render that residual using 8× 8 macroblocks. With fewer planes reserved to render the residual image, the
quality may suffer for video with high frequency data as only the DC coefficient and first 59 AC coefficients
are available.
Figure 8.1 illustrates the prediction rendering. Box (a) shows the image to be rendered consisting of
mostly medium gray background and a portion with a gradient. If the first configured scale is 4× with only
one plane, then (b) represents the contents of the display after that prediction image is rendered. The next
configured layer is 1× with the remaining 62 planes. After the prediction rendering, only 9 of 16 blocks need
to be updated. Box (c) shows the contents of those nine blocks. Of the nine blocks that are rendered at
the 1× scale, five did not need to encode the DC coefficient, because their DC coefficients matched the
coefficient from the 4× layer as seen in box (d) which illustrates the DC component from each of the 16
blocks at the 1× scale.
The aim is to reduce the number of coefficients sent for the 8× 8 macroblocks. This happens as a result
of having fewer available planes and also by requiring fewer lower frequency coefficients from being sent.
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Figure 8.1 Multiscale DCT example of 16 8× 8 blocks.
Typically quantization removes the higher frequency coefficients, and now with a prediction rendered with
scaled macroblocks many of the DC coefficients are no longer required.
8.2 Experiment Setup
In practice, we found it hard to balance the right number of planes dedicated to scaled macroblocks. We
also supported more than two simultaneous scales. Early results indicated that we were not achieving a
significant savings with scaled macroblocks when we followed the regime of always using the entire budget
of coefficients to render each macroblock as accurately as possible.
Instead of following the strict regime for coefficient usage, we adapted our experimentation to focus on a
bandwidth budget and to observe the resulting PSNR. This rudimentary rate control established a budget
as an upper threshold per macroblock at each scale. In order to meet the budget, we choose a variety of
scales as well as one of four schemes when determining which coefficients to send. Ideally, when sending
coefficients for the residual every updated coefficient should be sent. In practice, many of these coefficient
were small, minor corrections for the residual. Therefore many of them can be trimmed before sending. The
following are the schemes used:
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• Trim with a Delta In our simple video experiments, the DCT Tiler trims unchanged scalers from the
top and bottom of a stack of scalers before sending them to the nDDI display. When Trimming with a
Delta, the MDCT tiler considers a scaler to be unchanged when all three channels are within a Delta
from the current scaler.
• Trim with a Plane Count This form of trimming starts with the first unchanged scaler from the top
(higher frequency coefficients) and trims off enough of bottom scalers (lower frequency coefficients) to
achieve a stack height specified by the Plane Count.
• Snap to Zero with a Delta In this scheme any scaler with all three channels within a Delta from zero is
set to zero. This is obviously effective for the high frequency AC coefficients at the bottom of the scaler
stack, but it is also beneficial for the DC and low frequency AC coefficients for the finer scales where
coarser scales have produced a prediction that drives these coefficients near zero for the residual.
• Snap to Zero with a Plane Count While still snapping to zero, this scheme starts with top-most non-
zero scaler for each stack and zeroes out the bottom of the stack producing a stack height specified by
the Plane Count.
We experimentally chose five different arrangements of scales and planes which provided the best
results when specifying budgets. A configuration is a comma-separated list of tuples, which specify the layers
starting with the highest scale and ending with the 1× scale. The first component of the tuple is the scale.
The second component of the tuple is used to specify the number of planes reserved for the scale, though
not directly. We couldn’t use a simple count because of the zig-zag ordering of the planes. A simple count
would unevenly weight the coefficients along a particular axis, for instance using more higher frequency AC
coefficients along the x-axis than the y-axis and even fewer of the coefficients combined from both axes.
Therefore, the number of planes chosen is based on a square of coefficients ensuring that the DC coefficient
is at the top left and that remaining AC coefficients are balanced along each axis. The second component of
the tuple represents the edge length (l) of the square, and so the number of planes reserved for the layer at
that scale is that length squared (l2). The following are the configurations used:
• 1:8 - The only scale (1×) uses all 63 basis functions.
• 16:1, 1:8 - The first scale (16×) uses only the DC basis function. The remaining 62 are used for 1×.
• 2:2, 1:8 - The first scale (2×) uses a 2× 2 square of basis functions. The remaining 59 are used for 1×.
• 4:3, 1:8 - The first scale (4×) uses 9 basis functions. The remaining 54 are used for 1×.
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• 8:2, 4:2, 1:8 - The first two scales (8×, 4×) each use 4 basis functions. The remaining 55 are used for
1×.
The budgets were calculated in terms of the number of bits per pixel (bpp) transmitted. The high, medium,
and low quality budgets were 8 bpp, 4 bpp, and 2.5 bpp respectively. The 4K videos used a slightly different
set of budgets with 4 bpp, 3 bpp, and 2 bpp to compensate for the somewhat lower frequency data in the
blocks. The MDCT tiler used trial and error to determine the parameter value for the scheme (delta or plane
count) that ensured best utilization of the budget using steps outlined below for each frame:
1. The total data allotted for the frame is the quality budget multiplied by the pixel count. (e.g. 1920 x
1080 at 4bpp = 0.989 MB)
2. For the given frame, the MDCT tiler adjusts the parameter value for the scheme until the calculated
cost of encoding every macroblock using that parameter value is just under the total data allotted.
3. Once calculated, the same parameter value is used to encode every block for that frame, and new
values are calculated for the next frame.
8.3 Results
With our earlier video experiments, we subjectively choose clips with high, medium, and low action
following the intuition that higher action video would require more bits to encode than low action video. For
these MDCT tiler experiments, we used a optical flow, objective measure, to more precisely determine
motion between each frame. In addition to characterizing the content, this new measure provided a lens
through which to view the results of each combination of scheme and configuration and to understand their
performance in relation to both motion and quality.
All combinations of the four schemes and five configurations were evaluated for each budget using a new
set of 10 second video clips. We estimated the motion of each clip using optical flow as calculated by the
Lucas-Kanade method with pyramids.(Lucas and Kanade, 1981) The clips chosen represent low, median,
and high flow with resolutions ranging from DVD to 4K.
Figure 8.2 shows results for all 20 of the scheme and configuration combinations for the Limitless 720p
median flow clip using the medium budget (4 bpp). The optical flow was also calculated as an average,
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Figure 8.2 PSNR of all configuration and priority schemes contrasted to optical flow using the
medium budget constraint on the Limitless 720p median flow clip.
normalized to [0, 1000], and shown on its axis using a logarithmic scale. This clip highlights the trends that
we saw throughout the experiments, while showing the effects of each configuration. In this clip, the PSNR
generally matched optical flow with one notable scene as an exception. The scenes with high flow were due
to large camera pans. This led to frames with complete motion blur which have far fewer high frequency
details. These frames were encoded more efficiently, leading to a better PSNR.
The clips with larger swaths of static content performed much better. Figure 8.3 shows results for a large
4K clip with median flow. The best scheme and configuration combinations are shown for each of the three
quality budgets. This clip had many, rapid-fire scene changes punctuated with black screens in between.
The trend followed the other clips, though the PSNR did not degrade as much during low flow because the
flow was more localized in the scene with large, unchanged sections.
In total, 1080 experiments were performed using a set of low/median/high flow clips of Bourne DVD,
Captain America 720/1080, Limitless 720/180, and Elysium 4k. Each of those clips was run with a combina-
tion of low/medium/high compression targets using (1:8), (16:1 1:8), (2:2 1:8), (4:3 1:8), and (8:2 4:2 1:8)
configurations with all four combinations of snap/trim and delta/planes. While we have outlined the trends in
those experiments with graphs of grouped data above, we have also included graphs for all of the individual
experiments in Appendix A.
Tables 8.1 and 8.2 organize the average PSNR for each clip and each configuration for both the videos
and the 4K videos respectively. 1:8 snap delta generally wins out, but some clips benefit from different
schemes.
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Figure 8.3 PSNR of best configuration and priority schemes contrasted to optical flow using all
three budge constraints on the Elysium 4K median flow clip.
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Table 8.1 PSNR and Optimal configuration / scheme for each of the low, medium, and high flow
clips. The data budgets are 8, 4, and 2.5 bits per pixel.
Video / Budget























41.35 - 2:2 1:8
snap delta
Table 8.2 PSNR and Optimal configuration / scheme for each of the low, medium, and high flow 4K
clips. The data budgets are 4, 3, and 2 bits per pixel.
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Figure 8.4 Video results for the DVD and 1080p 10s clips using the configuration and priority
scheme that performed best for that clip. As with before, the results are a ratio of the bytes
transmitted over the wire compared to a 60Hz.
Figure 8.5 Video results for 4K 10s clips using the configuration and priority scheme that
performed best for that clip. As with before, the results are a ratio of the bytes transmitted over the
wire compared to a 60Hz.
Additionally, we compared results for the three budgets using the priority updating scheme which tested
best for each video clip at that budget. These results are shown as the familiar ratio of bytes sent compared
to a 60 Hz signal. The results for the regular videos are shown in figure 8.4 with the 4K videos shown in
figure 8.5.
The MDCT Tiler provides a great deal of flexibility in terms of scales, planes per scale, and priority
updating schemes. The experiments show that optimal schemes can be found that preserve a reasonable
PSNR while exhibiting good channel capacity utilization. As we anticipated, using the MDCT Tiler with the
low, medium, and high compression budgets provided a progressively better benefit resulting in a tremendous
improvement over the DCT Tiler.
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CHAPTER 9: DESIGN FEASIBILITY
nDDI is a new display interface built upon a display abstraction designed from first principles. While
the feasibility of the design was not ignored, it was far from a guiding principle. Initially nDDI was primarily
a thought experiment exploring just how much efficiency could be realized by raising the abstraction only
slightly above the framebuffer. Despite that freedom, the design did not stray too far into the realm of
unrealizable ideas. Our first step towards testing its design feasibility was to move the simulation to an
architecture that was highly parallel while still being somewhat general purpose.
9.1 General Purpose Hardware
While developing the simulation, several routines proved to be highly data parallel. We made extensive
use of OpenMP extensions to the C++ toolchain for the PixelBridge tilers and then for the simulated nDDI
display for the pixel-mapping operations. The CPU used was an Intel® Core i5-3550 Ivy Bridge quad-core
running at 3.3 GHz. The simulation achieved some improvement with OpenMP, but it was far from real-time.
The next step was to port the pixel-mapping operations for GPGPU. This was accomplished via an
OpenCL kernel (computePixel) which performed the calculations for all of the pixels for a refresh. The initial
version of computePixel was designed to support the first pass of the nDDI architecture which did not include
coefficient plane blending. computePixel accepted a series of arguments:
• __global int* inputVector
Pointer to the global inputVector
• __global short* coefficientPlane
Pointer to the global coefficient plane
• __global uint* frameVolume
Pointer to the global frame volume
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• __global uint* frameVolumeDims
Pointer to the global holding the frame volume dimensions
• __write_only image2d_t frameBuffer
Pointer the to output framebuffer
• const uint cm_width
Convenience parameter with the coefficient matrix width
• const uint cm_height
Convenience parameter with the coefficient matrix height
• display_width
Parameter with the display width
• display_height
Parameter with the display height
The first three parameters are input parameters. They are pointers to globals located within the GPU
VRAM. As the simulation is running on the CPU, it is updating those nDDI memory components. Before
rendering a frame, the contents of those memory components must be moved from the CPU system RAM to
the GPU VRAM. Then the kernel is executed, spreading the calculations for individual pixels across the GPU
compute units. The resulting framebuffer output parameter is a 2D texture, which is directly used by the GPU
to render to the display.
The movement of the data to the VRAM for every frame rendered proved to be a bottleneck of sorts.
Traditional computer graphics has always required a substantial amount of bandwidth to the GPU for moving
textures, geometry, and shaders. The simulation used an ASUS Radeon HD 7950 GPU with 3 Gb of 384-Bit
GDDR5 VRAM. It connects to the system via a PCI Express 3.0 x16 bus. The GPU has 28 compute units
with 64 stream processors each, enabling a maximum of 1792 simultaneous operations. Despite the heavy
traffic along the PCI Express bus, many of the original PixelBridge experiments from chapter 5 ran well above
real-time on the scale of hundreds of frames per second. The larger videos using Cached Tiled Mode ran
slower, but that was primarily due to the complexity of the Cached Tiler code which still runs on the CPU and
analyzes the input video.
We extended the OpenCL kernel to additionally support coefficient plane blending, but we soon realized
that GPUs in 2012 did not have enough memory to hold the coefficient planes. Initially, the testing was done
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on small subimages. Eventually, we implemented some techniques for saving coefficient plane RAM, but
porting those optimizations to the OpenCL implementation of the nDDI display was left for future work.
9.2 RAM Requirements
In the following sections we illustrate the RAM requirements of the key PixelBridge tiler modes for a
variety of video sizes. Each example is specified with a display size, data unit sizes, and a configuration. The
display size consists of a width and height in pixels. The data units are specified in bytes for the input vector
(IV) values, the coefficients, and the scalers. The configuration describes the frame volume (FV) dimensional
sizes for the x, y, and z dimensions. It also specifies the size of the input vector (IV) as the length of the input
vector minus the two default values. For convenience, the resulting coefficient matrix (CM) width and height
are also shown as part of the configuration.
9.2.1 Framebuffer Mode
For the PixelBridge experiments, the configuration for Framebuffer Mode is identical to that of Flat Tiled
Mode. In this simple configuration the coefficient matrices are only 2× 2 and the frame volume is the size
of a simple framebuffer. Additionally, this mode uses only a single coefficient plane since blending was not
required. Table 9.1 shows the RAM requirements for a variety of videos sizes. The highest requirement is
134.47 MB for 4k video.
9.2.2 Cached Tiled Mode
Cached Tiled Mode was designed to leverage the large frame volume as a cache of tiles. This lead to a
configuration with an input vector of length three and a three-dimensional frame volume. The input vector
memory is nearly zero at just a few bytes. The coefficient memory grew as did the frame volume memory,
resulting in roughly 3× the RAM requirement. See table 9.2.
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Full Screen Video Recordings
DVD 720p 1080p 4K Small Medium Large
Display Size
(px)
Width 720 1280 1920 3840 960 1440 1920
Height 362 544 816 2160 600 900 1200
Data Unit Size
(B)
Pixel 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
IV Value 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Coefficient 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Scaler 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Configuration
CP Count 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
FV X Size 720 1280 1920 3840 960 1440 1920
FV Y Size 362 544 816 2160 600 900 1200
FV Z Size 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
IV Length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CM Width 2 2 2 2 2 2 2




Coefficients 1.99 5.31 11.95 63.28 4.39 9.89 17.58
Scalers 1.49 3.98 8.96 47.46 3.30 7.42 13.18
Frame Volume 0.75 1.99 4.48 23.73 1.65 3.71 6.59
Input Vector 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 4.23 11.29 25.40 134.47 9.34 21.01 37.35
Table 9.1 RAM Requirements for PixelBridge Framebuffer and Flat Tiled Modes.
Full Screen Video Recordings
DVD 720p 1080p 4K Small Medium Large
Display Size
(px)
Width 720 1280 1920 3840 960 1440 1920
Height 362 544 816 2160 600 900 1200
Data Unit Size
(B)
Pixel 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
IV Value 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Coefficient 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Scaler 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Configuration
CP Count 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
FV X Size 18 32 48 96 24 36 48
FV Y Size 18 32 48 96 24 36 48
FV Z Size 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000
IV Length 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
CM Width 3 3 3 3 3 3 3




Coefficients 4.47 11.95 26.89 142.38 9.89 22.25 39.55
Scalers 1.49 3.98 8.96 47.46 3.30 7.42 13.18
Frame Volume 9.27 29.30 65.92 263.67 16.48 37.08 65.92
Input Vector 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 15.24 45.23 101.78 453.52 29.66 66.74 118.65
Table 9.2 RAM Requirements for PixelBridge Cached Tiled Mode.
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Full Screen Video Recordings
DVD 720p 1080p 4K Small Medium Large
Display Size
(px)
Width 720 1280 1920 3840 960 1440 1920
Height 362 544 816 2160 600 900 1200
Data Unit Size
(B)
Pixel 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
IV Value 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Coefficient 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Scaler 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Configuration
CP Count 64 64 64 64 64 64 64
FV X Size 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
FV Y Size 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
FV Z Size 64 64 64 64 64 64 64
IV Length 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
CM Width 3 3 3 3 3 3 3




Coefficients 0.28 0.75 1.68 8.90 0.62 1.39 2.47
Scalers 0.09 0.25 0.56 2.97 0.21 0.46 0.82
Frame Volume 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Input Vector 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 0.37 1.00 2.24 11.87 0.82 1.85 3.30
Table 9.3 RAM Requirements for PixelBridge DCT Tiled Mode.
9.2.3 DCT Tiled Mode
The earlier PixelBridge tilers have modest RAM requirements compared to DCT Tiled Mode. The DCT
tiler arranged the frame volume into a very small 8× 8× 64 pixel store and set a length of three for the input
vector. The resulting 3× 3 coefficient matrices were identical to Cached Tiled Mode. The steep increase
in the RAM requirement was due to the use of 64 coefficient planes so that the DCT tiler could blend the
weighted basis functions for each macroblock. The result is an exact 64× increase in coefficient memory
over Cached Tiled Mode. The input vector and frame volume memory are both nearly zero in terms of GB
related to the total RAM requirement. The largest requirement in table 9.3 is 11.87 GB for 4k video, which is
nearly 27× the requirement for Cached Tiled Mode.
The blending extensions add a tremendous RAM requirement to any configuration of an nDDI display
that uses all 64 coefficient planes. There are two components of that RAM requirement. The first is the
amount of RAM, but the second is perhaps more critical. The access patterns for that RAM dictate heavy
constraints on what kind of RAM can be used and what types of caching schemes will need to be employed
in order to realize the necessary refresh rates.
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9.2.4 Memory Access Patterns
The various PixelBridge tilers achieve progressively better transmissions savings through increasingly
more complicated configurations of the nDDI display. Those different configurations lead to shifting memory
access patterns which have significant implications on the feasibility of the design of the memory system for
nDDI.
Table 9.4 shows the total number of memory component reads and writes (in GB) over the course of
240 frames using the simple Framebuffer Mode from video clips listed below. The data transferred during
the initial configuration of the nDDI display is not shown. The coefficient plane columns represent both the
coefficients and scalers combined.
• DVD Bourne high action clip
• 720p Limitless clip
• 1080p Limitless clip
• 960x600 Youtube recording
• 1440x900 Youtube recording
• 1920x1200 Youtube recording
Table 9.5 holds data for the same clips using Flat Tiled Mode. Both the Framebuffer and Flat Tiled Modes
configure the nDDI display in an identical way. There were no input vector reads and writes, because the
vector only hold the default x and y values. These values are implicitly written and read for every pixel, and
so their values would likely be encoded into the digital logic for each pixel in the nDDI engine without explicitly
reading and writing to the more general purpose memory used for pixel values.
Both of the these first two modes also have similar coefficient plane patterns. Neither write to the
coefficient planes after the initial configuration of the nDDI display. They both read from the coefficient planes
each time a pixel is mapped. The simple Framebuffer Mode refreshes the entire display every frame by
writing a full frame of pixels to the frame volume. This triggers every coefficient matrix and scaler to be read
for every pixel for every frame as well as reads for every value in the frame volume. Flat Tiled Mode, on the
other hand, updates just the areas of the framebuffer that change, which leads to fewer frame volume writes,
fewer frame volume reads, and fewer coefficient plane reads.
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Input Vector (GB) Coefficient Planes (GB) Frame Volume (GB)
Read Written Read Written Read Written
Full Screen
Video
DVD 0.00 0.00 1.40 0.00 0.23 0.23
720p 0.00 0.00 3.74 0.00 0.62 0.62
1080p 0.00 0.00 8.40 0.00 1.40 1.40
Recordings
960x600 0.00 0.00 3.09 0.00 0.51 0.51
1440x900 0.00 0.00 6.95 0.00 1.16 1.16
1920x1200 0.00 0.00 12.36 0.00 2.06 2.06
Table 9.4 RAM Access Pattern for PixelBridge Framebuffer Mode.
Input Vector (GB) Coefficient Planes (GB) Frame Volume (GB)
Read Written Read Written Read Written
Full Screen
Video
DVD 0.00 0.00 1.40 0.00 0.23 0.23
720p 0.00 0.00 3.74 0.00 0.62 0.62
1080p 0.00 0.00 8.40 0.00 1.40 1.40
Recordings
960x600 0.00 0.00 2.97 0.00 0.50 0.23
1440x900 0.00 0.00 6.89 0.00 1.15 0.51
1920x1200 0.00 0.00 12.10 0.00 2.02 0.94
Table 9.5 RAM Access Pattern for PixelBridge Flat Tiled Mode.
For this experiment, the nDDI display simulation was configured to perform a full refresh of every frame if
and only if there were any commands sent at all for that frame. This is the reason that Flat Tiled Mode does
not have exactly the same frame volume reads and writes. If nothing changed that frame, then no updates
were made. If a few tiles of the frame volume were written, then all of the frame volume, coefficients, and
scalers were read. Furthermore, this explains why the coefficient plane reads were not identical between
Framebuffer Mode and Flat Tiled Mode, as several of the video frames were unchanged.
The data for Cached Tiled Mode with 8-bit matching is shown in table 9.6. The input vector now has one
additional value which is read explicitly for every pixel mapping calculation. Furthermore, each coefficient
matrix is 3× 3 versus 2× 2 for the previous modes, while all three modes have the same number of scalers.
This leads to a similar coefficient plane write pattern, just with more data for the additional coefficients in
each coefficient matrix. The frame volume reads are identical to Flat Tiled Mode, because the refresh pattern
is the same as with Flat Tiled Mode, where only frames that have updates will trigger a refresh of the entire
display. The frame volume data written should ideally be lower than Flat Tiled Mode, however as we saw in
chapter 5, the full screen video results were poor. The recording did show fewer frame volume bytes written.
The pattern for Cached Tiled Mode shifts from frame volume only writes, to frame volume and coefficient
plane writes. With the DCT tiler, the shift is completely to the coefficient plane in terms of writes. Table 9.7
shows the data for DCT Tiled Mode. In a similar way to Cached Tiled Mode, DCT Tiled Mode configures
an input vector of length three and coefficient matrices that are 3. However, there is a significantly higher
number of input vector and coefficient plane reads. This is due to the plane count increasing from 1 to
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Input Vector (GB) Coefficient Planes (GB) Frame Volume (GB)
Read Written Read Written Read Written
Full Screen
Video
DVD 0.70 0.00 2.56 0.23 0.23 0.24
720p 1.87 0.00 6.85 0.62 0.62 0.62
1080p 4.20 0.00 15.41 1.40 1.40 1.39
Recordings
960x600 1.49 0.00 5.45 0.23 0.50 0.21
1440x900 3.36 0.00 12.32 0.51 1.12 0.49
1920x1200 6.05 0.00 22.19 0.94 2.02 0.88
Table 9.6 RAM Access Pattern for PixelBridge Cached Tiled (8-bit) Mode.
Input Vector (GB) Coefficient Planes (GB) Frame Volume (GB)
Read Written Read Written Read Written
Full Screen
Video
DVD 2.84 0.00 38.35 2.49 0.95 0.00
720p 7.91 0.00 103.43 7.63 2.64 0.00
1080p 15.84 0.00 226.82 16.14 5.28 0.00
Recordings
960x600 10.12 0.00 96.27 11.85 3.37 0.00
1440x900 19.41 0.00 206.54 21.67 6.47 0.00
1920x1200 31.10 0.00 356.96 33.05 10.37 0.00
Table 9.7 RAM Access Pattern for PixelBridge DCT Tiled (q=4) Mode.
64. This doesn’t immediately mean that there was 64× more data read, as many of the planes will have
zero scalers, and the simulation used an optimization where the coefficient matrices and input vector were
not read if the scaler was zero. The frame volume reads are greater too for the identical reason, for each
non-zero scaler, that macroblock of pixels is blended from that number of basis functions in the frame volume.
In terms of writes, there are now no writes to the frame volume, and there is a significantly higher amount of
data written to the coefficient planes in the form of scalers.
9.3 Example Hardware Design
Initially we thought that challenge with an nDDI design would be its memory architecture due to the
random access of such a large frame volume. The memory access patterns uncovered by our cost model
for the PixelBridge experiments showed that reads and writes to the frame buffer were far from random
access. The same patterns emerged for the coefficient planes and input vector such that read patterns were




























Figure 9.1 Pixel calculations for an example nDDI design of a single pixel.
9.3.1 Per-Pixel Digital Logic
A key guiding principle of nDDI is that it should be highly parallel. This resulted in pixel calculations that
are entirely independent of one another. Figure 9.1 illustrates a possible design for a single nDDI display
pixel. The following steps describe the calculations and their memory accesses.
1. For each plane, the input vector is matrix multiplied by the coefficient matrix. The result is a pixel
address tuple.
2. For each plane, the mapped pixel address is used to retrieve a pixel value from the frame volume.
3. For each plane, the pixel value is multiplied channel-wise by the scaler for that pixel to produce a scaled
pixel.
4. Each scaled pixel is accumulated channel-wise.
5. The accumulated pixel value is shifted channel-wise by the base two log of the global max scaler.
6. The resulting pixel value is then written to the LCD element for the pixel on the display.
There is a significant amount of memory reads that occur for the pixel calculations of an entire nDDI
display. The highly parallel and independent design of the pixel calculations, allow much of this memory to































Figure 9.2 Example nDDI memory design.
9.3.2 Memory Design
For the purpose of pixel calculation, coefficient matrices and scalers can be integrated within the digital
logic of the pixel. However, that memory still has to be addressable in order to update that data. The input
vector and max scaler are global, and can be distributed to each pixel for reading. The frame volume must
be available for random access for both the writes as well as the reads for the pixel calculation. Figure
9.2 shows a example memory design. It resembles the original nDDI architecture diagram, but it explicitly
shows the command decoder and configuration memory as well as a new combined nDDI engine, coefficient
planes, and display panel based on section 9.3.1 above. The blocks are connected via data or address
interconnects.
The command decoder is responsible for decoding nDDI commands sent over the nDDI Link. It can
update the configuration by writing directly to the config data interconnect. The configuration is simple
enough that no addressing information is needed for the various fields. Instead the bits for each of those
fields can be connected with direct traces.
The interconnect from the command decoder to the input vector is similar. Any updates to the input
vector are written directly to the traces for the particular element.
The command decoder also writes data to the frame volume via random access. The frame volume is
similar to an external memory device in this way, and has an address bus (fv address) and an incoming data
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Figure 9.3 Example 4x3 nDDI Engine / Coefficient Plane / DIsplay Panel memory design.
bus (pxi data). The same address bus is used by the nDDI engine as the pixel calculators read the mapped
pixel data from a dedicated output data bus (pxo data) between the two components.
The coefficient matrix and scaler data written by the command decoder is also random access, and so
there is an address bus (cp address) and a data bus (cm,s data).
The data from the input vector and configuration are connected over direct interconnects to the nDDI
engine and frame volume. The input vector data is required for each pixel mapping operation, therefore
those traces are split for every plane of every pixel. The configuration holds several key pieces of data, each
exposed over their own traces on the config data interconnect. Figure 9.3 shows an example memory design
of the pixels within a simple 4× 3 nDDI Display. The design utilizes a new block, the pixel controller. It is
connected to each pixel and accomplishes a few key tasks as follows:
• Read the max scaler from the config data traces and distribute the traces to each pixel, ensuring that
the pixel can read the value while performing the final shift.
• Read the frame volume dimensionality from the config data traces and distribute the traces to each
pixel so that the matrix multiplication uses the correct sizes for the input vector and coefficient matrices.
• Interpret addresses on the cp address bus and triggers the addressed pixel to read the coefficient
matrix or scaler data from the cm,s data bus into its pixel-local coefficient and scaler registers.
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• Receive requests for pixel values, and translate the tuple into a physical address for the frame volume
using the frame volume dimensions retrieved from the configuration data. The address is sent over the
fv address bus.
• When data arrives on the pxo data bus, trigger the addressed pixel to read its data from the pxo data
bus.
In addition to the control lines from the pixel controller, each pixel is also connected to the cm,s data
bus, the iv data bus, and the pxo data bus. The traces for these buses are simply distributed in a lattice
arrangement. Once triggered, it will read any incoming data addressed for it over those buses. When the
pixel is performing its pixel calculations, it additionally reads the input vector data, which is also distributed in
a lattice arrangement.
In terms of physical layout, the command decoder, input vector, configuration, nDDI engine, and
coefficient planes components would all likely be colocated on the same die, making these interconnects
simple silicon routes and not board-level traces. There would be physical traces for the individual LCD
elements, as using any kind of a bus would likely be too slow to scale to very large displays. The frame
volume is far too large to be located on the die, and would instead be stored as external RAM. The highest
VRAM bandwidth today is GDDR6 at 16 Gbps.(JEDEC, 2018) The cost limitations of such large GDDR6
VRAM would be prohibitive today, but the bandwidth also would not scale to match the largest use cases. If
the memory access patterns are truly random, then this might put nDDI outside of the realm of feasibility.
However, the memory access patterns that we have studied to date indicate that it’s likely possible to solve
this problem with less expensive RAM and high-speed, on-die cache.
9.4 Frame Volume Cache Simulation
With the example memory design illustrated in section 9.3.2, many of the components are on the same
die and connected by high speed buses on that die. The frame volume is the exception, and therefore a
more traditional memory bus will need to connect the external RAM of the frame volume. Like any modern
computing system, the bandwidth limitations of such a physical memory bus can be mitigated with a cache
strategy. In order to evaluate the feasibility of a common caching strategy for our nDDI simulation, we utilized
a cache simulator, pycachesim.(github, 2018)
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"end" : [1919, 815,0]
}
}
Listing 9.2 nddiCacheSim.py usage
usage: nddiCacheSim.py [-h] [--strides STRIDES] [--limit LIMIT] [--verbose]
[--ijson]
file
Process json from the nDDI cost model and simulate the cache accesses.
positional arguments:
file path to the json log file from the nDDI cost model
optional arguments:
-h, --help show this help message and exit
--strides STRIDES provide a stride order other than the default 0,1,...
(e.g. --strides 2,0,1)
--limit LIMIT set the limit to the number of charges parsed (useful for
debugging)
--verbose prints additional information while processing the json
--ijson Uses ijson instead of the json package
9.4.1 Frame Volume Charges
The first step was to extend the cost model so that all of the individual cost charges could be serialized
and saved as JSON. We focused on the frame volume memory reads and writes. An example charge is
shown in listing 9.1. The access field is used to determine if it’s a read or write. The start and end fields hold
the tuples that mark the beginning and ending of the area which was read or written.
9.4.2 Setup
The simulator was invoked with a wrapper script, nddiCacheSim.py which parses the input JSON and
translates the frame volume read and write accesses into physical addresses. Its usage is shown in listing
9.2. The tuples are translated into physical addresses using strides based on the frame volume dimensions.
The stride order is from the first to last dimension by default, but different stride orders can be specified. For
our experiments, we used the default order.
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Level Size Sets Ways Cacheline Size Eviction Policy Write Policy
L1 32 KB 64 8 64 bytes LRU write back, write allocate
L2 256 KB 512 8 64 bytes LRU write back, write allocate
L3 20 MB 20480 16 64 bytes LRU write back, write allocate
Table 9.8 Cache strategy configuration.
FV (MB) L1 (MB) L2 (MB) L3 (MB)
Reads Writes Hit Miss Hit Miss Hit Miss
Full Screen
Video
DVD 238.62 238.62 0.00 477.25 0.00 477.25 476.25 0.99
720p 637.50 637.50 0.00 1275.00 0.00 1275.00 1272.34 2.66
1080p 1434.38 1434.38 0.00 2868.75 0.00 2868.75 2862.77 5.98
Recordings
960x600 527.34 527.34 0.00 1054.69 0.00 1054.69 1052.49 2.20
1440x900 1186.52 1186.52 0.00 2373.05 0.00 2373.05 2368.10 4.94
1920x1200 2109.38 2109.38 0.00 4218.75 0.00 4218.75 4209.96 8.79
Table 9.9 Cache Simulation for PixelBridge Framebuffer Mode.
pycachesim allows a very detailed configuration of the cache strategy. For our experiments, we used a
cache hierarchy as shown in table 9.8. This configuration is very modest by modern standards. In fact, this is
the configuration used in the pycachesim example program. However, it provided surprisingly good results,
and so no further configurations were required to adequately prove the feasibility our example memory
design.
9.4.3 Results
The same selection of PixelBridge experiments from section 9.2.4 were re-run with the new cost model
charges saved to JSON files. The JSON files were then analyzed by the nddiCacheSim.py script.
Table 9.9 shows the results for Framebuffer Mode. This mode makes wholesale writes to the entire frame
volume and immediately reads the same data from the frame volume. This quickly exhausts the smaller L1
and L2 caches, and so there were no cache hits for either. Even at 20 MB, L3 was well suited for Framebuffer
Mode. Nearly all of the reads and writes hit in L3, with only a small portion going to external RAM. Even with
the largest framebuffers (1920x1200), a framebuffer only requires 8.79 MB. This means that no L3 reads
ever triggered a miss. Furthermore, very few L3 writes triggered misses because the policy was write back
and not write through.
The results for Flat Tiled Mode (table 9.10) are very similar to Framebuffer Mode. There were no hits
in L1 again, but L2 did have a few. The overall miss rate was lower for the recordings, due to the reduced
number of tiles that were sent to the display. The L3 miss rate was again identical, because the same frames
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FV (MB) L1 (MB) L2 (MB) L3 (MB)
Reads Writes Hit Miss Hit Miss Hit Miss
Full Screen
Video
DVD 238.62 237.86 0.00 476.76 0.00 476.76 475.77 0.99
720p 637.50 632.63 0.00 1270.13 0.00 1270.13 1267.47 2.66
1080p 1434.38 1430.09 0.00 2864.46 0.00 2864.46 2858.48 5.98
Recordings
960x600 507.57 233.16 0.00 746.13 0.23 745.89 743.69 2.20
1440x900 1176.64 527.12 0.00 1715.79 0.09 1715.70 1710.75 4.94
1920x1200 2065.43 960.94 0.00 3026.37 0.02 3026.35 3017.57 8.79
Table 9.10 Cache Simulation for PixelBridge Flat Tiled Mode.
FV (MB) L1 (MB) L2 (MB) L3 (MB)
Reads Writes Hit Miss Hit Miss Hit Miss
Full Screen
Video
DVD 238.62 247.81 185.35 487.00 0.15 486.85 474.49 12.36
720p 637.50 630.75 0.30 1267.95 0.52 1267.43 636.61 630.81
1080p 1434.38 1427.12 0.54 2860.95 0.00 2860.95 1433.41 1427.54
Recordings
960x600 507.57 219.63 299.54 596.85 6.95 589.90 370.16 219.74
1440x900 1146.97 498.83 677.01 1351.13 22.29 1328.84 829.03 499.81
1920x1200 2065.43 905.10 545.31 2425.21 52.12 2373.10 1464.67 908.43
Table 9.11 Cache Simulation for PixelBridge Cached Tiled (8-bit) Mode.
of pixels were on the display in both modes and those frame’s pixels fit in the L3 cache in much the same
way. If a very large nDDI display was built with cache hierarchy under tight constraints, then the better
performance in L2 would easily make a difference.
Cached Tiled Mode (table 9.11) had very different results. There were substantially more L1 and L2 hits,
but the L3 miss rate was far worse than previous modes. The FV writes were not much lower for this mode,
however, the frame volume was much larger than 20 MB. This led to a case where nearly every L3 store was
a miss, triggering an eviction and a subsequent memory access on the next read. Despite that, the cache
design was able to save a significant number of trips to external memory.
In terms of frame volume memory system performance, DCT Tiled Mode performed flawlessly (table
9.12) with nearly no accesses to external memory. This is because the contents of the frame volume are only
written once. The PixelBridge experiment clears the cost model after all of the initialization. The subsequent
reads from the frame volume were recorded as cost model charges. The cache simulation was run as a
second step, and so the cache was not primed when the first frame volume reads were made. Therefore,
there were about 16 kB of data read from external memory. Interestingly enough, the DVD and 720p video
had slightly fewer bytes read from external memory, indicating that the last few pre-rendered basis functions
were never read from the frame volume while rendering the 240 frames of video.
The results of the cache simulation experiment indicate that even a modest caching scheme will
save a tremendous amount of data reads from external memory if the last-level cache is large enough to
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FV (MB) L1 (MB) L2 (MB) L3 (MB)
Reads Writes Hit Miss Hit Miss Hit Miss
Full Screen
Video
DVD 969.34 0.00 969.34 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01
720p 2701.26 0.00 2701.26 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01
1080p 5407.12 0.00 1311.11 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02
Recordings
960x600 3453.89 0.00 3453.89 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02
1440x900 6625.08 0.00 2529.08 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02
1920x1200 10614.18 0.00 2422.17 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02
Table 9.12 Cache Simulation for PixelBridge DCT Tiled (q=4) Mode.
accommodate the framebuffer. More sophisticated schemes such as Cached Tiled Mode utilize a much
larger frame volume, yet despite that the caching scheme use only 1.11 Gbps, well under 16 Gbps bandwidth
of GDDR6.(JEDEC, 2018) If last-level cache size becomes the gating factor for external memory bandwidth
requirements, then how large can we build an nDDI display? In the chapter 10, we explore huge display
use cases. A display wall for our video conferencing display wall consists of 48 1080p panels with a total of
nearly 95 megapixels with a framebuffer requiring 379.69 MB. A 400 MB L3 cache is larger than even the
Intels® Xeon® E7-8894V4 Processor with 60 MB, however it is likely attainable on a single die within our
lifetime.(Intel, 2017)
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CHAPTER 10: CONNECTED DISPLAY WALL
Our preceding experiments all tackled simple uses cases, ranging from high resolution computing
displays to entertainment displays for full motion video. Our DCT Tiler was the first experiment to take
advantage of application-level semantics in order to provide a benefit in transmission efficiency. Our final
experiment tackled our largest and most complicated use case: Connected Display Walls.
Traditional display walls are tiled, using smaller displays driven by individual video sources.(Humphreys
et al., 2002)(Nirnimesh et al., 2007)(Luo et al., 2010)(Gizmodo, 2008) Some very large displays simply
render upscaled content.(Mitsubishi Electric US, 2008) Others are driven by several collaborating sources,
often over networks.(Singh et al., 2004)(Jeong et al., 2006) These network connected display walls provide
sophisticated schemes for streaming, synchronizing, and compositing the individual sources. The resulting
frames are then distributed to each tile’s video driver for display.
The hardware complexity of connected display walls systems is staggering. Much of the research focus is
on efficient streaming of the individual sources over the network to the controller. The bandwidth requirement
between each tile’s display driver and display panel is typically assumed to be a video link at the panel’s
full resolution updated at 60 Hz or higher. Dozens of these physical links combine to create a staggeringly
high bandwidth requirement. Our hypothesis is that a single nDDI Display with a networked nDDI Link can
replace all of this hardware while providing the same functionality. This is precisely what we set out to do.
10.1 Design
Figure 10.1 illustrates how the nDDI architecture was adapted for networked use for the connected
display wall use case. The nDDI display is now a standalone server application. The single application
driving the nDDI link from our previous architecture diagrams is replaced by multiple clients connected over
an nDDI Link built on top of standard Internet protocols.
The original nDDI simulation developed for the PixelBridge experiments consisted of a single application.
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Figure 10.1 Revised nDDI Architecture diagram for networked configuration.
• nDDI Display Server
• nDDI Master Client
• nDDI Subordinate Client(s)
10.1.1 nDDI Display Server
The nDDI Display Server is a standalone application which simulates an nDDI display in much the same
way as the original PixelBridge. It listens for nDDI commands on a socket and interacts with the simulated
nDDI display through the nDDI API. The simulated display can be implemented on the host machine’s CPU
or GPU.
The nDDI commands previously defined by the nDDI API are now implemented as networked commands.
When the server receives an nDDI command, it converts the arguments into corresponding C++ nDDI API
calls into the simulated nDDI display. Additionally, three new nDDI commands were added.
• Initialize - Used to trigger a call to the C++ constructor for the simulated nDDI display.
• Shutdown - Causes the nDDI Display Server to destroy the simulated nDDI display and to terminate.
• Latch - Used by clients to indicate when a region of the simulated nDDI display should be updated. In
the PixelBridge experiments, this was triggered with a request for the simulated nDDI display’s output
framebuffer. The Latch command makes this explicit for the specified region.
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• ClearCostModel Used to trigger the server to clear the cost model for the simulated nDDI display.
10.1.2 nDDI Clients
nDDI Clients still interact with the nDDI Display Server via the nDDI API. With the PixelBridge experiments,
the nDDI API was implemented as a simulated nDDI display. This new implementation of the API sends
nDDI commands to the server (see appendix E). The new implementation includes new API calls for the
additional nDDI commands. These new commands lay the groundwork for collaboration amongst the clients
while specifically avoiding the need to build any specific synchronization primitives. For instance, the Initialize
command is not restricted to any single client, and therefore it implies that clients must work out their strategy
for collaboration. Furthermore, clients do not explicitly reserve portions of the frame volume and coefficient
planes.
For our connected display wall experiments, we employed a master/subordinate strategy. The nDDI
Master Client connects to the nDDI Display Server and sends the Initialize command. The nDDI Subordinate
Clients then connect to the nDDI Display Server and initialize their own subregions of the coefficient planes.
nDDI Subordinate Clients are responsible for updating their subregions of the display, which is accomplished
with a Latch command for that subregion after they have updated the coefficient planes and any related
areas of the frame volume.
Our simple scheme for configuring the nDDI Display Server did not require a more sophisticated strategy,
however it is quite possible to build such a strategy outside of the scope of the nDDI Display Server. For
instance, the nDDI Master Client can act as a gatekeeper for all of memory components of the nDDI display:
configuration, input vector, coefficient planes, and frame volume. The nDDI Subordinate Clients would
cooperate by agreeing to avoid writes to areas that they have not explicitly reserved through the nDDI Master
Client. While this is sufficient, it is far from secure. Extending the nDDI Link to cover these requirements is
quite feasible, though outside of goals for this experiment. Instead, we focused on the connected display wall
use cases and the efficiency of network extensions for the nDDI Link.
10.1.3 nDDI Link Protocol
In the previous discussions of the nDDI architecture and our prior experiments, the nDDI Link was never
specified. The nDDI abstraction and command set was our priority, and details of the nDDI Link were left as
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an engineering exercise. Our final connected display wall experiment required an nDDI Link design to be
built upon an Internet protocol, and so we worked to specify the nDDI Link to an adequate level to enable the
experiment.
The GrpcNddiDisplay implementation of the nDDI API used by the clients interacts with the nDDI Display
Server using Google’s Remote Procedure Call definitions.(gRPC, 2019) gRPC is a fast, RPC framework built
upon HTTP/2.(Thomson et al., 2014) Specifically, the protocol was defined using Google’s Protocol Buffers
(protobuf ) mechanism for serializing the nDDI command parameters and returning data.(protobuf, 2019) The
effect of these design choices, was that the new GrpcNddiDisplay implementation of the nDDI API simply
made gRPC calls with data that was encoded with the protocol that we defined using protocol buffers and
sent to the server over HTTP. The data from the HTTP response(s) was then decoded into return values for
the client.
10.2 Experiments
Most display walls are bespoke solutions designed for particular installations. There are commercially
available systems, but they typically upsample an HDMI video signal.(Barco, 2019). Our aim with our
connected display wall experiment, is to demonstrate that a single, large nDDI display can be used to build a
connected display wall driven be connected clients over a traditional IP network.
10.2.1 Use Cases
Our experiment use cases were inspired by typical, real-world display wall installations. These uses
cases involve very large displays with several connected clients driving individual portions of the display.
Some of these sources are video feeds, and therefore they may be scaled depending on the size of the
region of the display that they target.
10.2.1.1 Video Conference Display Wall
Our first display wall use case implements a connected display wall that might typically be implemented
using a scalable adaptive graphics environment (SAGE).(Jeong et al., 2006) With our implementation, we
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Source Dimensions Scaling
Presenter 1920 x 1080 2x
Slideshow 1920 x 1080 2x
Participant A 1920 x 1080 1x
Participant B 1920 x 1080 1x
Participant C 1920 x 1080 1x
Participant D 1920 x 1080 1x
Participant E 1920 x 1080 1x
Participant F 1920 x 1080 1x
Participant G 1920 x 1080 1x
Participant H 1920 x 1080 1x
Display Pixel Count
Total 31.64 MP
Table 10.1 Video Conference Display Wall configuration.
Figure 10.2 Video Conference display wall rendering.
allow the video streams from a presenter camera and slideshow to be shown alongside eight video streams
from participant cameras (see table 10.1).
Figure 10.2 is a rendering of the video conference display wall. The first four participant streams are
shown unscaled across the top. The slideshow is scaled by 2x and displayed under the top row of participants
with the presenter stream scaled by 2x and shown to the right of that. The other four participant streams are
shown unscaled along the bottom.
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Source Dimensions Scaling
Top Left 1920 x 1080 1x
Top Front 1920 x 1080 1x
Top Right 1920 x 1080 1x
Main Left 2160 x 3840 1x
Bottom Left 2160 x 960 1x
Street Front 3840 x 2160 1x
Display Pixel Count
Total 23.73 MP
Table 10.2 Very large billboard configuration.
Figure 10.3 Very large billboard rendering.
10.2.1.2 Digital Billboard
The digital billboard use case is inspired by the Walgreen’s billboard in Time Square.(Gizmodo, 2008)
The billboard is driven by a set of clients that individually control portions of the display. Table 10.2 provides
the configuration of the source clients.
Figure 10.3 is a rendering of the building illustrating the arrangement of the source clients. Along the
very top of the building, there are 1080p panels on the left, front, and right sides. On the left side, there is a
vertically oriented 4k panel. Below that is a 1/4 width 4k panel, again oriented vertically. Lastly, on the street
level in the front, there is a 4k panel. All panels are unscaled.
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Source Dimensions Scaling
Main 3840 x 2160 2x
Commercial 1920 x 1080 1x
Scoreboard 1920 x 2160 1x
Replay 1920 x 1080 1x
Ticker 9600 x 544 1x
Display Pixel Count
Total 44.53 MP
Table 10.3 Jumbotron display configuration.
Figure 10.4 Jumbotron display rendering.
10.2.1.3 Stadium Jumbotron
The last use case implements one side of a stadium jumbotron for a sporting event. Like the prior uses
cases, a series of clients control the content portions of the display. Table 10.3 specifies the configuration of
those clients.
Figure 10.4 is a rendering of the jumbotron which shows how the source clients are arranged. The main
content is a 4k stream of a soccer game scaled by 2x and anchored at the top left of the display. The top right
is an unscaled 1080p commercial. The scoreboard is an unscaled 1920 x 2160 area under the commercial.
An unscaled 1080p stream of a game replay is displayed under the score. Along the bottom, there is an
unscaled 9600 x 544 area with sports scores shown as a ticker.
10.2.2 Setup
Much of the content for each of the display wall use cases consists of full motion video. For that reason,
we decided to use the DCT Tiler for the individual client streams. This required that the input vector be
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configured to a length of three and initialized with a one for the final value. The frame volume was configured
to 8× 8× 64 and initialized with the pre-rendered basis functions. Alternatively, we could have made use of
other tilers or driven the display using application level semantics per client. Ultimately, the configuration of
the nDDI display was an engineering decision warranted by the mostly full-motion video.
However, we considered the thought experiment of using mixed tiling for the Stadium Jumbotron. The
ticker is ultimately a very long rectangular image that is scrolled through a window that is 9600 x 544
pixels. A naïve implementation might configure the frame volume with an additional plane used only for
the ticker. That plane might hold the entire ticker. The animation speed of the ticker is 28 horizontal
pixels per frame (p). A ticker filling the window and then 10 minutes of buffered data would require
9600p + 10m × 60s/m × 24f/s × 28p/f = 412, 800p. This means that the dimensions for that final plane
would increase the dimensions of the other 64 planes to 412,800 x 544. With 24 bpp this is an increase to
40.2 GB for the frame volume versus the 12.3 kB required for a simple 8 x 8 x 64 configuration.
A more advanced implementation might just use the ticker plane as a 5 second buffer. This would
dramatically reduce the width to 9600p+ 5s× 24f/s× 28p/f = 12, 960p which would now only require 1.26
GB, well within the practical RAM capacities for a display wall.
For our experiments, we render the initial 9600 x 544 window and then 239 more frames, each exposing
28 horizontal pixels. The total pixel data that would be transmitted with this new optimal nDDI configuration
would be (9600p+240f ∗28p/f)∗544p∗3B/p = 25.4MB with a bandwidth of 20.3 Mbps over the 10 seconds.
This potential savings of this scheme will be revisited in section 10.3 where we will compare the bandwidth
savings for this relatively small area of the display to the overall bandwidth of the experiment.
10.2.2.1 Client Responsibilities
The nDDI Master Client is responsible for configuring the nDDI Display by sending the Initialize command
to the nDDI Display Server. It then issues commands to set the input vector value and to fill the frame
volume. Once initialized the individual nDDI Subordinate Clients initialize their regions of the coefficient
planes with the proper coefficient matrices and initial scalers. Any client that is scaling content would update
their coefficient matrices with translation coordinates such that a groups of 1, 4, 9, . . . pixels maps to the
same pixel in the macroblock for 1x, 2x, 3x, . . . scaling respectively.
There are currently no mechanisms in place to ensure that a client only updates its regions, though an
actual productization of a client-server nDDI Display would require something to that effect. By using the DCT
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tiler for all clients, we have ensured that the clients do not update the input vector and frame volume, making
any further coordination amongst clients unnecessary. Though, such coordination is not difficult. Consider
the case where a client choose to update a region as a simple framebuffer. The subordinate client would
notify the master client that it wishes to reserve a rectangular region of the frame volume. Once reserved,
the subordinate client could setup its coefficient matrices to always map to that region. Any updates would
then be made to its region of the frame volume.
For the simulation, each subordinate client acts independently when refreshing the output to the display.
Once the client has finished updating the Scalers for a particular frame of video, it issues a Latch command
for its region. For our use cases, each client is somewhat independent of one another. However, if more
coordination is required to avoid “tearing” artifacts, then the clients can agree to communicate when they are
ready to latch and then have one of the clients responsible for latching all of the regions.
10.2.2.2 nDDI Command Recorder
In the connected display wall design, several clients all render content to drive their individual regions
of the display. This can involve a lot of compute power depending on the content and configuration. For
our experiments we recorded the nDDI commands of each client first. We accomplished this with an nDDI
Command Recorder (see appendix F). The nDDI Command Recorder is an implementation of an nDDI API
which builds the nDDI Commands and then serializes them to a binary format using the Cereal library.(cereal,
2019). Later a special nDDI Command Player Client is launched to playback the commands for that source
client.
10.2.2.3 Experiment Procedure
The connected display wall experiments leveraged the nDDI Command Recorder in order to distribute
the computation for the source videos. The master and subordinate clients were each modified so that they
could use a RecorderNddiDisplay instead of a GrpcNddiDisplay.
For each use case, the master client and each of the subordinate clients were run in recorder mode.
Similar to our previous experiments, the subordinate clients tiled their source video and recorded commands
to render 10 seconds of their source video streams. Once all recordings were complete, then the nDDI
Display Server was launched. Then a playback client initialized a RecorderNddiDisplay in playback mode to
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Command Count (/s) Bandwidth Ideal Bandwidth
Video Conference Display Wall 7.81 million 4.42 Gbps 8.42 Gbps
Digital Billboard 8.21 million 3.75 Gbps 3.06 Gbps
Stadium Jumbotron 9.37 million 3.05 Gbps 14.77 Gbps
Table 10.4 Connected display wall experiment results.
read the nDDI commands and send them to the server. The playback happened sequentially with the master
client commands running first and then each subordinate client’s commands for all 240 frame running in turn.
The playback of each client’s frame were not coordinated and interleaved.
The nDDI Display Server used the CostModel API to record all of the statistics for the playback.
10.3 Results
The results for the three uses cases are shown in table 10.4. The first column shows the total number of
commands sent to the server. This included commands sent by the nDDI Master Client and commands sent
by the DCT tilers for each nDDI Subordinate Client for each of their 240 frame sent. The cost model was not
cleared after initialization.
The second column holds the total amount of data sent. This count is from the cost model, which
computes this figure in the same way as with the PixelBridge experiments. It includes data sent to the frame
volume, input vector, and coefficient planes as well as simple addressing information (see appendix B). This
does not include any of the data for the protocol used by the GrpcNddiDisplay to encode the particular
command. However, GRPC employs additional compression via its use of protobuf which would likely yield
fewer bytes transmitted.
In the final column, we include the pixel data changed. This is the same as Ideal Mode from the
PixelBridge experiments, where we calculate the data required to transmit just changed pixels at 32 bits per
pixel with no addressing information. These calculations represent the pixels on the destination display, and
not the source. Therefore, if one of the source streams is scaled by 2× in both directions, then the pixel
count will be scaled by 4× for that stream.
In terms of data transmitted, our DCT Tilers outpaced Ideal Mode for the Video Conference Display
Wall and Stadium Jumbotron experiments. The results for the Digital Billboard were not as strong as Ideal
Mode. This is largely due to the simplicity of the graphics. In fact several video streams were rather primitive;
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specifically the Slideshow for the Video Conference Display Wall, the signs for the Digital Billboard, and the
scoreboard and ticker for the Stadium Jumbotron. These did rather well for Ideal Mode as very few pixels
changed. Modern digital graphics artists make strong user of background animation, gradients, and sprites,
and so it likely that the DCT Tiler would show a strong gain for those video streams if they were of a more
professional caliber.
Despite the simplified graphics, DctTiler still performed quite well for largely static areas like the score-
board; just not as well as a scheme that would have only updated the bounding rectangles around the
clock as it ticked away. In section 10.2.2, we conceived a thought experiment that described how the
ticker of the Stadium Jumbotron experiment could have been implemented as very-wide scrolling region.
In that experiment we calculated the bandwidth for updating just the pixel data in that scheme was 20.3
Mbps. The actual bandwidth required for the ticker was 849.3 Mbps, which is over 40 times worse than the
optimal scheme. However, the impact to the total Stadium Jumbotron experiment bandwidth is much less,
upper-bounded at 36%. This is still quite significant, largely because the largest part of the display in the
experiment is being scaled, and so the overall bandwidth is quite low for this experiment. Our configuration
was largely based on the engineering decision, but any optimization team would likely override this decision
when presented with the results of this thought experiment.
Unlike sources with simple graphical elements, DCT Tiled Mode far outpaced Ideal Mode for full motion
video sources and especially those that were scaled. Quite remarkably too, the total bandwidth requirement
for these uses cases is very low considering the spatial dimensions of the display. Table 10.5 lists the spatial
dimension of each use case with the bandwidth requirements. Each of these use cases can easily be
supported on a traditional 10 gigabit ethernet network. Furthermore, actual client bandwidth is much lower,
indicated that the connected display wall can be driven from clients over simple gigabit ethernet or a high
speed Internet connection. As a comparison, the DisplayPort 1.4 standard supports 8K displays over a USB
Type C connector at 60 Hz.(ArsTechnica, 2016) This is using four lanes at 8.1 Gbps for a total bandwidth of
32.4 Gbps to drive an 8K @ 60Hz(7680 × 4320 or 33.18 MP). Our n-Dimensional Display Interface is driving
a similarly-sized display in the Video Conference Display Wall use case in only 4.42 Gps. Granted, we’re
driving the display at 24Hz, but even driving it at 3× that would still be 13.26 Gbps which is just 40% of the
bandwidth available for 8K video at 60 Hz with DisplayPort 1.4.
In addition to demonstrating how well the video sources can be distributed, the experiments also hint at
how well an nDDI Display Wall Server implementation can be distributed over a set of display drivers each
connected to a display tile. Ideally, an nDDI display would be built from a single panel with a single ASIC
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Size (pixel count) Bandwidth
Video Conference Display Wall 31.64 MP 4.42 Gbps
Digital Billboard 23.73 MP 3.75 Gbps
Stadium Jumbotron 44.53 MP 3.04 Gbps
Table 10.5 Connected display wall experiment bandwidth requirements.
implementation of the nDDI engine. However, it can easily be built in a more traditional way like today’s
display walls. These experiments demonstrated how individual sources can reserve and drive portions of the
display. All of the necessary coefficient plane data is local to the pixels and can therefore be stored over the
tiles. The frame volume is shared among all of the clients, but the use cases fall into two categories where
either a small amount of frame volume data is shared amongst all clients (DCT Tiler) or a large amount of
frame volume data is section off and mostly reserved per area of the display (Flat Tiled). In the former case,
that small amount of memory is easily cached and remains unchanged. With the later, the areas of the frame
volume per client can also be cached and update frequently without affecting other clients. The exception to
all of this is the case when reserved regions per client to align with tile boundaries, but Chromium and other
display wall research has already addressed this problem.
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CHAPTER 11: FUTURE WORK
This dissertation embodies a tremendous amount of time and energy delving into the potential for nDDI
displays. However, nDDI is a completely new abstraction derived from first principles and so the effort to
date is a fraction of the future work.
11.1 Advanced nDDI Video
Our early work with the MDCT Tiler (chapter 8) attempted to implement a portion of a prediction residual
codec. We used super macroblocks as the prediction and then adopted a rudimentary rate control scheme
to maintain an upper threshold on data sent per macroblock while balancing the trade-off in quality. This
work is quite preliminary and enhancements can be made to the predictions as well as rate control.
11.1.1 Rate Control
Our work on a simple prediction residual decoder for nDDI shifted the focus to rate control where a data
budget was maintained by sacrificing quality. Our budget was rudimentary, using an upper threshold per
macroblock. While sufficient for basic experiments, a more realistic rate control scheme could be employed
that tracks the budget across macroblocks and frames using both an upper and lower threshold over a
window of frames. The resulting quality will increase as the budget is utilized more precisely.
11.1.2 Cached Prediction Macroblocks
With the MDCT Tiler, the prediction consisted of blended super macroblocks. Sophisticated predictions
require several planes, which reduces planes remaining for the residual. A new approach possible hybridizes
the Cached Tiler and the DCT Tiler by sending over pre-blended prediction macroblocks. They would
be chosen carefully and updated to ensure that they represent a reasonable prediction of the frame thus
requiring far fewer residual coefficients. The advantage is that there are more planes available for the few
macroblocks that need more residual coefficients.
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11.2 Design Feasibility
Our early efforts to prove out the design feasibility of nDDI involved a GPGPU implementation. While it is
feasible to embed a GPU into a display, this is far from a final implementation. We made an effort to outline a
possible digital design for an nDDI display, but we stopped short of implementing it. A next logical step in
proving the design feasibility of nDDI is to verify that digital design and to implement it using an FPGA and
VRAM.
11.3 Non-Traditional Displays
The displays that we have modeled to date are either traditional displays or near derivitaves. nDDI has
potential for other non-traditional displays as well.
11.3.1 3D Displays
Active shutter 3D displays alternate between two different images very quickly while a pair of glasses
with electronically shuttered lenses alternate between the two eyes in synch with the display. A trivial use of
nDDI could involve updating two images of the frame volume and then toggling between them with the input
vector. However this does not provide much of an advantage in terms of data transmission.
For 3D scenes with limited planes of focus, nDDI can offer a solution where the distant backgrounds are
shared between both the left and right images and then the dynamic foreground images are updated more
often and then blended using a combination of coefficient plane blending and alpha blending. Such a solution
should perform better in terms of data transmission due to the natural parallax effect of moving images.
11.3.2 Light Field Displays
In a similar way that an nDDI display can be used to render a 3D scene as a blending of layers, it can
also be used as the interface to a light-field display such as a Tensor display.(Wetzstein et al., 2012)
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11.4 Additional Use Cases
In this dissertation, we have discussed various use cases for nDDI which were never realized as
experiments. While we did show some evidence of our guiding principle, a progressive benefit, we barely
scratched the surface in terms of leveraging application-level semantics. In particular, the following use cases
could experimentally show a significant savings in terms of data transmission.
• Wireless web tablet - Small device consisting of an nDDI display, http connectivity, and a web browser
can render web site into tabs held in a buffer in the frame volume.
• Remote kiosk display - A kiosk or digital billboard with advertisements stored in buffers in the frame
volume using the input vector to switch between them.
• Windowed display - A desktop computing nDDI display where the contents of windows are stored in
different buffers in the frame volume and composited using the coefficient planes.
• Scaling video player - A video player with rendered frames stored in the frame volume in a manner
that they can be paused and rewinded with the input vector and scaled using the coefficient planes.
• GUI toolkit - An application framework that builds application interfaces with a GUI toolkit using
pre-rendered and application rendered elements stored in the frame volume and composited for output.
• Jumbotron - A very large nDDI display consisting of several panels of scaled and unscaled video
composited together with multiple graphic overlays.
• Collaborative display wall - A connected display wall built with nDDI and nDDI link extensions allowing
several remote users to both produce and consume portions of the display.
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CHAPTER 12: CONCLUSION
Our journey started with the lofty idea of replacing the framebuffer as a display abstraction. We did not
realize how ambitious of a goal it was until we began recruiting other possible well-known “abstractions”. The
myriad options all lived at various different levels of abstraction, but they all suffered from being solutions to
specific problems. We slowly stepped back and decided to tackle this problem from first principles.
Our first step was to do a case study on the success of the framebuffer as a display abstraction. It has
survived for nearly a half century; which is no coincidence. Before the framebuffer, computer engineers were
still making trips around Myer’s “Wheel of Reincarnation”.(Myer and Sutherland, 1968) Every solution to
interfacing with displays grew more and more bespoke until it was replaced with a new more general solution.
And that general solution began to grow in complexity until another revolution replaced it.
The framebuffer broke the cycle by distilling down the essence of the display’s contents to a memory
buffer and firmly defining the producer and consumer sides of that framebuffer. The framebuffer became
a “narrow waist” for the display pipeline much as the IP layer did for network communications. With this
steadfast abstraction, video cable and signalling technologies could evolve and change, ushering us from
analog signalling through to digital and even packetized signaling. All the while, the producer side of the
abstraction evolved from simple text generation through to advanced 2D computer graphics and on to 3D
and even advanced light-field displays.
Despite the success of the framebuffer as a display abstraction, it simply can not continue to scale. This
is not a frivolous observation made by a group of Moore’s Law deniers, so much as a realization that it is
an entirely inefficient abstraction that would benefit from even the slightest elevation in terms of complexity.
Indeed it is a careful balancing act to choose that line, which led us to define our guiding principles by which







In terms of complexity, we raised it just marginally. We expanded the framebuffer to an n-dimensional
frame volume and we provided a set of simple, matrix-based mapping primitives embodied in the coefficient
plane. The entire process was driven by an simple input vector.
The n-Dimensional Display Interface promises to provided a progressive benefit to applications which
decide to configure the display in a more complicated way. We essentially provided a flexible solution to
allow applications to chose their own complexity for the display interface with their own configuration without
explicitly locking in the display interface at something like a video codec.
This progressive benefit was the key to making it framebuffer compatible. And in fact, our first experiments
proved that even without leveraging any application-level semantics, that a simple application that bridges
pixels from a framebuffer to an nDDI display could produce a savings in terms of bytes transmitted over the
wire.
Despite the success of the initial PixelBridge experiments, we discovered full-motion video to be a
challenging use case. Even our sophisticated Cached Tiled Mode did not provide any advantage over simple
Framebuffer Mode. Our next step was our first foray into leveraging application-level semantics. Breaking
into a video codec and proving any of those steps as functionality on the nDDI display was risking our
guiding principles. Inspired by work from McMillan, we uncovered a way of using blending to reproduce
a transformation from the frequency space to the 2D pixel space.(McMillan, L. (Sun Microsystems Inc.,
Research Triangle Park, NC, USA) and Westover, 1992) We already recognized the need to support blending
as a means of providing several different use cases an efficient means to composite non-rectilinear images
into a scene. We had experimented with three different schemes for blending, but the full motion video use
cases made a strong case for Coefficient Plane Blending.
Our new DCT Tiled Mode leveraged our largest feature addition to date: Coefficient Plane Blending. With
it, we were able to blend 64 plane of pixels at a time, which conveniently worked out well for 8×8 macroblocks.
While this might seem like a solution begging a problem, it became quickly evident that full motion video was
vitally important to any display interface. Our experiments proved that there was a tremendous transmission
savings with this new tiler without sacrificing much in terms of visual quality. Furthermore, our early work in
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more advanced prediction-residual coding was promising and merits more work beyond of the scope of the
disseration.
Despite the success of the DCT Tiled Mode, our decision to implement Coefficient Plane Blending
was mildly concerning in terms of design complexity. We initially pushed such concerns into the realm of
engineering, but eventually we caved and decided to do a study of the feasibility of nDDI with Coefficient
Plane Blending. After doing a rudimentary design exercise, we determined that much of the critical memory
was embodied in the coefficient planes in the form of their coefficient matrices and scalers. This memory
is easily implemented as high-speed registers local to the digital logic of the matrix multipliers in the nDDI
engine. By combining the memory of the coefficient planes with the nDDI engine, we removed any need for
a sophisticated caching scheme. However, the frame volume still haunted our study due to its immense size
and multi-dimensionality. Our next step was to properly instrument each and every frame volume access
and to model those memory reads and writes with a cache simulator. Interestingly enough, the problems of
memory locality faced on the producer side translate well to the consumer side. Our PixelBridge tilers all
tend to stride their memory accesses in such a way that the same striding done across dimensions on the
frame volume result in high locality. Our simulation of a very reasonable cache hierarchy showed that the
pattern of memory accesses for the frame volume can easily be handled by a modest cache despite the
incredible size of the frame volume.
Armed with the confidence from our feasilbility study, we embarked upon our most ambitious experiment
to date. We again decided to leverage application semantics for three use cases which all aimed to
demonstrate the usefulness of nDDI to solve a very large problem. Specifically, our uses cases all required
very large display panels. Most large displays employ scaling, but we built our very large display use cases
using a modest mixture of scaling and then distributed rendering. It was trivial to extend the nDDI API to
a networked protocol. Our experiments demonstrated that a series of clients could render their portions
of the display using the DCT tiler all over traditional gigabit ethernet or even common Internet broadband
connections with a display connected to an Internet node with a 10 gigabit connection. While latency could be
an issue with such a solution, the simple ability of an nDDI display to render different regions asynchronously
from one another means that regions of the display driven by clients over poor connections do not affect the
other regions.
Our final connected display wall experiments were certainly our most ambitious, but they also showed
the promise of nDDI.
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APPENDIX A: PREDICTION RESIDUAL DECODER RESULTS
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Figure A.1 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.











Figure A.2 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.3 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.












Figure A.4 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.













Figure A.5 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.6 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.7 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.











Figure A.8 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.













Figure A.9 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.













Figure A.10 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.11 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.













Figure A.12 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.13 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.










Figure A.14 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.











Figure A.15 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.











Figure A.16 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.











Figure A.17 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.18 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.19 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.












Figure A.20 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.21 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.












Figure A.22 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.23 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.












Figure A.24 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.












Figure A.25 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.












Figure A.26 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.27 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.













Figure A.28 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.











Figure A.29 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.












Figure A.30 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.31 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.











Figure A.32 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.33 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.












Figure A.34 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.35 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.













Figure A.36 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.












Figure A.37 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.












Figure A.38 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.39 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.











Figure A.40 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.41 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.













Figure A.42 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.











Figure A.43 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.











Figure A.44 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.














Figure A.45 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.46 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.47 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.48 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.














Figure A.49 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.50 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.












Figure A.51 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.52 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.53 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.












Figure A.54 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.












Figure A.55 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.












Figure A.56 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.














Figure A.57 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.58 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.59 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.60 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Low Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.61 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.62 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.63 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.64 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.65 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.66 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.67 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.68 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.69 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.70 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.71 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.72 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.73 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.













Figure A.74 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.75 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.76 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.77 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.78 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.79 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.80 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.81 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.













Figure A.82 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.83 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.84 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.85 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.86 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.87 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.88 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.89 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.90 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.91 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.92 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.93 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.94 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.95 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.96 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.97 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.98 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.99 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.100 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.101 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.102 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.103 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.104 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.105 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.106 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.107 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.108 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.109 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.110 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.111 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.112 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.113 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.114 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.













Figure A.115 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.116 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.117 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.118 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.119 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.120 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD Median Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.121 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.













Figure A.122 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.













Figure A.123 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.













Figure A.124 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.125 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.126 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.127 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.128 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.129 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.130 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.131 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.132 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.133 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.134 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.135 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.136 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.137 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.138 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.139 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.140 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.141 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.













Figure A.142 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.143 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.144 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.












Figure A.145 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.












Figure A.146 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.147 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.148 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.












Figure A.149 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.













Figure A.150 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.













Figure A.151 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.













Figure A.152 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.153 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.154 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.155 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.156 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.157 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.158 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.159 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.160 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.161 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.162 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.163 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.164 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.165 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.













Figure A.166 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.167 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.168 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.













Figure A.169 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.170 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.171 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.












Figure A.172 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.173 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.174 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.175 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.176 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.













Figure A.177 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.













Figure A.178 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.179 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.180 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Bourne
DVD High Flow and High Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.181 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.























Figure A.182 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.























Figure A.183 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.























Figure A.184 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.























Figure A.185 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.























Figure A.186 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.187 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.























Figure A.188 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.





















Figure A.189 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.






















Figure A.190 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.





















Figure A.191 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.192 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.193 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.194 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.





















Figure A.195 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.196 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.






















Figure A.197 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.






















Figure A.198 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.199 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.200 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.201 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.202 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.






















Figure A.203 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.204 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.






















Figure A.205 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.206 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.207 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.208 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.





















Figure A.209 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.210 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.






















Figure A.211 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.212 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.213 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.






















Figure A.214 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.215 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.216 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.






















Figure A.217 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.























Figure A.218 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.219 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.220 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.221 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.222 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.223 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.224 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.























Figure A.225 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.






















Figure A.226 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.227 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.228 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.






















Figure A.229 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.230 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.231 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.232 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.233 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.






















Figure A.234 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.





















Figure A.235 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.236 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.






















Figure A.237 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.























Figure A.238 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.239 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.240 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.241 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.242 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.243 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.244 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.245 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.






















Figure A.246 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.247 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.248 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.249 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.250 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.251 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.252 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.253 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.254 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.255 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.256 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.257 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.258 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.259 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.260 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.261 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.






















Figure A.262 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.263 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.264 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.265 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.266 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.267 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.268 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.269 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.270 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.271 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.272 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.273 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.274 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.275 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.276 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.277 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.






















Figure A.278 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.279 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.280 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.281 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.282 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.283 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.284 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.285 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.286 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.287 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.288 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.289 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.290 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.291 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.292 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.293 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.






















Figure A.294 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.295 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.296 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.297 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.298 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.299 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.300 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.301 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.302 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.303 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.304 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.



















Figure A.305 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.306 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.307 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.308 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.



















Figure A.309 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.310 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.311 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.312 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.313 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.314 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.315 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.316 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.



















Figure A.317 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.318 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.319 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.320 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.321 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.322 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.323 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.324 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.325 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.326 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.327 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.328 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.329 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.330 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.331 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.332 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.333 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.334 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.335 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.336 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.337 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.338 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.339 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.340 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.341 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.342 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.343 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.344 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.345 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.346 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.347 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.348 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.349 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.350 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.351 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.352 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.353 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.354 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.355 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.356 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.357 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.358 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.359 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.360 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.361 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.362 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.363 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.364 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.365 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.366 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.367 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.368 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.369 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.370 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.371 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.372 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.373 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.374 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.375 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.376 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.377 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.378 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.379 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.380 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.381 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.382 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.383 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.384 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.385 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.386 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.387 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.388 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.389 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.390 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.391 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.392 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.393 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.394 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.395 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.396 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.














Figure A.397 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.398 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.399 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.400 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.401 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.402 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.403 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.404 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.405 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.406 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.407 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.408 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.409 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.410 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.411 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.412 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.413 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.414 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.415 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.416 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.














Figure A.417 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.418 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.419 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.420 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.421 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.422 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.423 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.424 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.425 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.426 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.427 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.428 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.429 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.430 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.431 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.432 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.433 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.434 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.435 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.436 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.437 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.438 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.439 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.440 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.441 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.442 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.443 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.444 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.445 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.446 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.447 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.448 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.449 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.450 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.451 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.452 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.453 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.454 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.455 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.456 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.457 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.458 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.459 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.460 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.461 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.462 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.463 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.464 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.














Figure A.465 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.466 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.467 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.468 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.














Figure A.469 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.470 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.471 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.













Figure A.472 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.473 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.474 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.475 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.476 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.














Figure A.477 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.478 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.479 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.480 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.481 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.482 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.483 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.484 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.485 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.486 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.487 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.488 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.489 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.490 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.491 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.492 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.493 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.494 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.495 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.496 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.497 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.498 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.499 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.500 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.501 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.502 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.503 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.504 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.505 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.506 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.507 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.508 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.509 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.510 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.511 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.512 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.513 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.514 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.515 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.516 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.517 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.518 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.519 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.520 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.521 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.522 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.






















Figure A.523 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.524 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.525 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.526 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.527 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.528 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.529 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.530 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.





















Figure A.531 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.532 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.533 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.534 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.






















Figure A.535 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.536 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.537 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.538 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.539 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.540 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 720 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.541 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.542 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.543 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.544 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.545 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.546 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.547 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.548 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.549 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.






















Figure A.550 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.551 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.552 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.553 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.554 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.555 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.556 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.



















Figure A.557 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.558 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.559 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.560 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.561 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.562 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.563 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.564 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.565 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.566 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.567 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.568 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.569 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.570 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.571 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.572 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.573 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.574 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.575 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.576 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.



















Figure A.577 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.578 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.579 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.580 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.581 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.582 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.





















Figure A.583 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.584 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.585 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.586 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.587 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.588 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.589 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.590 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.






















Figure A.591 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.592 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.593 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.594 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.





















Figure A.595 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.596 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.597 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.598 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.599 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.600 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.601 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.602 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.603 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.604 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.605 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.606 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.607 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.608 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.609 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.610 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.611 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.612 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.613 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.614 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.615 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.616 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.617 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.618 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.619 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.620 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.621 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.622 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.623 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.624 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.625 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.626 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.627 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.628 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.629 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.630 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.631 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.632 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.633 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.













Figure A.634 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.635 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.636 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.637 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.













Figure A.638 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.639 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.640 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.641 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.642 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.643 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.644 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.645 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.646 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.647 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.648 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.649 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.650 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.651 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.652 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.653 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.654 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.655 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.656 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.657 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.658 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.659 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.660 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.661 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.662 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.663 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.664 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.665 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.666 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.667 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.668 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.669 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.670 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.671 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.672 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.673 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.674 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.675 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.676 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.677 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.678 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.679 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.680 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.681 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.682 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.683 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.684 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.685 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.686 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.687 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.688 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.689 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.690 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.691 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.692 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.693 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.694 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.695 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.696 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.697 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.698 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.699 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.700 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.701 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.702 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.703 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.704 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.705 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.706 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.707 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.708 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.709 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.710 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.711 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.712 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.713 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.714 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.715 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.716 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.717 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.718 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.719 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.720 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Captain
America 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.721 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.722 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.723 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.724 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.725 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.726 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.727 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.728 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.729 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.730 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.731 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.732 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.733 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.734 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.735 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.736 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.737 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.738 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.739 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.740 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.741 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.742 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.743 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.744 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.














Figure A.745 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.746 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.747 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.748 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.749 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.750 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.751 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.752 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.753 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.754 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.755 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.756 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.














Figure A.757 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.758 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.759 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.760 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.761 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.762 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.763 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.764 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.765 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.766 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.767 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.768 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.769 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.770 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.771 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.772 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.773 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.774 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.775 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.776 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.777 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.778 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.779 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.780 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Low Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.781 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.782 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.783 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.784 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.













Figure A.785 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.













Figure A.786 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.787 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.













Figure A.788 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.














Figure A.789 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.790 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.













Figure A.791 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.792 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.793 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.794 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.795 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.













Figure A.796 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.


















Figure A.797 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.798 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.799 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.800 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Low
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.801 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.802 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.803 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.804 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.805 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.806 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.807 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.808 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.809 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.810 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.811 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.812 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.813 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.814 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.














Figure A.815 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.816 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.817 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.818 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.819 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.820 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.821 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.822 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.823 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.824 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.825 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.826 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.827 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.828 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.829 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.830 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.831 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.832 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.833 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.834 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.835 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.836 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.837 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.838 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.839 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.840 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 Median Flow and High
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.841 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.842 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.843 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.844 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.845 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.846 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.847 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.848 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.849 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.850 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.851 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.852 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.853 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.















Figure A.854 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.















Figure A.855 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.856 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.















Figure A.857 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.858 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.859 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.860 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.861 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.862 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.863 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.864 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration
1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.865 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.866 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.867 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.868 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 16:1
1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.869 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.870 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.871 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.872 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 2:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.873 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.874 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.875 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.876 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 4:3
1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.877 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.878 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.879 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.880 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.881 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.














Figure A.882 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.883 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.884 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.885 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.886 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.887 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.














Figure A.888 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.889 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.890 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.891 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.892 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.893 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.894 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.895 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.896 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.897 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.898 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.899 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.900 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Limitless 1080 High Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.901 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.902 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.903 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.904 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.905 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.906 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.907 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.908 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.909 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.910 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.911 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.912 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.913 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.914 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.915 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.916 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.





















Figure A.917 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.918 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.919 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.920 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.921 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.922 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.923 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.924 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.925 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.926 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.927 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.928 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.929 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.930 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.931 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.932 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.933 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.934 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.























Figure A.935 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.936 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.





















Figure A.937 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.938 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.939 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.940 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Low Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.941 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.942 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.





















Figure A.943 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.944 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.945 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.946 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.947 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.948 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.949 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.






















Figure A.950 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.























Figure A.951 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.952 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.953 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.954 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.





















Figure A.955 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.






















Figure A.956 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.





















Figure A.957 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.





















Figure A.958 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.959 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.





















Figure A.960 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Low Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.961 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.962 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.963 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.964 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.965 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.966 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.967 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.968 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.969 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.970 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.971 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.972 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.973 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.974 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.975 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.976 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Low Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.977 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.978 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.979 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.980 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Low Compression clip using
the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.981 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.982 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.983 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.

















Figure A.984 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.985 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.986 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.987 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.988 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.989 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.990 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.991 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.















Figure A.992 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.993 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.994 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.995 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.996 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.997 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.998 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.999 PSNR vs. optical flow of the Elysium
4k Median Flow and Medium Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.1000 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and Medium
Compression clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.1001 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.1002 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.1003 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.1004 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.1005 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.1006 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.1007 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.1008 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.1009 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.1010 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.1011 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.1012 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.1013 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.1014 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.1015 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.1016 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.1017 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.1018 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.1019 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.1020 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k Median Flow and High Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.1021 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.1022 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.
















Figure A.1023 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.1024 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.1025 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.1026 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.1027 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.1028 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.




















Figure A.1029 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.1030 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.1031 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.1032 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.1033 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.1034 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.

















Figure A.1035 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.1036 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.1037 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.1038 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.1039 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.1040 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Low Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.1041 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.1042 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.1043 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.1044 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.1045 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.1046 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.1047 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.1048 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.1049 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.
















Figure A.1050 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.1051 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.1052 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.1053 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.1054 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.1055 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.
















Figure A.1056 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.
















Figure A.1057 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Delta.




















Figure A.1058 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.1059 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.1060 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and Medium Compression
clip using the configuration 8:2 4:2
1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.1061 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.1062 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Delta.



















Figure A.1063 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.1064 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.1065 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Delta.


















Figure A.1066 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.1067 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Snap,Planes.




















Figure A.1068 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 16:1 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.1069 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.

















Figure A.1070 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.




















Figure A.1071 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.


















Figure A.1072 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 2:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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Figure A.1073 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.1074 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Delta.


















Figure A.1075 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.1076 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 4:3 1:8,Trim,Planes.

















Figure A.1077 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Delta.



















Figure A.1078 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Delta.
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Figure A.1079 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Snap,Planes.



















Figure A.1080 PSNR vs. optical flow of the
Elysium 4k High Flow and High Compression clip
using the configuration 8:2 4:2 1:8,Trim,Planes.
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APPENDIX B: COST MODEL SPECIFICATION
B.1 CostModel.h File Reference










Base class for a memory component charge.
• class nddi::InputVectorCharge
Represents the details of data read from or written to the Input Vector.
• class nddi::CoefficientCharge
Represents the details of data read from or written to single Coefficients.
• class nddi::CoefficientMatrixCharge
Represents the details of data read from or written to Coefficient Matrices.
• class nddi::ScalerCharge
Represents the details of data read from or written to Scalers.
• class nddi::FrameVolumeCharge
Represents the details of data read from or written to the Frame Volume.
• class nddi::CostModel




Namespace for the entire nDDI API.
Macros
• #define BYTES_PER_PIXEL 4
Configures the number of bytes for a pixel.
• #define BYTES_PER_FV_COORD 4
Configures the number of bytes for a frame volume coordinate.
• #define BYTES_PER_CP_COORD 2
Configures the number of bytes for a coefficient plane coordinate.
• #define BYTES_PER_CM_COORD 1
Configures the number of bytes for coefficient matrix coordinate.
• #define BYTES_PER_IV_VALUE 4
Configures the number of bytes for an input vector value.
• #define BYTES_PER_COEFF 4
Configures the number of bytes for a coefficient.
• #define BYTES_PER_SCALER 6
Configures the number of bytes for a scaler.
• #define CALC_BYTES_FOR_PIXELS(c) (BYTES_PER_PIXEL ∗ c)
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c pixels.
• #define CALC_BYTES_FOR_FV_COORD_TUPLES(c) (BYTES_PER_FV_COORD ∗ frameVolume←↩
DimensionalSizes_.size() ∗ c)
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c frame volume coordinate tuples.
• #define CALC_BYTES_FOR_TILE_COORD_DOUBLES(c) (BYTES_PER_CP_COORD ∗ 2 ∗ c)
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c tile coordinate tuples.
• #define CALC_BYTES_FOR_IV_UPDATE() (BYTES_PER_IV_VALUE ∗ (inputVector_->getSize() -
2))
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c input vector values.
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• #define CALC_BYTES_FOR_CMS(c) (BYTES_PER_COEFF ∗ inputVector_->getSize() ∗ frame←↩
VolumeDimensionalSizes_.size() ∗ c)
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c coefficient matrices.
• #define CALC_BYTES_FOR_CM_COORD_DOUBLES(c) (BYTES_PER_CM_COORD ∗ 2 ∗ c)
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c coefficient matrix coordinate tuples.
• #define CALC_BYTES_FOR_CP_COORD_TRIPLES(c) (BYTES_PER_CP_COORD ∗ 3 ∗ c)
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c coefficient plane coordinate tuples.
Enumerations




Enumerates the five different NDDI components for which charges are tracked.
• enum nddi::memory_access_t { nddi::READ_ACCESS, nddi::WRITE_ACCESS }
Each charge is either a READ_ACCESS or WRITE_ACCESS to the component.
• enum nddi::log_charges {
nddi::NO_CHARGES = 0, nddi::IV_CHARGES = 1 << 0, nddi::CM_CHARGES = 1 << 1,
nddi::SC_CHARGES = 1 << 2,
nddi::FV_CHARGES = 1 << 3, nddi::ALL_CHARGES = IV_CHARGES | CM_CHARGES | SC_CH←↩
ARGES | FV_CHARGES }
Used to designate which, if any, of the detailed memory component charges to record.
B.1.1 Detailed Description
This file holds the implementation of the CostModel. The CostModel is used by nDDI implementations to
register the cost of the various operations triggered by nDDI commands.




Configures the number of bytes for a coefficient matrix coordinate.
B.1.2.2 BYTES_PER_COEFF
#define BYTES_PER_COEFF 4
Configures the number of bytes for a coefficient.
B.1.2.3 BYTES_PER_CP_COORD
#define BYTES_PER_CP_COORD 2
Configures the number of bytes for a coefficient plane coordinate.
B.1.2.4 BYTES_PER_FV_COORD
#define BYTES_PER_FV_COORD 4
Configures the number of bytes for a frame volume coordinate.
B.1.2.5 BYTES_PER_IV_VALUE
#define BYTES_PER_IV_VALUE 4
Configures the number of bytes for an input vector value.
B.1.2.6 BYTES_PER_PIXEL
#define BYTES_PER_PIXEL 4




Configures the number of bytes for a scaler.
B.1.2.8 CALC_BYTES_FOR_CM_COORD_DOUBLES
#define CALC_BYTES_FOR_CM_COORD_DOUBLES(
c ) (BYTES_PER_CM_COORD ∗ 2 ∗ c)
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c coefficient matrix coordinate tuples
B.1.2.9 CALC_BYTES_FOR_CMS
#define CALC_BYTES_FOR_CMS(
c ) (BYTES_PER_COEFF ∗ inputVector_->getSize() ∗ frameVolumeDimensionalSizes_.size()
∗ c)
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c coefficent matrices.
B.1.2.10 CALC_BYTES_FOR_CP_COORD_TRIPLES
#define CALC_BYTES_FOR_CP_COORD_TRIPLES(
c ) (BYTES_PER_CP_COORD ∗ 3 ∗ c)
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c coefficient plane coordinate tuples
B.1.2.11 CALC_BYTES_FOR_FV_COORD_TUPLES
#define CALC_BYTES_FOR_FV_COORD_TUPLES(
c ) (BYTES_PER_FV_COORD ∗ frameVolumeDimensionalSizes_.size() ∗ c)
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c frame volume coordinate tuples.
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B.1.2.12 CALC_BYTES_FOR_IV_UPDATE
#define CALC_BYTES_FOR_IV_UPDATE( ) (BYTES_PER_IV_VALUE ∗ (inputVector_->getSize() - 2))
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c input vector values.
B.1.2.13 CALC_BYTES_FOR_PIXELS
#define CALC_BYTES_FOR_PIXELS(
c ) (BYTES_PER_PIXEL ∗ c)
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c pixels.
B.1.2.14 CALC_BYTES_FOR_TILE_COORD_DOUBLES
#define CALC_BYTES_FOR_TILE_COORD_DOUBLES(
c ) (BYTES_PER_CP_COORD ∗ 2 ∗ c)
Helper macro that calculates the bytes used to encode c tile coordinate tuples.
B.2 nddi::CostModel Class Reference




• CostModel (bool headless, unsigned char logcosts)
Basic constructor that does not include memory component sizes.
• CostModel (vector< unsigned int > &fvDimensions, unsigned int inputVectorSize, bool headless,
unsigned char logcosts)
Main constructor which includes memory component sizes.
• ∼CostModel ()
Destructor.
• void clearCosts ()
Zeroes the various counts and deletes any detailed memory component charges.
• void registerInputVectorMemoryCharge (memory_access_t access, unsigned int start, unsigned int
end, unsigned int count=1)
Registers a charge for the input vector memory component.
• void registerCoefficientMemoryCharge (memory_access_t access, vector< unsigned int > &start,
vector< unsigned int > &end, int cmRow, int cmCol)
Registers a single coefficient charge for the coefficient planes memory component.
• void registerCoefficientMatrixMemoryCharge (memory_access_t access, vector< unsigned int >
&start, vector< unsigned int > &end, vector< vector< int > > &coefficientMatrix)
Registers a coefficent matrix charge for the coeffcient planes memory component.
• void registerScalerMemoryCharge (memory_access_t access, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector<
unsigned int > &end)
Registers a scaler charge for the coefficient planes memory component.
• void registerFrameVolumeMemoryCharge (memory_access_t access, vector< unsigned int > &start,
vector< unsigned int > &end)
Registers a charge for the frame volume memory component.
• void registerTransmissionCharge (unsigned long numBytes, unsigned long time)
Registers a transmission charge.
• void registerPixelBlendCharge (unsigned long numBlends)
Registers a number of pixel blend charges.
• void registerPixelMappingCharge (unsigned long numMappings)
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Registers a number of pixel mapping charges.
• unsigned long getLinkCommandsSent ()
Used to get the number of commands sent over the nddi link.
• unsigned long getLinkBytesTransmitted ()
Used to get the number of bytes sent over the nddi link.
• unsigned long getReadAccessCount (component_t component)
Used to get the count of read accesses to a memory component.
• unsigned long getWriteAccessCount (component_t component)
Used to get the count of write accesses to a memory component.
• unsigned long getBytesRead (component_t component)
Used to get the count of bytes read from a memory component.
• unsigned long getBytesWritten (component_t component)
Used to get the count of bytes written to a memory component.
• unsigned long getPixelsBlended ()
Used the get the count of pixels blended.
• unsigned long getPixelsMapped ()
Used the get the count of pixels mapped.
• bool isHeadless ()
Used to determine if the display owning this CostModel is headless.
• void printCharges ()
Prints the JSON for all of the charges registered.
B.2.1 Detailed Description
The CostModel provides a means to log the a variety of NDDI charges including commands sent, bytes
transmitted, pixels blended, pixels mapped, and memory component accesses.





unsigned char logcosts ) [inline]
Basic constructor that does include memory component sizes.
Parameters
headless Indicates if the display is headless, passed here for convenient retrieval by the application
later.
logcosts 8-bit field holding values from the log_costs enumeration used to indicate which memory
component charges should be logged in detail.
B.2.2.2 CostModel() [2/2]
nddi::CostModel::CostModel (
vector< unsigned int > & fvDimensions,
unsigned int inputVectorSize,
bool headless,
unsigned char logcosts ) [inline]
Main constructor which includes memory component sizes.
Parameters
fvDimensions Vector holding the dimensions of the frame volume.
inputVectorSize Integer holding the size of the input vector.
headless Indicates if the display is headless, passed here for convenient retrieval by the
application later.
logcosts 8-bit field holding values from the log_costs enumeration used to indicate which
memory component charges should be logged in detail.
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B.2.2.3 ∼CostModel()
nddi::CostModel::∼CostModel ( ) [inline]
Destructor.
B.2.3 Member Function Documentation
B.2.3.1 clearCosts()
void nddi::CostModel::clearCosts ( ) [inline]
Zeroes the various counts and deletes any detailed memory component charges. Used primarily after
initial display setup to exclude those costs.
B.2.3.2 getBytesRead()
unsigned long nddi::CostModel::getBytesRead (
component_t component ) [inline]
Used to get the count of bytes read from a memory component.
Parameters
component Specifies which component to get the bytes read for.
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Returns
Count of bytes read from a memory component.
B.2.3.3 getBytesWritten()
unsigned long nddi::CostModel::getBytesWritten (
component_t component ) [inline]
Used to get the count of bytes written to a memory component.
Parameters
component Specifies which component to get the bytes written for.
Returns
Count of bytes written to a memory component.
B.2.3.4 getLinkBytesTransmitted()
unsigned long nddi::CostModel::getLinkBytesTransmitted ( ) [inline]
Used to get the number of bytes sent over the nddi link.
Returns
Count of bytes sent over the nddi link.
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B.2.3.5 getLinkCommandsSent()
unsigned long nddi::CostModel::getLinkCommandsSent ( ) [inline]
Used to get the number of commands sent over the nddi link.
Returns
Count of commands sent over the nddi link.
B.2.3.6 getPixelsBlended()
unsigned long nddi::CostModel::getPixelsBlended ( ) [inline]
Used the get the count of pixels blended.
Returns
Count of pixels blended.
B.2.3.7 getPixelsMapped()
unsigned long nddi::CostModel::getPixelsMapped ( ) [inline]
Used the get the count of pixels mapped.
Returns
Count of pixels mapped.
B.2.3.8 getReadAccessCount()
unsigned long nddi::CostModel::getReadAccessCount (
component_t component ) [inline]
Used to get the count of read accesses to a memory component.
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Parameters
component Specifies which component to get the read access count for.
Returns
Count of read accesses to a memory component.
B.2.3.9 getWriteAccessCount()
unsigned long nddi::CostModel::getWriteAccessCount (
component_t component ) [inline]
Used to get the count of write accesses to a memory component.
Parameters
component Specifies which component to get the write access count for.
Returns
Count of write accesses to a memory component.
B.2.3.10 isHeadless()
bool nddi::CostModel::isHeadless ( ) [inline]
Used to determine if the display owning this CostModel is headless.
Returns
True if headless, false otherwise.
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B.2.3.11 printCharges()
void nddi::CostModel::printCharges ( ) [inline]
Prints the JSON for all of the charges registered. Prints the configuration and then any detailed memory
component charge that was logged. If an application wants to print the global counts, then the individual




vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end,
vector< vector< int > > & coefficientMatrix ) [inline]
Registers a coefficent matrix charge for the coefficient planes memory component. Will update the global
counts and optionally log a detailed charge if the cost model was constructed with the proper log_charges.
Parameters
access The type of memory component access.
start The start coordinate of the access.
end The end coordinate of the access.
coefficientMatrix Holds a coefficient matrix with values masked out used to indicate which coefficients





vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end,
int cmRow,
int cmCol ) [inline]
Registers a single coefficient charge for the coefficient planes memory component. Will update the global
counts and optionally log a detailed charge if the cost model was constructed with the proper log_charges.
Parameters
access The type of memory component access.
start The start coordinate of the access.
end The end coordinate of the access.
cmRow The row of the coefficient being accessed.




vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [inline]
Registers a charge for the frame volume memory component. Will update the global counts and optionally
log a detailed charge if the cost model was constructed with the proper log_charges.
Parameters
access The type of memory component access.
start The start coordinate of the access.







unsigned int count = 1 ) [inline]
Registers a charge for the input vector memory component. Will update the global counts and optionally
log a detailed charge if the cost model was constructed with the proper log_charges.
Parameters
access The type of memory component access.
start The start position of the access.
end The end position of the access.
count The number of identical charges to register. Default is 1.
B.2.3.16 registerPixelBlendCharge()
void nddi::CostModel::registerPixelBlendCharge (
unsigned long numBlends ) [inline]
Registers a number of pixel blend charges.
Parameters




unsigned long numMappings ) [inline]
Registers a number of pixel mapping charges. A pixel mapping is the set of calculations to determine
which pixel to map from the frame volume to a location on the display panel.
Parameters




vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [inline]
Registers a scaler charge for the coefficient planes memory component. Will update the global counts
and optionally log a detailed charge if the cost model was constructed with the proper log_charges.
Parameters
access The type of memory component access.
start The start coordinate of the access.





unsigned long time ) [inline]
Registers a transmission charge, updating both the command count by one and the number of bytes
transmitted.
Parameters
numBytes The number of bytes to charge.
time Deprecated.
B.3 nddi::Charge Class Reference
Base class for a memory component charge.
#include <CostModel.h>
Public Member Functions
• Charge (unsigned int sequenceNumber)
Empty base constructor.
• virtual void print (ofstream &file)
Empty base printer.
Public Attributes
• unsigned int sequenceNumber
Unique sequence number for the charge.
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B.3.1 Detailed Description
Base class for a memory component charge.
B.3.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation
B.3.2.1 Charge()
nddi::Charge::Charge (
unsigned int sequenceNumber ) [inline]
Empty base constructor.
B.3.3 Member Function Documentation
B.3.3.1 print()
virtual void nddi::Charge::print (
ofstream & file ) [inline], [virtual]
Empty base printer. Each subclass will implement a specific printer that encode the charge as JSON.
Reimplemented in nddi::FrameVolumeCharge, nddi::ScalerCharge, nddi::CoefficientMatrixCharge,
nddi::CoefficientCharge, and nddi::InputVectorCharge.




Unique sequence number for the charge.
B.4 nddi::CoefficientCharge Class Reference
Represents the details of data read from or written to single Coefficients.
#include <CostModel.h>
Public Member Functions
• CoefficientCharge (unsigned int sequenceNumber, memory_access_t access, vector< unsigned int
> start, vector< unsigned int > end, int row, int col)
CoefficientCharge constructor.
• void print (ofstream &file)
Print the JSON for the this memory component charge.
Public Attributes
• memory_access_t access
The type of memory component access.
• vector< unsigned int > start
The start coordinate of the access.
• vector< unsigned int > end
The end coordinate of the access.
• int row
The row of the coefficient being accessed.
• int col
The column of the coefficient being accessed.
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B.4.1 Detailed Description
Represents the details of data read from or written to single Coefficients.





vector< unsigned int > start,
vector< unsigned int > end,
int row,
int col ) [inline]
CoefficientCharge constructor.
Parameters
sequenceNumber The unique sequence number to use for this new charge.
access The type of memory component access.
start The start coordinate of the access.
end The end coordinate of the access.
row The row of the coefficient being accessed.
col The column of the coefficient being accessed.




ofstream & file ) [inline], [virtual]
Print the JSON for the this memory component charge.
Parameters
file Output file stream for the JSON.
Reimplemented from nddi::Charge.
B.4.4 Member Data Documentation
B.4.4.1 access
memory_access_t nddi::CoefficientCharge::access
The type of memory component access.
B.4.4.2 col
int nddi::CoefficientCharge::col
The column of the coefficient being accessed.
B.4.4.3 end
vector<unsigned int> nddi::CoefficientCharge::end




The row of the coefficient being accessed.
B.4.4.5 start
vector<unsigned int> nddi::CoefficientCharge::start
The start coordinate of the access.
B.5 nddi::CoefficientMatrixCharge Class Reference
Represents the details of data read from or written to Coefficient Matrices.
#include <CostModel.h>
Public Member Functions
• CoefficientMatrixCharge (unsigned int sequenceNumber, memory_access_t access, vector< un-
signed int > start, vector< unsigned int > end, vector< vector< int > > cm)
CoefficientMatrixCharge constructor.
• void print (ofstream &file)
Print the JSON for the this memory component charge.
Public Attributes
• memory_access_t access
The type of memory component access.
• vector< unsigned int > start
The start coordinate of the access.
• vector< unsigned int > end
The end coordinate of the access.
• vector< vector< int > > cm
Holds a coefficient with values masked out used to indicate which coefficients within the matrices were updated.
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B.5.1 Detailed Description
Represents the details of data read from or written to Coefficient Matrices.





vector< unsigned int > start,
vector< unsigned int > end,
vector< vector< int > > cm ) [inline]
CoefficientMatrixCharge constructor.
Parameters
sequenceNumber The unique sequence number to use for this new charge.
access The type of memory component access.
start The start coordinate of the access.
end The end coordinate of the access.
cm Holds a coefficient matrix with values masked out used to indicate which coefficients
within the matrices were updated.




ofstream & file ) [inline], [virtual]
Print the JSON for the this memory component charge.
Parameters
file Output file stream for the JSON.
Reimplemented from nddi::Charge.
B.5.4 Member Data Documentation
B.5.4.1 access
memory_access_t nddi::CoefficientMatrixCharge::access
The type of memory component access.
B.5.4.2 cm
vector< vector<int> > nddi::CoefficientMatrixCharge::cm








The start coordinate of the access.
B.6 nddi::FrameVolumeCharge Class Reference
Represents the details of data read from or written to the Frame Volume.
#include <CostModel.h>
Public Member Functions
• FrameVolumeCharge (unsigned int sequenceNumber, memory_access_t access, vector< unsigned
int > start, vector< unsigned int > end)
FrameVolumeCharge constructor.
• void print (ofstream &file)
Print the JSON for the this memory component charge.
Public Attributes
• memory_access_t access
The type of memory component access.
• vector< unsigned int > start
The start coordinate of the access.
• vector< unsigned int > end
The end coordinate of the access.
B.6.1 Detailed Description
Represents the details of data read from or written to the Frame Volume.
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vector< unsigned int > start,
vector< unsigned int > end ) [inline]
FrameVolumeCharge constructor.
Parameters
sequenceNumber The unique sequence number to use for this new charge.
access The type of memory component access.
start The start coordinate of the access.
end The end coordinate of the access.
B.6.3 Member Function Documentation
B.6.3.1 print()
void nddi::FrameVolumeCharge::print (
ofstream & file ) [inline], [virtual]
Print the JSON for the this memory component charge.
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Parameters
file Output file stream for the JSON.
Reimplemented from nddi::Charge.
B.6.4 Member Data Documentation
B.6.4.1 access
memory_access_t nddi::FrameVolumeCharge::access
The type of memory component access.
B.6.4.2 end
vector<unsigned int> nddi::FrameVolumeCharge::end
The end coordinate of the access.
B.6.4.3 start
vector<unsigned int> nddi::FrameVolumeCharge::start
The start coordinate of the access.
B.7 nddi::InputVectorCharge Class Reference




• InputVectorCharge (unsigned int sequenceNumber, memory_access_t access, unsigned int start,
unsigned int end)
InputVectorCharge constructor.
• void print (ofstream &file)
Print the JSON for the this memory component charge.
Public Attributes
• memory_access_t access
The type of memory component access.
• unsigned int start
The start position of the access.
• unsigned int end
The end position of the access.
B.7.1 Detailed Description
Represents the details of data read from or written to the Input Vector.










sequenceNumber The unique sequence number to use for this new charge.
access The type of memory component access.
start The start position of the access.
end The end position of the access.
B.7.3 Member Function Documentation
B.7.3.1 print()
void nddi::InputVectorCharge::print (
ofstream & file ) [inline], [virtual]
Print the JSON for the this memory component charge.
Parameters
file Output file stream for the JSON.
Reimplemented from nddi::Charge.
B.7.4 Member Data Documentation
B.7.4.1 access
memory_access_t nddi::InputVectorCharge::access




The end position of the access.
B.7.4.3 start
unsigned int nddi::InputVectorCharge::start
The start position of the access.
B.8 nddi::ScalerCharge Class Reference
Represents the details of data read from or written to Scalers.
#include <CostModel.h>
Public Member Functions
• ScalerCharge (unsigned int sequenceNumber, memory_access_t access, vector< unsigned int >
start, vector< unsigned int > end)
ScalerCharge constructor.
• void print (ofstream &file)
Print the JSON for the this memory component charge.
Public Attributes
• memory_access_t access
The type of memory component access.
• vector< unsigned int > start
The start coordinate of the access.
• vector< unsigned int > end
The end coordinate of the access.
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B.8.1 Detailed Description
Represents the details of data read from or written to Scalers.





vector< unsigned int > start,
vector< unsigned int > end ) [inline]
ScalerCharge constructor.
Parameters
sequenceNumber The unique sequence number to use for this new charge.
access The type of memory component access.
start The start coordinate of the access.
end The end coordinate of the access.




ofstream & file ) [inline], [virtual]
Print the JSON for the this memory component charge.
Parameters
file Output file stream for the JSON.
Reimplemented from nddi::Charge.
B.8.4 Member Data Documentation
B.8.4.1 access
memory_access_t nddi::ScalerCharge::access
The type of memory component access.
B.8.4.2 end
vector<unsigned int> nddi::ScalerCharge::end
The end coordinate of the access.
B.8.4.3 start
vector<unsigned int> nddi::ScalerCharge::start
The start coordinate of the access.
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APPENDIX C: NDDI API SPECIFICATION
C.1 NDimensionalDisplayInterface.h File Reference






Union representing an RGBA 32-bit pixel.
• union nddi::Scaler
Union representing the 4-channel scaler.
• class nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface




Namespace for the entire nDDI API.
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Macros
• #define COEFFICIENT_UNCHANGED INT16_MAX
Special value when passing coefficients indicating that the coefficient in that location should remain unchanged.
• #define COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_X (INT16_MIN + 2)
Special value when passing coefficients indicating that the coefficient's X coordinate should be used as its
value.
• #define COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_Y (INT16_MIN + 1)
Special value when passing coefficients indicating that the coefficient's Y coordinate should be used as its
value.
• #define COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_P (INT16_MIN + 0)
Special value when passing coefficients indicating that the coefficient's P (plane) coordinate should be used as
its value.
• #define DEFAULT_FULL_SCALER 256
The default value indicating a full scaler.
Typedefs
• typedef int16_t nddi::Coeff
Type for the coefficients stored in the coefficient matrices.
Enumerations
• enum nddi::SignMode { nddi::UNSIGNED_MODE = 0, nddi::SIGNED_MODE = 1 }
Options for the sign mode of the pixel byte channels.
C.1.1 Detailed Description
This file embodies the nDDI C++ API. Any C++ implementation must extend this class and use the data
types, enumerations, and macros within. Implementations might range from the user space API with an nDDI
kernel device driver to a networked nDDI client communicating with a remote nDDI server.
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C.1.2 Macro Definition Documentation
C.1.2.1 COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_P
#define COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_P (INT16_MIN + 0)
Special value when passing coefficients indicating that the coefficient's P (plane) coordinate should be
used as its value.
C.1.2.2 COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_X
#define COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_X (INT16_MIN + 2)
Special value when passing coefficients indicating that the coefficient's X coordinate should be used as
its value.
C.1.2.3 COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_Y
#define COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_Y (INT16_MIN + 1)




When specifying coefficient matrices for purposes of updating the coefficient plane, the NDDI client can
use this value for one or more of the elements in the matrix if they would like the element in the same location




The default value indicated a full scaler. Can be changed by the client when configuring the nDDI display.
C.2 nddi::Pixel Union Reference













Struct used to access individual bytes of the 32-bit pixel.
• uint32_t packed
32-bit wide field to access the entire pixel as a 32-bit value.
C.2.1 Detailed Description
Union representing an RGBA 32-bit pixel. Implementation may drop the alpha channel.
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struct { ... } nddi::Pixel::fields











C.3 nddi::Scaler Union Reference













Struct used to access individual 16-bit shorts of the 64-bit scaler.
• uint64_t packed
64-bit wide field to access the entire pixel as a 64-bit value.
C.3.1 Detailed Description
Union representing the 4-channel scaler. Implementation may drop the alpha channel.
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struct { ... } nddi::Scaler::fields











C.4 nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface Class Reference





Required default constructor for abstract class NDimensionalDisplayInterface.
• NDimensionalDisplayInterface (vector< unsigned int > &frameVolumeDimensionalSizes, unsigned
int numCoefficientPlanes, unsigned int inputVectorSize, bool fixed8x8Macroblocks, bool useSingle←↩
CoefficientPlane)
Minimal constructor which uses a fixed display size.
• NDimensionalDisplayInterface (vector< unsigned int > &frameVolumeDimensionalSizes, unsigned int
displayWidth, unsigned int displayHeight, unsigned int numCoefficientPlanes, unsigned int input←↩
VectorSize, bool fixed8x8Macroblocks, bool useSingleCoefficientPlane)
Full constructor which additionally allows the display size to be configured.
• virtual unsigned int DisplayWidth ()=0
Used to query the display width.
• virtual unsigned int DisplayHeight ()=0
Used to query the display height.
• virtual unsigned int NumCoefficientPlanes ()=0
Used to query the number of coefficient planes.
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• virtual void PutPixel (Pixel p, vector< unsigned int > &location)=0
Copies the provided pixel to the specified location.
• virtual void CopyPixelStrip (Pixel ∗p, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end)=0
Copies the one dimensional array of pixels along a particular dimension in the frame volume.
• virtual void CopyPixels (Pixel ∗p, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end)=0
Copies the array of pixels into the designated region of the frame volume.
• virtual void CopyPixelTiles (vector< Pixel ∗> &p, vector< vector< unsigned int > > &starts, vector<
unsigned int > &size)=0
Copies the array of pixels into the designated tile regions of the frame volume.
• virtual void FillPixel (Pixel p, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end)=0
Fills the frame volume with the specified pixel.
• virtual void CopyFrameVolume (vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end, vector<
unsigned int > &dest)=0
Copies pixels from one multi-dimensional region of the frame volume to another region.
• virtual void UpdateInputVector (vector< int > &input)=0
Used to update the input vector with the extra values in the input vector.
• virtual void PutCoefficientMatrix (vector< vector< int > > &coefficientMatrix, vector< unsigned int >
&location)=0
Used to copy the specified coefficientMatrix into the specified location of the coefficient planes.
• virtual void FillCoefficientMatrix (vector< vector< int > > &coefficientMatrix, vector< unsigned int >
&start, vector< unsigned int > &end)=0
Used to copy the specified coefficientMatrix into a range of locations in the coefficient planes.
• virtual void FillCoefficient (int coefficient, unsigned int row, unsigned int col, vector< unsigned int >
&start, vector< unsigned int > &end)=0
Used to copy the specified single coefficient value from a matrix into a range of locations in the coefficient
planes.
• virtual void FillCoefficientTiles (vector< int > &coefficients, vector< vector< unsigned int > > &posi-
tions, vector< vector< unsigned int > > &starts, vector< unsigned int > &size)=0
For each coefficient, positions, and start; copies the coefficient to the position in the in each coefficient matrix
in the 2D tile specified by the start and size.
• virtual void FillScaler (Scaler scaler, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end)=0
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Used to copy the specified scaler to a range of locations in the coefficient planes.
• virtual void FillScalerTiles (vector< uint64_t > &scalers, vector< vector< unsigned int > > &starts,
vector< unsigned int > &size)=0
Used to copy the specified scalers to a series of 2D ranges of locations (tiles) in the coefficient planes.
• virtual void FillScalerTileStack (vector< uint64_t > &scalers, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector<
unsigned int > &size)=0
Used to copy the specified scalers to a stack of 2D ranges of locations (tiles) in the coefficient planes.
• virtual void SetPixelByteSignMode (SignMode mode)=0
Allows the bytes of pixel values to be interpretted as signed values when scaling, accumulating, and clamping
in the pixel blending pipeline.
• virtual void SetFullScaler (uint16_t scaler)=0
Used to set the scaler value which is interpretted as fully on or 100%.
• virtual uint16_t GetFullScaler ()=0
Used to get the current full scaler value.
• virtual CostModel ∗ GetCostModel ()=0
Returns the CostModel for this display.
C.4.1 Detailed Description
This abstract class serves as a software interface to an n-Dimensional Display Interface (nDDI) compliant
display device. Implementations of this interface may work with a simulated display that writes to a system
framebuffer, an embedded display that works with a device driver, or a remote display connected via an
IP-based socket and communicating with an NDDI specific protocol.
C.4.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation
C.4.2.1 NDimensionalDisplayInterface() [1/3]
nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::NDimensionalDisplayInterface ( ) [inline]








bool useSingleCoefficientPlane ) [inline]
Minimal constructor which uses a fixed display size and configures the nDDI display with the provided
dimensions for the Input Vector, Coefficient Planes, and Frame Volume.
Parameters
frameVolumeDimensionalSizes This vector is used to configure the frame volume. Each element in the
vector represents a dimension and that element's value represents the
size of that dimension. e.g. a simple 4x4 2D frame volume will be
configured with a two-element vector with 4 and 4 in it.
numCoefficientPlanes Specifies how many of the maximum coefficient planes will be used.
inputVectorSize Used to configure the size of the input vector. It must be greater than
or equal to two.
fixed8x8Macroblocks Configuration option which can configure the nDDI display to have
fixed macroblocks. This is strictly used for memory optimizations so
that one coefficient matrix is used for an entire macro block instead of
one per pixel location. Note: This is still per plane.
useSingleCoefficientPlane Configuration option which can configure the display implementation to
use only one Coefficient Plane even when it's configured to used
multiple planes. The configured number of planes are still all logically
used for blending, but their coefficients may be different if using special
values COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_X, COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_Y, or











bool useSingleCoefficientPlane ) [inline]
Full constructor which additionally allows the display size to be configured.
Parameters
frameVolumeDimensionalSizes This vector is used to configure the frame volume. Each element in the
vector represents a dimension and that element's value represents the
size of that dimension. e.g. a simple 4x4 2D frame volume will be
configured with a two-element vector with 4 and 4 in it.
displayWidth Used to configure the width of the display if it is less than the display
device.
displayHeight Used to configure the width of the display if it is less than the display
device.
numCoefficientPlanes Specifies how many of the maximum coefficient planes will be used.
inputVectorSize Used to configure the size of the input vector. It must be greater than
or equal to two.
fixed8x8Macroblocks Configuration option which can configure the nDDI display to have
fixed macroblocks. This is strictly used for memory optimizations so
that one coefficient matrix is used for an entire macro block instead of
one per pixel location. Note: This is still per plane.
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Parameters
useSingleCoefficientPlane Configuration option which can configure the display implementation to
use only one Coefficient Plane even when it's configured to used
multiple planes. The configured number of planes are still all logically
used for blending, but their coefficients may be different if using special
values COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_X, COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_Y, or
COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_P. This is strictly use for memory
optimizations in simulation.
C.4.3 Member Function Documentation
C.4.3.1 CopyFrameVolume()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::CopyFrameVolume (
vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end,
vector< unsigned int > & dest ) [pure virtual]
Copies pixels from one multi-dimensional region of the frame volume to another region.
Parameters
start Tuple for the starting coordinate of the source region.
end Tuple for the ending coordinate of the source region.
dest Tuple for the first starting pixel of the destination region to be filled.
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C.4.3.2 CopyPixels()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::CopyPixels (
Pixel ∗ p,
vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [pure virtual]
Copies the array of pixels into the designated region of the frame volume. The data must be arranged in
the array with strides for each dimension of the area. So to copy pixels into a 2 x 2 x 2 region in the frame
volume, the array must be arranged accordingly: (0,0,0) (1,0,0) (0,1,0) (1,1,0) (0,0,1) (1,0,1) (0,1,1) (1,1,1)
Parameters
p The pointer to the pixel values to be copied.
start Tuple for the first pixel in the frame volume to be filled.
end Tuple for the last pixel in the frame volume to be filled.
C.4.3.3 CopyPixelStrip()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::CopyPixelStrip (
Pixel ∗ p,
vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [pure virtual]
Copies the one dimensional array of pixels along a particular dimension in the frame volume. In a
two-dimensional frame volume, this can be thought of as a way to copy along a row or along a column, but
not both since the input pixels are only one-dimensional.
Parameters
p The pointer to the pixel values to be copied.
start Tuple for the first pixel in the frame volume to be filled.
end Tuple for the last pixel in the frame volume to be filled. All but one of the values in values in this
last pixel should be identical to the start pixel.
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C.4.3.4 CopyPixelTiles()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::CopyPixelTiles (
vector< Pixel ∗> & p,
vector< vector< unsigned int > > & starts,
vector< unsigned int > & size ) [pure virtual]
Copies the array of pixels into the designated tile regions of the frame volume. The data must be arranged
in the array with strides for each dimension of the area. Only 2D tiles are supported.
Parameters
p The pointer to the pixel values to be copied.
starts Vector holding series of tuples for the first pixel for each destination tile in the frame volume.
size Two element tuple for the size of each tile (w, h).
C.4.3.5 DisplayHeight()
virtual unsigned int nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::DisplayHeight ( ) [pure virtual]
Used to query the display height.
Returns
The height of the display.
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C.4.3.6 DisplayWidth()
virtual unsigned int nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::DisplayWidth ( ) [pure virtual]
Used to query the display width.
Returns
The width of the display.
C.4.3.7 FillCoefficient()




vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [pure virtual]
Used to copy the specified single coefficient value from a matrix into a range of locations in the coefficient
planes.
Parameters
coefficient This single value will be placed into each coefficient at the specified location in the
coefficient matrices of the specified range.
row The row of the coefficient to be updated in the coefficient matrix.
col The column of the coefficient to be updated in the coefficient matrix.
start This three-element vector specifies the tuple of location in the coefficient planes where the
first coefficient matrix will be copied to.
end This three-element vector specifies the tuple of location in the coefficient planes where the
last coefficient matrix will be copied to.
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C.4.3.8 FillCoefficientMatrix()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::FillCoefficientMatrix (
vector< vector< int > > & coefficientMatrix,
vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [pure virtual]
Used to copy the specified coefficientMatrix into a range of locations in the coefficient planes.
Parameters
coefficientMatrix This two-dimensional vector holds the matrix to be copied. It's size must match the
configuration of the coefficient matrices exactly. Can use
COFFICIENT_UNCHANGED for one or more elements.
start This three-element vector specifies the tuple of location in the coefficient planes
where the first coefficient matrix will be copied to.
end This three-element vector specifies the tuple of the location in the coefficient planes
where the last coefficient matrix will be copied to.
C.4.3.9 FillCoefficientTiles()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::FillCoefficientTiles (
vector< int > & coefficients,
vector< vector< unsigned int > > & positions,
vector< vector< unsigned int > > & starts,
vector< unsigned int > & size ) [pure virtual]
For each coefficient, positions, and start; copies the coefficient to the position in the in each coefficient
matrix in the 2D tile specified by the start and size.
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Parameters
coefficients The buffer of coefficients.
positions Tuple for the position (row, col) to place the coefficient within the coefficient matrix.
starts Tuple for the location (x, y) of the start of the tile in the coefficient planes.
size Tuple for the size (w, h) of the tile.
C.4.3.10 FillPixel()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::FillPixel (
Pixel p,
vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [pure virtual]
Fills the frame volume with the specified pixel. It can fill in multiple dimensions by starting at the start
pixel and filling in each dimension until the end pixel value is reached.
Parameters
p The pixel value to be filled.
start Tuple for the first pixel in the frame volume to be filled.
end Tuple for the last pixel in the frame volume to be filled.
C.4.3.11 FillScaler()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::FillScaler (
Scaler scaler,
vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [pure virtual]
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Used to copy the specified scaler to a range of locations in the coefficient planes.
Parameters
scaler This single scaler will be copied to each location in the range of coefficient planes.
start This three-element vector specifies tuple for the start of the range in the coefficient planes where
the scaler will be copied to.
end This three-element vector specifies the tuple for end of the range in the coefficient planes where
the scalers will be copied to.
C.4.3.12 FillScalerTiles()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::FillScalerTiles (
vector< uint64_t > & scalers,
vector< vector< unsigned int > > & starts,
vector< unsigned int > & size ) [pure virtual]
Used to copy the specified scalers to a series of 2D ranges of locations (tiles) in the coefficient planes.
This is accomplished with a set of scalers, an equal number of tile starts, and one tile size.
Parameters
scalers Each scaler in this list will be filled to its own tile, which is a 2D range of coefficient matrices.
starts Vector of tuples for the start locations (x, y, z) in the coefficient planes for each tile to be filled.
size Tuple for the size (w, h) of the tile.
C.4.3.13 FillScalerTileStack()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::FillScalerTileStack (
vector< uint64_t > & scalers,
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vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & size ) [pure virtual]
Used to copy the specified scalers to a stack of 2D ranges of locations (tiles) in the coefficient planes.
This is accomplished with with a set of scalers, a single tile stack location, and one tile size. The stack
includes the top-most tile on the coefficient plane indicated by the tile start as well as the tiles for the planes
under (higher plane coordinates) the start tile. The height of the stack to be filled is determined by the
number of scalers provided.
Parameters
scalers Each scaler in this list will be filled to its own tile (2D range of coefficient matrices) in the stack.
start Tuple for the location (x, y) of the start of the tile stack in the coefficient planes.
size Tuple for the size (w, h) of the tile.
C.4.3.14 GetCostModel()
virtual CostModel∗ nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::GetCostModel ( ) [pure virtual]
Returns the CostModel for this display. The CostModel can be queried by the host application to
understand the cost of operations after they complete. The CostModel is purely a mechanism for collecting
experiment data for simulated nDDI displays.
Returns
The CostModel created and maintained by this display.
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C.4.3.15 GetFullScaler()
virtual uint16_t nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::GetFullScaler ( ) [pure virtual]
Used to get the current full scaler value.
Returns
The current fully on scaler value.
C.4.3.16 NumCoefficientPlanes()
virtual unsigned int nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::NumCoefficientPlanes ( ) [pure virtual]
Used to query the number of coefficient planes.
Returns
The number of coefficient planes.
C.4.3.17 PutCoefficientMatrix()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::PutCoefficientMatrix (
vector< vector< int > > & coefficientMatrix,
vector< unsigned int > & location ) [pure virtual]
Used to copy the specified coefficientMatrix into the specified location of the coefficient planes.
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Parameters
coefficientMatrix This two-dimensional vector holds the matrix to be copied. It's size must match the
configuration of the coefficient matrices exactly. Can use
COFFICIENT_UNCHANGED for one or more elements.
location This two-element vector specifies the tuple for the location in the coefficient plane
where the provided coefficient matrix will be copied.
C.4.3.18 PutPixel()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::PutPixel (
Pixel p,
vector< unsigned int > & location ) [pure virtual]
Copies the provided pixel to the specified location.
Parameters
p The pixel value to be copied.
location Tuple for the location within the frame volume where the pixel will be copied to.
C.4.3.19 SetFullScaler()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::SetFullScaler (
uint16_t scaler ) [pure virtual]
Used to set the scaler value which is interpretted as fully on or 100%. The default is 256, which implies
that any scaler sent by the client is an integer fraction of 256, but in fact a scaler can be larger than 256,
leading to planes that contribute 2.5x or even -3x for instance.
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Parameters
scaler The value to be interpretted as fully on or 100%.
C.4.3.20 SetPixelByteSignMode()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::SetPixelByteSignMode (
SignMode mode ) [pure virtual]
Allows the bytes of pixel values to be interpretted as signed values when scaling, accumulating, and
clamping in the pixel blending pipeline. When the SignMode is set to the default UNSIGNED_MODE, each
8-bit color channel for pixels will be treated as an unsigned value. Setting this configuration option to
SIGNED_MODE treats those channels as 8-bit signed values.
Parameters
mode Can be UNSIGNED_MODE or SIGNED_MODE.
C.4.3.21 UpdateInputVector()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterface::UpdateInputVector (
vector< int > & input ) [pure virtual]
Used to update the input vector with the extra values in the input vector.
Parameters
input Tuple for the values to use for the update. The length of this tuple must equal the size of the
actual input vector minus two, since the first two values in the input vector cannot be changed.
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APPENDIX D: NDDI API EXTENSIONS SPECIFICATION
D.1 NDimensionalDisplayInterfaceExtended.h File Reference
This file embodies the extensions to the nDDI C++ API.
Classes
• class nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterfaceExtended
This abstract class serves as an extension to the NDDI software interface.
Namespaces
• nddi
Namespace for the entire nDDI API.
D.1.1 Detailed Description
This file embodies the extensions to the nDDI C++ API.
D.2 nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterfaceExtended Class Reference
This abstract class serves as an extension to the NDDI software interface.
#include <NDimensionalDisplayInterfaceExtended.h>
Public Member Functions
• virtual void CopyFrameVolume (vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end, vector<
unsigned int > &dest, bool blend)=0
Copies from one region of the frame volume to another with blending.
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D.2.1 Detailed Description
This abstract class serves as an extension to the NDDI software interface.
D.2.2 Member Function Documentation
D.2.2.1 CopyFrameVolume()
virtual void nddi::NDimensionalDisplayInterfaceExtended::CopyFrameVolume (
vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end,
vector< unsigned int > & dest,
bool blend ) [pure virtual]
Copies from one region of the frame volume to another with blending.
Parameters
start The first pixel in the frame volume to be copied from.
end The last pixel in the frame volume to be copied from.
dest The first pixel in the frame volume to be copied to.
blend If true, then the copy then the alpha channel for each src pixel will be used to blend the source
range over the destination range.
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APPENDIX E: GRPC DISPLAY INTERFACE
E.1 src/GrpcNddiDisplay.h File Reference











This file embodies a networked implementation of a networked nDDI display for clients.
E.2 nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay Class Reference





Required default constructor for abstract class NDimensionalDisplayInterface.
• GrpcNddiDisplay (vector< unsigned int > &frameVolumeDimensionalSizes, unsigned int num←↩
CoefficientPlanes, unsigned int inputVectorSize, bool fixed8x8Macroblocks=false, bool useSingle←↩
CoeffcientPlane=false)
Minimal constructor which uses a fixed display size.
• GrpcNddiDisplay (vector< unsigned int > &frameVolumeDimensionalSizes, unsigned int displayWidth,
unsigned int displayHeight, unsigned int numCoefficientPlanes, unsigned int inputVectorSize, bool
fixed8x8Macroblocks=false, bool useSingleCoeffcientPlane=false)
Full constructor which additionally allows the display size to be configured.
• ∼GrpcNddiDisplay ()
Default destructor.
• unsigned int DisplayWidth ()
Used to query the display width.
• unsigned int DisplayHeight ()
Used to query the display height.
• unsigned int NumCoefficientPlanes ()
Used to query the number of coefficient planes.
• void PutPixel (Pixel p, vector< unsigned int > &location)
Copies the provided pixel to the specified location.
• void CopyPixelStrip (Pixel ∗p, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end)
Copies the one dimensional array of pixels along a particular dimension in the frame volume.
• void CopyPixels (Pixel ∗p, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end)
Copies the array of pixels into the designated region of the frame volume.
• void CopyPixelTiles (vector< Pixel ∗> &p, vector< vector< unsigned int > > &starts, vector< unsigned
int > &size)
Copies the array of pixels into the designated tile regions of the frame volume.
• void FillPixel (Pixel p, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end)
Fills the frame volume with the specified pixel.
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• void CopyFrameVolume (vector< unsigned int> &start, vector< unsigned int> &end, vector< unsigned
int > &dest)
Copies pixels from one multi-dimensional region of the frame volume to another region.
• void UpdateInputVector (vector< int > &input)
Used to update the input vector with the extra values in the input vector.
• void PutCoefficientMatrix (vector< vector< int>> &coefficientMatrix, vector< unsigned int> &location)
Used to copy the specified coefficientMatrix into the specified location of the coefficient planes.
• void FillCoefficientMatrix (vector< vector< int > > &coefficientMatrix, vector< unsigned int > &start,
vector< unsigned int > &end)
Used to copy the specified coefficientMatrix into a range of locations in the coefficient planes.
• void FillCoefficient (int coefficient, unsigned int row, unsigned int col, vector< unsigned int > &start,
vector< unsigned int > &end)
Used to copy the specified single coefficient value from a matrix into a range of locations in the coefficient
planes.
• void FillCoefficientTiles (vector< int > &coefficients, vector< vector< unsigned int > > &positions,
vector< vector< unsigned int > > &starts, vector< unsigned int > &size)
For each coefficient, positions, and start; copies the coefficient to the position in the in each coefficient matrix
in the 2D tile specified by the start and size.
• void FillScaler (Scaler scaler, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end)
Used to copy the specified scaler to a range of locations in the coefficient planes.
• void FillScalerTiles (vector< uint64_t > &scalers, vector< vector< unsigned int > > &starts, vector<
unsigned int > &size)
Used to copy the specified scalers to a series of 2D ranges of locations (tiles) in the coefficient planes.
• void FillScalerTileStack (vector< uint64_t > &scalers, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned
int > &size)
Used to copy the specified scalers to a stack of 2D ranges of locations (tiles) in the coefficient planes.
• void SetPixelByteSignMode (SignMode mode)
Allows the bytes of pixel values to be interpretted as signed values when scaling, accumulating, and clamping
in the pixel blending pipeline.
• void SetFullScaler (uint16_t scaler)
Used to set the scaler value which is interpretted as fully on or 100%.
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• uint16_t GetFullScaler ()
Used to get the current full scaler value.
• CostModel ∗ GetCostModel ()
Returns null as there is not support for retrieving the CostModel from the server.
• void ClearCostModel ()
Sends the ClearCostModel command to the server.
• void Latch (uint32_t sub_x, uint32_t sub_y, uint32_t sub_w, uint32_t sub_h)
Sends the Latch command to the server for the given subregion.
• void Shutdown ()
Sends the Shutdown command to the server.
E.2.1 Detailed Description
Implements and NDDI display where each interface is a GRPC call to the NDDI Wall Server.
E.2.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation
E.2.2.1 GrpcNddiDisplay() [1/3]
nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay::GrpcNddiDisplay ( )




vector< unsigned int > & frameVolumeDimensionalSizes,
unsigned int numCoefficientPlanes,
unsigned int inputVectorSize,
bool fixed8x8Macroblocks = false,
bool useSingleCoeffcientPlane = false )
Minimal constructor which uses a fixed display size and configures the nDDI display with the provided
dimensions for the Input Vector, Coefficient Planes, and Frame Volume. The implementation builds an
Initialize command from the arguments and sends it to the server.
Parameters
frameVolumeDimensionalSizes This vector is used to configure the frame volume. Each element in the
vector represents a dimension and that element's value represents the
size of that dimension. e.g. a simple 4x4 2D frame volume will be
configured with a two-element vector with 4 and 4 in it.
numCoefficientPlanes Specifies how many of the maximum coefficient planes will be used.
inputVectorSize Used to configure the size of the input vector. It must be greater than
or equal to two.
fixed8x8Macroblocks Configuration option which can configure the nDDI display to have
fixed macroblocks. This is strictly used for memory optimizations so
that one coefficient matrix is used for an entire macro block instead of
one per pixel location. Note: This is still per plane.
useSingleCoefficientPlane Configuration option which can configure the display implementation to
use only one Coefficient Plane even when it's configured to used
multiple planes. The configured number of planes are still all logically
used for blending, but their coefficients may be different if using special
values COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_X, COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_Y, or










bool fixed8x8Macroblocks = false,
bool useSingleCoeffcientPlane = false )
Full constructor which additionally allows the display size to be configured. The implementation builds an
Initialize command from the arguments and sends it to the server.
Parameters
frameVolumeDimensionalSizes This vector is used to configure the frame volume. Each element in the
vector represents a dimension and that element's value represents the
size of that dimension. e.g. a simple 4x4 2D frame volume will be
configured with a two-element vector with 4 and 4 in it.
displayWidth Used to configure the width of the display if it is less than the display
device.
displayHeight Used to configure the width of the display if it is less than the display
device.
numCoefficientPlanes Specifies how many of the maximum coefficient planes will be used.
inputVectorSize Used to configure the size of the input vector. It must be greater than
or equal to two.
fixed8x8Macroblocks Configuration option which can configure the nDDI display to have
fixed macroblocks. This is strictly used for memory optimizations so
that one coefficient matrix is used for an entire macro block instead of
one per pixel location. Note: This is still per plane.
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Parameters
useSingleCoefficientPlane Configuration option which can configure the display implementation to
use only one Coefficient Plane even when it's configured to used
multiple planes. The configured number of planes are still all logically
used for blending, but their coefficients may be different if using special
values COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_X, COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_Y, or




Default desctructor. Sends a Shutdown commands to the server.
E.2.3 Member Function Documentation
E.2.3.1 ClearCostModel()
void nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay::ClearCostModel ( )




vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end,
vector< unsigned int > & dest )
Copies pixels from one multi-dimensional region of the frame volume to another region. Builds a
CopyFrameVolume command and sends it to the server.
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Parameters
start Tuple for the starting coordinate of the source region.
end Tuple for the ending coordinate of the source region.




vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end )
Copies the array of pixels into the designated region of the frame volume. The data must be arranged in
the array with strides for each dimension of the area. So to copy pixels into a 2 x 2 x 2 region in the frame
volume, the array must be arranged accordingly: (0,0,0) (1,0,0) (0,1,0) (1,1,0) (0,0,1) (1,0,1) (0,1,1) (1,1,1)
Builds a CopyPixels command from the arguments and sends it to the server.
Parameters
p The pointer to the pixel values to be copied.
start Tuple for the first pixel in the frame volume to be filled.





vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end )
Copies the one dimensional array of pixels along a particular dimension in the frame volume. In a
two-dimensional frame volume, this can be thought of as a way to copy along a row or along a column,
but not both since the input pixels are only one-dimensional. Builds a CopyPixelStrip command from the
arguments and sends it to the server.
Parameters
p The pointer to the pixel values to be copied.
start Tuple for the first pixel in the frame volume to be filled.
end Tuple for the last pixel in the frame volume to be filled. All but one of the values in values in this
last pixel should be identical to the start pixel.
E.2.3.5 CopyPixelTiles()
void nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay::CopyPixelTiles (
vector< Pixel ∗> & p,
vector< vector< unsigned int > > & starts,
vector< unsigned int > & size )
Copies the array of pixels into the designated tile regions of the frame volume. The data must be arranged
in the array with strides for each dimension of the area. Only 2D tiles are supported. Builds a CopyPixelTiles
command and sends it to the server.
Parameters
p The pointer to the pixel values to be copied.
starts Vector holding series of tuples for the first pixel for each destination tile in the frame volume.
size Two element tuple for the size of each tile (w, h).
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E.2.3.6 DisplayHeight()
unsigned int nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay::DisplayHeight ( )
Used to query the display height. Sends a DisplayHeight command to the server and then returns the
result from the server to the caller.
Returns
The height of the display.
E.2.3.7 DisplayWidth()
unsigned int nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay::DisplayWidth ( )
Used to query the display width. Sends a DisplayWidth command to the server and then returns the
result from the server to the caller.
Returns






vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end )
Used to copy the specified single coefficient value from a matrix into a range of locations in the coefficient
planes. Builds a FillCoefficient command and sends it to the server.
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Parameters
coefficient This single value will be placed into each coefficient at the specified location in the
coefficient matrices of the specified range.
row The row of the coefficient to be updated in the coefficient matrix.
col The column of the coefficient to be updated in the coefficient matrix.
start This three-element vector specifies the tuple of location in the coefficient planes where the
first coefficient matrix will be copied to.
end This three-element vector specifies the tuple of location in the coefficient planes where the
last coefficient matrix will be copied to.
E.2.3.9 FillCoefficientMatrix()
void nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay::FillCoefficientMatrix (
vector< vector< int > > & coefficientMatrix,
vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end )
Used to copy the specified coefficientMatrix into a range of locations in the coefficient planes. Builds a
FillCoefficientMatrix command and sends it to the server.
Parameters
coefficientMatrix This two-dimensional vector holds the matrix to be copied. It's size must match the
configuration of the coefficient matrices exactly. Can use
COFFICIENT_UNCHANGED for one or more elements.
start This three-element vector specifies the tuple of location in the coefficient planes
where the first coefficient matrix will be copied to.
end This three-element vector specifies the tuple of the location in the coefficient planes




vector< int > & coefficients,
vector< vector< unsigned int > > & positions,
vector< vector< unsigned int > > & starts,
vector< unsigned int > & size )
For each coefficient, positions, and start; copies the coefficient to the position in the in each coefficient
matrix in the 2D tile specified by the start and size. Builds a FillCoefficientTiles command and sends it to the
server.
Parameters
coefficients The buffer of coefficients.
positions Tuple for the position (row, col) to place the coefficient within the coefficient matrix.
starts Tuple for the location (x, y) of the start of the tile in the coefficient planes.




vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end )
Fills the frame volume with the specified pixel. It can fill in multiple dimensions by starting at the start
pixel and filling in each dimension until the end pixel value is reached. Builds a FillPixel command and sends
it to the server.
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Parameters
p The pixel value to be filled.
start Tuple for the first pixel in the frame volume to be filled.




vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end )
Used to copy the specified scaler to a range of locations in the coefficient planes. Builds a FillScaler
command and sends it to the server.
Parameters
scaler This single scaler will be copied to each location in the range of coefficient planes.
start This three-element vector specifies tuple for the start of the range in the coefficient planes where
the scaler will be copied to.
end This three-element vector specifies the tuple for end of the range in the coefficient planes where
the scalers will be copied to.
E.2.3.13 FillScalerTiles()
void nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay::FillScalerTiles (
vector< uint64_t > & scalers,
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vector< vector< unsigned int > > & starts,
vector< unsigned int > & size )
Used to copy the specified scalers to a series of 2D ranges of locations (tiles) in the coefficient planes.
This is accomplished with a set of scalers, an equal number of tile starts, and one tile size. Builds a
FillScalerTiles command and sends it to the server.
Parameters
scalers Each scaler in this list will be filled to its own tile, which is a 2D range of coefficient matrices.
starts Vector of tuples for the start locations (x, y, z) in the coefficient planes for each tile to be filled.
size Tuple for the size (w, h) of the tile.
E.2.3.14 FillScalerTileStack()
void nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay::FillScalerTileStack (
vector< uint64_t > & scalers,
vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & size )
Used to copy the specified scalers to a stack of 2D ranges of locations (tiles) in the coefficient planes.
This is accomplished with with a set of scalers, a single tile stack location, and one tile size. The stack
includes the top-most tile on the coefficient plane indicated by the tile start as well as the tiles for the planes
under (higher plane coordinates) the start tile. The height of the stack to be filled is determined by the
number of scalers provided. Builds a FillScalerTileStack command and sends it to the server.
Parameters
scalers Each scaler in this list will be filled to its own tile (2D range of coefficient matrices) in the stack.
start Tuple for the location (x, y) of the start of the tile stack in the coefficient planes.
size Tuple for the size (w, h) of the tile.
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E.2.3.15 GetCostModel()
CostModel∗ nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay::GetCostModel ( )
Returns null as there is not support for retrieving the CostModel from the server. Instead, the server
reports the CostModel data when it exits.
E.2.3.16 GetFullScaler()
uint16_t nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay::GetFullScaler ( )
Used to get the current full scaler value. Sends a GetFullScaler command to the server and returns the
response from the server.
Returns












The x coordinate of the start of the subregion.
sub←↩
_y
The y coordinate of the start of the subregion.
sub←↩
_w
The width of the subregion
sub←↩
_h
The height of the subregion
E.2.3.18 NumCoefficientPlanes()
unsigned int nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay::NumCoefficientPlanes ( )
Used to query the number of coefficient planes. Sends a NumCoefficients command to the server and
then returns the result from the server to the caller.
Returns
The number of coefficient planes.
E.2.3.19 PutCoefficientMatrix()
void nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay::PutCoefficientMatrix (
vector< vector< int > > & coefficientMatrix,
vector< unsigned int > & location )
Used to copy the specified coefficientMatrix into the specified location of the coefficient planes. Builds a
PutCoefficientMatrix command and sends it to the server.
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Parameters
coefficientMatrix This two-dimensional vector holds the matrix to be copied. It's size must match the
configuration of the coefficient matrices exactly. Can use
COFFICIENT_UNCHANGED for one or more elements.
location This two-element vector specifies the tuple for the location in the coefficient plane




vector< unsigned int > & location )
Copies the provided pixel to the specified location. Builds a PutPixel command from the arguments and
sends it to the server.
Parameters
p The pixel value to be copied.




Used to set the scaler value which is interpretted as fully on or 100%. The default is 256, which implies
that any scaler sent by the client is an integer fraction of 256, but in fact a scaler can be larger than 256,
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leading to planes that contribute 2.5x or even -3x for instance. Builds a SetFullScaler command and sends it
to the server.
Parameters




Allows the bytes of pixel values to be interpretted as signed values when scaling, accumulating, and
clamping in the pixel blending pipeline. When the SignMode is set to the default UNSIGNED_MODE, each
8-bit color channel for pixels will be treated as an unsigned value. Setting this configuration option to
SIGNED_MODE treats those channels as 8-bit signed values. Builds a SetPixelByteSignMode command
and sends it to the server.
Parameters
mode Can be UNSIGNED_MODE or SIGNED_MODE.
E.2.3.23 Shutdown()
void nddi::GrpcNddiDisplay::Shutdown ( )




vector< int > & input )
Used to update the input vector with the extra values in the input vector. Builds a UpdateInputVector
command and sends it to the server.
Parameters
input Tuple for the values to use for the update. The length of this tuple must equal the size of the
actual input vector minus two, since the first two values in the input vector cannot be changed.
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APPENDIX F: RECORDER DISPLAY INTERFACE
F.1 src/RecorderNddiDisplay.h File Reference


















This file embodies a command recorder for the GrpcNddiDisplay. This allows for recording of nDDI
commands and then their playback.
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F.2 nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay Class Reference




Required default constructor for abstract class NDimensionalDisplayInterface.
• RecorderNddiDisplay (vector< unsigned int > &frameVolumeDimensionalSizes, unsigned int num←↩
CoefficientPlanes, unsigned int inputVectorSize, bool fixed8x8Macroblocks=false, bool useSingle←↩
CoeffcientPlane=false)
Minimal constructor which uses a fixed display size.
• RecorderNddiDisplay (vector< unsigned int > &frameVolumeDimensionalSizes, unsigned int display←↩
Width, unsigned int displayHeight, unsigned int numCoefficientPlanes, unsigned int inputVectorSize,
bool fixed8x8Macroblocks=false, bool useSingleCoeffcientPlane=false)
Full constructor which additionally allows the display size to be configured.
• RecorderNddiDisplay (vector< unsigned int > &frameVolumeDimensionalSizes, unsigned int display←↩
Width, unsigned int displayHeight, unsigned int numCoefficientPlanes, unsigned int inputVectorSize,
string file, bool fixed8x8Macroblocks=false, bool useSingleCoeffcientPlane=false)
Full constructor which additionally allows the display size and recording file to be configured.
• RecorderNddiDisplay (char ∗file)
Constructor for nDDI command playback from recording file.
• ∼RecorderNddiDisplay ()
Default destructor.
• unsigned int DisplayWidth ()
Used to query the display width.
• unsigned int DisplayHeight ()
Used to query the display height.
• unsigned int NumCoefficientPlanes ()
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Used to query the number of coefficient planes.
• void PutPixel (Pixel p, vector< unsigned int > &location)
Copies the provided pixel to the specified location.
• void CopyPixelStrip (Pixel ∗p, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end)
Copies the one dimensional array of pixels along a particular dimension in the frame volume.
• void CopyPixels (Pixel ∗p, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end)
Copies the array of pixels into the designated region of the frame volume.
• void CopyPixelTiles (vector< Pixel ∗> &p, vector< vector< unsigned int > > &starts, vector< unsigned
int > &size)
Copies the array of pixels into the designated tile regions of the frame volume.
• void FillPixel (Pixel p, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end)
Fills the frame volume with the specified pixel.
• void CopyFrameVolume (vector< unsigned int> &start, vector< unsigned int> &end, vector< unsigned
int > &dest)
Copies pixels from one multi-dimensional region of the frame volume to another region.
• void UpdateInputVector (vector< int > &input)
Used to update the input vector with the extra values in the input vector.
• void PutCoefficientMatrix (vector< vector< int>> &coefficientMatrix, vector< unsigned int> &location)
Used to copy the specified coefficientMatrix into the specified location of the coefficient planes.
• void FillCoefficientMatrix (vector< vector< int > > &coefficientMatrix, vector< unsigned int > &start,
vector< unsigned int > &end)
Used to copy the specified coefficientMatrix into a range of locations in the coefficient planes.
• void FillCoefficient (int coefficient, unsigned int row, unsigned int col, vector< unsigned int > &start,
vector< unsigned int > &end)
Used to copy the specified single coefficient value from a matrix into a range of locations in the coefficient
planes.
• void FillCoefficientTiles (vector< int > &coefficients, vector< vector< unsigned int > > &positions,
vector< vector< unsigned int > > &starts, vector< unsigned int > &size)
For each coefficient, positions, and start; copies the coefficient to the position in the in each coefficient matrix
in the 2D tile specified by the start and size.
• void FillScaler (Scaler scaler, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned int > &end)
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Used to copy the specified scaler to a range of locations in the coefficient planes.
• void FillScalerTiles (vector< uint64_t > &scalers, vector< vector< unsigned int > > &starts, vector<
unsigned int > &size)
Used to copy the specified scalers to a series of 2D ranges of locations (tiles) in the coefficient planes.
• void FillScalerTileStack (vector< uint64_t > &scalers, vector< unsigned int > &start, vector< unsigned
int > &size)
Used to copy the specified scalers to a stack of 2D ranges of locations (tiles) in the coefficient planes.
• void SetPixelByteSignMode (SignMode mode)
Allows the bytes of pixel values to be interpretted as signed values when scaling, accumulating, and clamping
in the pixel blending pipeline.
• void SetFullScaler (uint16_t scaler)
Used to set the scaler value which is interpretted as fully on or 100%.
• uint16_t GetFullScaler ()
Used to get the current full scaler value.
• void ClearCostModel ()
Records a ClearCostModel command.
• void Latch (uint32_t sub_x, uint32_t sub_y, uint32_t sub_w, uint32_t sub_h)
Builds and records a Latch command for the given subregion.
• void Shutdown ()
Records a Shutdown command.
• CostModel ∗ GetCostModel ()
Not implemented since the GrpcNddiDisplay doesn't support such an nDDI command.
• void Play ()
Used to playback recorded nDDI commands.
F.2.1 Detailed Description
Implements and nDDI display where each interface is a recorder of nDDI Commands. A RecorderNddi←↩
Display can additionally be instantiated with a recording file enabling it to playback the nDDI Commands
which are then sent to an nDDI display wall server.
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F.2.2 Constructor & Destructor Documentation
F.2.2.1 RecorderNddiDisplay() [1/5]
nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::RecorderNddiDisplay ( )
Required default constructor for abstract class NDimensionalDisplayInterface.
F.2.2.2 RecorderNddiDisplay() [2/5]
nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::RecorderNddiDisplay (
vector< unsigned int > & frameVolumeDimensionalSizes,
unsigned int numCoefficientPlanes,
unsigned int inputVectorSize,
bool fixed8x8Macroblocks = false,
bool useSingleCoeffcientPlane = false ) [inline]
Minimal constructor which uses a fixed display size and configures the nDDI display with the provided
dimensions for the Input Vector, Coefficient Planes, and Frame Volume. The implementation builds an
Initialize command from the arguments and records it to a file named "recording".
Parameters
frameVolumeDimensionalSizes This vector is used to configure the frame volume. Each element in the
vector represents a dimension and that element's value represents the
size of that dimension. e.g. a simple 4x4 2D frame volume will be
configured with a two-element vector with 4 and 4 in it.
numCoefficientPlanes Specifies how many of the maximum coefficient planes will be used.
inputVectorSize Used to configure the size of the input vector. It must be greater than
or equal to two.
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Parameters
fixed8x8Macroblocks Configuration option which can configure the nDDI display to have
fixed macroblocks. This is strictly used for memory optimizations so
that one coefficient matrix is used for an entire macro block instead of
one per pixel location. Note: This is still per plane.
useSingleCoefficientPlane Configuration option which can configure the display implementation to
use only one Coefficient Plane even when it's configured to used
multiple planes. The configured number of planes are still all logically
used for blending, but their coefficients may be different if using special
values COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_X, COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_Y, or









bool fixed8x8Macroblocks = false,
bool useSingleCoeffcientPlane = false ) [inline]
Full constructor which additionally allows the display size to be configured. The implementation builds an
Initialize command from the arguments and records it to a file named "recording".
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Parameters
frameVolumeDimensionalSizes This vector is used to configure the frame volume. Each element in the
vector represents a dimension and that element's value represents the
size of that dimension. e.g. a simple 4x4 2D frame volume will be
configured with a two-element vector with 4 and 4 in it.
displayWidth Used to configure the width of the display if it is less than the display
device.
displayHeight Used to configure the width of the display if it is less than the display
device.
numCoefficientPlanes Specifies how many of the maximum coefficient planes will be used.
inputVectorSize Used to configure the size of the input vector. It must be greater than
or equal to two.
fixed8x8Macroblocks Configuration option which can configure the nDDI display to have
fixed macroblocks. This is strictly used for memory optimizations so
that one coefficient matrix is used for an entire macro block instead of
one per pixel location. Note: This is still per plane.
useSingleCoefficientPlane Configuration option which can configure the display implementation to
use only one Coefficient Plane even when it's configured to used
multiple planes. The configured number of planes are still all logically
used for blending, but their coefficients may be different if using special
values COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_X, COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_Y, or











bool fixed8x8Macroblocks = false,
bool useSingleCoeffcientPlane = false ) [inline]
Full constructor which additionally allows the display size and recording file to be configured. The
implementation builds an Initialize command from the arguments and records it to specificed file.
Parameters
frameVolumeDimensionalSizes This vector is used to configure the frame volume. Each element in the
vector represents a dimension and that element's value represents the
size of that dimension. e.g. a simple 4x4 2D frame volume will be
configured with a two-element vector with 4 and 4 in it.
displayWidth Used to configure the width of the display if it is less than the display
device.
displayHeight Used to configure the width of the display if it is less than the display
device.
numCoefficientPlanes Specifies how many of the maximum coefficient planes will be used.
inputVectorSize Used to configure the size of the input vector. It must be greater than
or equal to two.
file Specifies the path and filename where the commands will be recorded
to.
fixed8x8Macroblocks Configuration option which can configure the nDDI display to have
fixed macroblocks. This is strictly used for memory optimizations so
that one coefficient matrix is used for an entire macro block instead of
one per pixel location. Note: This is still per plane.
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Parameters
useSingleCoefficientPlane Configuration option which can configure the display implementation to
use only one Coefficient Plane even when it's configured to used
multiple planes. The configured number of planes are still all logically
used for blending, but their coefficients may be different if using special
values COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_X, COEFFICIENT_MATRIX_Y, or




char ∗ file ) [inline]
Constructor for nDDI command playback from recording file. This creates a player, enabling the Play()
function which will decode the commands and send them to an nDDI display wall server.
Parameters
file Specifies the path and filename where the commands are read from.
F.2.2.6 ∼RecorderNddiDisplay()
nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::∼RecorderNddiDisplay ( ) [inline]
Default desctructor. Destroys the recorder and/or player.
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F.2.3 Member Function Documentation
F.2.3.1 ClearCostModel()
void nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::ClearCostModel ( ) [inline]
Records a ClearCostModel command.
F.2.3.2 CopyFrameVolume()
void nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::CopyFrameVolume (
vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end,
vector< unsigned int > & dest ) [inline]
Copies pixels from one multi-dimensional region of the frame volume to another region. Builds a
CopyFrameVolume command and records it.
Parameters
start Tuple for the starting coordinate of the source region.
end Tuple for the ending coordinate of the source region.





vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [inline]
Copies the array of pixels into the designated region of the frame volume. The data must be arranged in
the array with strides for each dimension of the area. So to copy pixels into a 2 x 2 x 2 region in the frame
volume, the array must be arranged accordingly: (0,0,0) (1,0,0) (0,1,0) (1,1,0) (0,0,1) (1,0,1) (0,1,1) (1,1,1)
Builds a CopyPixels command from the arguments and records it.
Parameters
p The pointer to the pixel values to be copied.
start Tuple for the first pixel in the frame volume to be filled.




vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [inline]
Copies the one dimensional array of pixels along a particular dimension in the frame volume. In a
two-dimensional frame volume, this can be thought of as a way to copy along a row or along a column,
but not both since the input pixels are only one-dimensional. Builds a CopyPixelStrip command from the
arguments and records it.
Parameters
p The pointer to the pixel values to be copied.
start Tuple for the first pixel in the frame volume to be filled.
end Tuple for the last pixel in the frame volume to be filled. All but one of the values in values in this




vector< Pixel ∗> & p,
vector< vector< unsigned int > > & starts,
vector< unsigned int > & size ) [inline]
Copies the array of pixels into the designated tile regions of the frame volume. The data must be arranged
in the array with strides for each dimension of the area. Only 2D tiles are supported. Builds a CopyPixelTiles
command and records it.
Parameters
p The pointer to the pixel values to be copied.
starts Vector holding series of tuples for the first pixel for each destination tile in the frame volume.
size Two element tuple for the size of each tile (w, h).
F.2.3.6 DisplayHeight()
unsigned int nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::DisplayHeight ( ) [inline]
Used to query the display height. Records a DisplayHeight command.
Returns
The height of the display.
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F.2.3.7 DisplayWidth()
unsigned int nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::DisplayWidth ( ) [inline]
Used to query the display width. Records a DisplayWidth command.
Returns






vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [inline]
Used to copy the specified single coefficient value from a matrix into a range of locations in the coefficient
planes. Builds a FillCoefficient command and records it.
Parameters
coefficient This single value will be placed into each coefficient at the specified location in the
coefficient matrices of the specified range.
row The row of the coefficient to be updated in the coefficient matrix.
col The column of the coefficient to be updated in the coefficient matrix.
start This three-element vector specifies the tuple of location in the coefficient planes where the
first coefficient matrix will be copied to.
end This three-element vector specifies the tuple of location in the coefficient planes where the




vector< vector< int > > & coefficientMatrix,
vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [inline]
Used to copy the specified coefficientMatrix into a range of locations in the coefficient planes. Builds a
FillCoefficientMatrix command and records it.
Parameters
coefficientMatrix This two-dimensional vector holds the matrix to be copied. It's size must match the
configuration of the coefficient matrices exactly. Can use
COFFICIENT_UNCHANGED for one or more elements.
start This three-element vector specifies the tuple of location in the coefficient planes
where the first coefficient matrix will be copied to.
end This three-element vector specifies the tuple of the location in the coefficient planes
where the last coefficient matrix will be copied to.
F.2.3.10 FillCoefficientTiles()
void nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::FillCoefficientTiles (
vector< int > & coefficients,
vector< vector< unsigned int > > & positions,
vector< vector< unsigned int > > & starts,
vector< unsigned int > & size ) [inline]
For each coefficient, positions, and start; copies the coefficient to the position in the in each coefficient
matrix in the 2D tile specified by the start and size. Builds a FillCoefficientTiles command and records it.
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Parameters
coefficients The buffer of coefficients.
positions Tuple for the position (row, col) to place the coefficient within the coefficient matrix.
starts Tuple for the location (x, y) of the start of the tile in the coefficient planes.




vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [inline]
Fills the frame volume with the specified pixel. It can fill in multiple dimensions by starting at the start
pixel and filling in each dimension until the end pixel value is reached. Builds a FillPixel command and
records it.
Parameters
p The pixel value to be filled.
start Tuple for the first pixel in the frame volume to be filled.





vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & end ) [inline]
Used to copy the specified scaler to a range of locations in the coefficient planes. Builds a FillScaler
command and records it.
Parameters
scaler This single scaler will be copied to each location in the range of coefficient planes.
start This three-element vector specifies tuple for the start of the range in the coefficient planes where
the scaler will be copied to.
end This three-element vector specifies the tuple for end of the range in the coefficient planes where
the scalers will be copied to.
F.2.3.13 FillScalerTiles()
void nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::FillScalerTiles (
vector< uint64_t > & scalers,
vector< vector< unsigned int > > & starts,
vector< unsigned int > & size ) [inline]
Used to copy the specified scalers to a series of 2D ranges of locations (tiles) in the coefficient planes.
This is accomplished with a set of scalers, an equal number of tile starts, and one tile size. Builds a
FillScalerTiles command and records it.
Parameters
scalers Each scaler in this list will be filled to its own tile, which is a 2D range of coefficient matrices.
starts Vector of tuples for the start locations (x, y, z) in the coefficient planes for each tile to be filled.




vector< uint64_t > & scalers,
vector< unsigned int > & start,
vector< unsigned int > & size ) [inline]
Used to copy the specified scalers to a stack of 2D ranges of locations (tiles) in the coefficient planes.
This is accomplished with with a set of scalers, a single tile stack location, and one tile size. The stack
includes the top-most tile on the coefficient plane indicated by the tile start as well as the tiles for the planes
under (higher plane coordinates) the start tile. The height of the stack to be filled is determined by the
number of scalers provided. Builds a FillScalerTileStack command and records it.
Parameters
scalers Each scaler in this list will be filled to its own tile (2D range of coefficient matrices) in the stack.
start Tuple for the location (x, y) of the start of the tile stack in the coefficient planes.
size Tuple for the size (w, h) of the tile.
F.2.3.15 GetCostModel()
CostModel∗ nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::GetCostModel ( ) [inline]
Not implemented since the GrpcNddiDisplay doesn't support such an nDDI command.
F.2.3.16 GetFullScaler()
uint16_t nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::GetFullScaler ( ) [inline]
Used to get the current full scaler value. Records a GetFullScaler command to the server and returns
the local cached value.
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Returns






uint32_t sub_h ) [inline]




The x coordinate of the start of the subregion.
sub←↩
_y
The y coordinate of the start of the subregion.
sub←↩
_w
The width of the subregion
sub←↩
_h
The height of the subregion
F.2.3.18 NumCoefficientPlanes()
unsigned int nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::NumCoefficientPlanes ( ) [inline]
Used to query the number of coefficient planes. Records a NumCoefficients command.
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Returns
The number of coefficient planes.
F.2.3.19 Play()
void nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::Play ( ) [inline]
Used to playback recorded nDDI commands. When the RecorderNddiDisplay is instantiated as a player,
this interface is used to start the playback. The player reads the recorded commands from the file provided
to the constructor. This call returns when the last command is played.
F.2.3.20 PutCoefficientMatrix()
void nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::PutCoefficientMatrix (
vector< vector< int > > & coefficientMatrix,
vector< unsigned int > & location ) [inline]
Used to copy the specified coefficientMatrix into the specified location of the coefficient planes. Builds a
PutCoefficientMatrix command and records it.
Parameters
coefficientMatrix This two-dimensional vector holds the matrix to be copied. It's size must match the
configuration of the coefficient matrices exactly. Can use
COFFICIENT_UNCHANGED for one or more elements.
location This two-element vector specifies the tuple for the location in the coefficient plane





vector< unsigned int > & location ) [inline]
Copies the provided pixel to the specified location. Builds a PutPixel command from the arguments and
records it.
Parameters
p The pixel value to be copied.
location Tuple for the location within the frame volume where the pixel will be copied to.
F.2.3.22 SetFullScaler()
void nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::SetFullScaler (
uint16_t scaler ) [inline]
Used to set the scaler value which is interpretted as fully on or 100%. The default is 256, which implies
that any scaler sent by the client is an integer fraction of 256, but in fact a scaler can be larger than 256,
leading to planes that contribute 2.5x or even -3x for instance. Builds a SetFullScaler command and records
it.
Parameters




SignMode mode ) [inline]
Allows the bytes of pixel values to be interpretted as signed values when scaling, accumulating, and
clamping in the pixel blending pipeline. When the SignMode is set to the default UNSIGNED_MODE, each
8-bit color channel for pixels will be treated as an unsigned value. Setting this configuration option to
SIGNED_MODE treats those channels as 8-bit signed values. Builds a SetPixelByteSignMode command
and records it.
Parameters
mode Can be UNSIGNED_MODE or SIGNED_MODE.
F.2.3.24 Shutdown()
void nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::Shutdown ( ) [inline]
Records a Shutdown command.
F.2.3.25 UpdateInputVector()
void nddi::RecorderNddiDisplay::UpdateInputVector (
vector< int > & input ) [inline]
Used to update the input vector with the extra values in the input vector. Builds a UpdateInputVector
command and records it.
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Parameters
input Tuple for the values to use for the update. The length of this tuple must equal the size of the
actual input vector minus two, since the first two values in the input vector cannot be changed.
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